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INDIAN GAMBLING CONTROL ACT

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:55 a.m., in room 1324,

Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Morris K. Udall (chairman
of the subcommittee), presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in session.
Today, we propose to complete our hearings on legislation estab-

lishing minimum Federal standards and guidelines for gaming op-
erations by Indian Tribes. The committee held a day of hearings on
this legislation here in Washington in last August and a day of
field hearings in San Diego in September. Today, we will hear from
administration and other public witnesses.

I believe that the committee has compiled a comprehensive
record on this matter, and it is my intention to schedule a bill for
committee markup as soon as possible. It looks like we are going to
be here until mid-December, and probably the committee will have
a chance before we conclude the 1985 session of Congress.

Without objection, a copy of H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404 will be
made a part of the record at this point. In addition, a copy of the
bill H.R. 3130 by Mr. Bereuter will also be made a part of the
record. It is one of the bills that we are looking at in our hearings
today.

[A copy of H.R. 1920, H.R. 2404, and H.R. 3130 follow:]
(1) -
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99TH CONGRESS
IST SESSION H R.1

To establish Federal standards and regulations for the conduct of gaming activities.
on Indian reservations and lands, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
APBIL 2, 1985

Mr. UDALL (for himself, Mr. McCAIN, Mr. RICHARDSON, and Mr. BATES) intro-
duced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs

NOVEMBER 5, 1985
Additional sponsors: Ms. SNOWE, Mr. SEIBERLINO, Mr. MCKERNAN, and Mr.

FAzIO

A BILL
To establish Federal standards and regulations for the conduct

of gaming activities on Indian reservations and lands, and

for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress sembied,

8 That this Act may be cited as the "Indian Gaming Control

4 Act".

5 SEC. 2. The Congress finds that-

6 (1) numerous Indian tribes have become engaged

7 in or have licensed gaming activities within Indian res-
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1 ervations or lands subject to tribal jurisdiction as a

2 means of generating tribal governmental revenues;

3 (2) Federal courts have held that Indian tribes

4 have the exclusive right to regulate gaming activity

5 which is not prohibited by Federal law and which is

6 conducted within a State which does not, as a matter

7 of criminal law, prohibit such gaming activity;

8 (3) existing Federal law does not provide clear

9 standards or regulations necessary to insure the orderly

10 conduct of gaming activities within Indian country;

11 (4) a principal goal of Federal Indian policy is to

12 promote tribal economic development, tribal self-suffi-

13 ciency, and strong tribal governments; and

14 (5) tribal operation and licensing of gaming activi-

15 ties is a legitimate means of generating revenues.

16 SEC. 3. Congress hereby declares that the establishment

17 of Federal standards for gaming activities within Indian res-

18 ervations and on Indian lands is necessary to meet the con-

19 cerns which have been raised about such activities and to

20 protect such activities as a means of generating needed tribal

21 revenues.

22 SEC. 4. For the purpose of this Act-

28 (1) "Seere7" aum the Ser" of the Inte-

24 rior;

m itn sc
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1 (2) "Indian tribe" means any federally recognized

2 Indian tribe, band, or nation; and

3 (3) "gaming" means to deal, operate, carry on,

4 conduct, or maintain for play any banking or percent-

5 age game or other game of chance played for money,

6 property, credit, or any representative value, but does

7 not include social games played solely for prizes of

8 minimal value or games played in private homes or

9 residences for prizes of minimal value, or traditional

10 forms of Indian gambling engaged in by individuals as

11 part of or in connection with tribal ceremonies or cele-

12 brations.

13 SEC. 5. Unless conducted pursuant to a tribal ordinance

14 or resolution adopted by an Indian tribal government and ap-

15 proved by the Secretary of the Interior as provided in this

16 Act, gaming within Indian reservations and on lands subject

17 to tribal jurisdiction shall not be legal.

18 SEC. 6. (a) Except where a gaming activity is specifical-

19 ly prohibited within an Indian reservation or on lands subject

20 to tribal jurisdictions by Federal law or within a State as a

21 matter of criminal law, an Indian tribe may engage in or

22 license and regulate such gaming activity within its jurisdic-

23 tion if the governing body of the tribe adopts an ordinance or

24 resolution which is approved by the Secretary pursuant to

25 subsection (b).

a 19N 3C
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1 (b) The Secretary shall approve any tribal ordinance or

2 resolution concerning the conduct, licensing, or regulation of

3 gaming activity within the tribe's jurisdiction if it provides, at

4 a mininum that-

5 (1) the tribe itself will have the sole proprietary

6 interest and will be responsible for the conduct of any

7 gaming operation, except as provided in subsection (c);

8 (2) net revenues from tribal gaming operations

9 will be used solely to-

10 (i) fund tribal government operations or pro-

11 grams,

12 (ii) provide for the general welfare of the

13 tribe and its members, or

14 (iii) promote economic development;

15 (3) annual independents audits will be performed

16 by the tribe; and

17 (4) no individual or entity other than the tribe will

18 have any proprietary interest in any tribal gaming op-

19 eration.

20 (c) A tribal ordinance or resolution may provide for the

21 licensing and regulation of gaming owned, operated, or con-

22 ducted by individuals or entities other than tribe: Provided,

23 That licensing requirements and regulations governing such

24 gaming shall be at least as restrictive as those established by

25 State law governing similar gaming within the jurisdiction of

R 19" SC
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1 the State. No individual or entity other than the tribe shall be

2 eligible to receive a tribal license to own, operate, or conduct

3 gaming activity on Indian reservations or on lands subject to

4 tribal jurisdiction if such individual or entity is not otherwise

5 eligible to receive a State license to conduct the same activi-

6 ty within the jurisdiction of the State.

7 (d) Any duly submitted tribal gaming ordinance or reso-

8 lution shall be approved or disapproved by the Secretary

9 within ninety days of its submission. Any ordinance or resolu-

10 tion which has not been acted upon within ninety days after

11 it is submitted shall be deemed to have been approved by the

12 Secretary.

13 SEc. 7. (a) Subject to approval of the Secretary, a tribe

14 may enter into a management contract for the operation and

15 management of a tribal gaming enterprise for a reasonable

16 fee: Provided, That, before approving such contract, the Sec-

17 retary shall require and obtain the following information:

18 (1) the name, address, and other additional perti-

19 nent background information of every individual having

20 a financial interest in or management responsibility for

21 such contract; or in the case of a publicly held compa-

22 ny, of those individuals who serve on the board of di-

23 rectors and as officers of such company;

24 (2) a description of any previous experience which

25 the contractor or the persons listed pursuant to sub-

a 1021 Sc
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1 paragraph (i) has had with other gaming contracts with

2 Indian tribes or gaming licenses issued by an Indian

3 tribe or State, including the name or address of the 1i-

4 censing agency or other parties to any other gaming

5 contract; and

6 (3) a complete financial statement of the contrac-

7 tor and those persons listed pursuant to subparagraph

8 (i).

9. (b) Management contracts entered into pursuant to this

10 section shall specifically provide that adequate accounting

11 procedures are maintained and that verifiable financial re-

12 ports are prepared by or provided to the tribal governing

13 body on a monthly basis. Such contracts shall also provide

14 that the appropriate tribal officials shall have reasonable

15 access to the daily operations of the gaming establishment

16 and shall have the right to verify the daily income made from

17 any such tribal gaming operation.

18 (c) The Secretary shall not approve a management con-

19 tract providing for a fee based upon a percentage of the gross

20 or net revenues of the tribal gaming operation unless he finds

21 that-

22 (1) the contractor has made or is committed to

23 make a significant financial contribution to the tribal

24 gaming operation: Provided, That such financial contri-

A* t.:
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1 bution does not result in such contractor acquiring a

2 proprietary interest in the tribal gaming operation; or

3 (2) such fee based upon a percentage is only pro-

4 posed to be in effect during the first two years of oper-

5 ation of the tribal gaming operation.

6 In no case shall such percentage fee exceed 40 per centum of

7 the net revenues from such tribal gaming operation. In deter-

8 mining whether a proposed fee based upon a percentage of

9 the net revenues is reasonable, the Secretary shall consider

10 the rate of return if any, that the contractor is obtaining for

11 his financial contribution under any other collateral agree-

12 ment with the tribe.

13 (d) Each properly subfratted contract shall be considered

14 and notification of approval or disapproval shall be provided

15 to the parties within ninety days of receipt of the proposed

16 contract. The decision of the Secretary shall be final. Any

17 contract not acted upon within ninety days shall be consid-

18 ered as having been approved.

19 (e) The Secretary shall not approve and may void any

20 contract where he has knowledge that-

21 (1) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)(1)

22 of this section is an elected member of the governing

28 body of the Indian tribe which is a party to the man-

24 agement contract;
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1 (2) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)(1)

2 of this section has been or subsequently is convicted of

3 any felony or gambling offense;

4 (3) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)(1)

5 of this section has knowingly and willfully provided

6 materially important false statements or information to

7 the Secretary pursuant to this section; or

8 (4) the management contractor has deliberately

9 and substantially failed to comply with the terms of the

10 management contract or the tribal gaming ordinance or

11 resolution adopted and approved pursuant to this Act.

12 Sec. 8. In fulfilling his responsibilities under this Act,

13 the Secretary shall have the power to (1) inspect and exam-

14 ine all premises wherein gaming is conducted pursuant kto the

15 provisions of this Act, and (2) demand access to and inspect,

16 examine, photocopy, and audit all papers, books, and records

17 respecting the gross income produced by a gaming business,

18 and (3) require verification of income and all other matters

19 respecting the enforcement of this Act.

20 SEc. 9. The Secretary shall have the duty to preserve

21 any and all information received pursuant to sections 7 and 8

22 as private and confidential and such information shall not be

28 subject to disclosure to the public.

U IM lC
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1 SEC. 10. Any existing gaming operation within an

2 Indian reservation or located on land subject to tribal juris-

3 diction shall have one year from the enactment of this legisla-

4 tion to comply with its requirements.

R 19 XC
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99TH CONGRESS RH 24041ST SESSION H R

To prohibit gambling activities within Indian country unless such activities do not
violate State law or are conducted by an Indian tribal government under
tribal legislation approved by the Secretary of the Interior and are not in
conflict with the public policy of the State within which such Indian country
is located.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 7, 1985

Mr. SHUMWAY introduced the following bill; which was referred jointly to the
Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs and the Judiciary

A BILL
To prohibit gambling activities within Indian country unless

such activities do not violate State law or are conducted by

an Indian tribal government under tribal legislation ap-

proved by the Secretary of the Interior and are not in

conflict with the public policy of the State within which

such Indian country is located.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress asembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Indian Country Gambling

4 Regulation Act".

5 DBFINITION8

6 SEC. 2. For purposes of this Act-
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1 (1) the term "Secretary" means the Secretary of

2 the Interior;

3 (2) the term "Indian tribe" means any Indian

4 tribe, band, or nation which is recognized by the

5 United States as a tribe, band, or nation which has a

6 trust relationship with the United States;

7 (3) the term "Indian country" has the meaning

8 given to such term by section 1151 of title 18, United

9 States Code;

10 (4) the term "gambling" means dealing, operat-

11 ing, carrying on, conducting, or maintaining for play

12 any banking or percentage game or other game of

13 chance played for money or other thing of value other

14 than a game played in a private home or residence or

15 a social game played solely for prizes of minimal value,

16 except that such term does not include any traditional

17 form of Indian gambling engaged in solely by members

18 of an Indian tribe in connection with a tribal ceremony

19 or celebration;

20 (5) the term "gambling operation" means any ac-

21 tivity or enterprise organized and operated for the pur-

22 pose of gambling or for purposes which include gam-

23 bling; and

I1 n4 M
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1 (6) the term "tribal law" means any ordinance,

2 resolution, bylaw, or other rule of law duly adopted by

3 the governing body of any Indian tribe.

4 UNAUTHORIZED GAMBLING PROHIBITED IN INDIAN

5 COUNTRY

6 SEC. 3. (a) Chapter 53 of title 18, United States Code,

7 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

8 section:

9 "§ 1166. Gambling within Indian country

10 "(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) or (c), whoever

11 conducts a gambling operation in Indian country shall be

12 fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more tha, six

13 months, or both.

14 "(b) Subsection (a) shall not apply to any gambling oper-

15 ation which is a lawful gambling operation under section 4 of

16 the Indian Country Gambling Regulation Act.

17 "(c) Subsection (a) shall not apply to any gambling oper-

18 ation conducted in Indian country if such operation is in con-

19 formity with-

20 "(1) the laws of the State within which such gain-

21 bling operation is conducted, and

22 "(2) applicable tribal laws which have been certi-

23 fied by the Secretary of the Interior and published in

24 the Federal Register.

25 "(d) For purposes of this section, the terms 'gambling',

26 'gambling operation', 'Indian tribe', and 'tribal law' have the

a u" M
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1 meaning given to such terms by section 2 of the Indian

2 Country Gambling Regulation Act."

3 (b) The table of sections for chapter 53of such title 18

4 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

5 item:

"1166. Gambling within Indian country.".

6 CERTAIN GAMBLING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED BY INDIAN

7 TRIBES

8 SEC. 4. (a) Any gambling operation conducted pursuant

9 to a tribal law which has been submitted to thie Secretary by

10 the tribe and approved by the Secretary shall be a lawful

11 gambling operation for purposes of section 1166(b) of title 18,

12 United States Code.

13 (b) The Secretary shall not approve any tribal law sub-

14 mitted under subsection (a) unless the Secretary determines

15 that-

16 (1) the specific form of gambling authorized under

17 such tribal law and the manner and extent of the gain-

18 bling operation authorized under such law do not vio-

19 late the public policy of the State within which the

20 tribe seeks to establish such gambling operation; and

21 (2) the tribal law provides that-

22 (A) only the governing body of the Indian

23 tribe may establish and conduct a gambling oper-

24 ation,

IUWE
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1 (B) only members of the tribe may be em-

2 ployed in connection with such gambling oper-

3 ation,

4 (C) the net revenue derived from such gain-

5 bling operation may only be used by the govern-

6 ing body to fund tribal government operations and

7 programs and may not inure to the benefit of any

8 person, and

9 (D) an audit of the books and financial state-

10 ments prepared and maintained in connection with

11 such gambling operation shall be conducted by an

12 independent certified public accountant at least

13 once during each calendar year and the results of

14 such audit shall be available to each member of

15 the Indian tribe.

16 (c) Before making any determination described in sub-

17 section (b)(1), the Secretary shall-

18 (1) consult the Governor of the State within

19 which the tribe seeks to establish a gambling oper-

20 ation, and

21 (2) request comments on the public policy of such

22 State with respect to gambling.

23 (d) No gambling operation which would be permitted

24 under State law if conducted by the State involved, a politi-

25 cal subdivision of such State, or a nonprofit charitable organi-

a No E
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1 zation may be determined to be in violation of the public

2 policy of such State under subsection (b).

3 EFFECTIVE DATE; TRANSITION RULE

4 SEC. 5. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), this

5 Act and the amendments made by this Act shall take effect

6 on the date of the enactment of this Act.

7 (b) In the case of any gambling operation conducted by

8 any Indian tribe, or by any person under any contract with

9 any Indian tribe, pursuant to any tribal law of such tribe in

10 effect on the day before the date of the enactment of this Act,

11 this Act shall apply to such operation after the end of the

12 one-year period beginning on the date of the enactment of

13 this Act.

I n"M
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99TH CONGRESS H 3130119T SESSION . .3 3

To prohibit the granting of trust status to Indian lands to be used for the conduct
of gaming activities.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JULY 31, 1985

Mr. BEREUTER introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

A BILL
To prohibit the granting of trust status to Indian lands to be

used for the conduct of gaming activities.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. RESTRICTION OF SECRETARY'S AUTHORITY.

4 (a) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in subsection (b),

5 the Secretary shall acquire no land in trust status if such land

6 is located outside the boundaries of the applicant Indian

7 tribe's reservation and is to be used for the conduct of gaming

8 activities. Any land acquired in trust status after July 31,

9 1985, shall automatically lose such status if such land is used

10 for gaming activities.
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1 (b) CONCURRENCE OF LOCAL OOVERNMENT.-Subsec-

2 tion (a) shall not apply if the Indian tribe requesting the ac-

3 quisition of land in trust status obtains the concurrence of the

4 governor of the state and the legislative bodies of all local

5 governmental units in which the land is located.

6 SECTION 2. DEFINITIONS.

7 For the purposes of this Act-

8 (1) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Inte-

9 rior;

10 (2) "Indian tribe" means any federally recognized

11 Indian tribe, band, or nation; and

12 (3) "gaming" means to deal, operate, carry on,

13 conduct, or maintain for play any banking or percent-

14 age game or other game of chance played for money,

15 property, credit, or any representative value, but does

16 not include social games played solely for prizes of

17 minimal value or games played in private homes or

18 residences for prizes. of minimal value, or traditional

19 forms of Indian gambling engaged in by individuals as

20 part of or in connection with tribal ceremonies or cele-

21 brations.

0 3131E
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The CHAIRMAN. Before we go to our first witness, Mrs. Vucano-
vich, do you have an opening statement or comments?

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I do. I would like to
thank you for holding these hearings to determine the administra-
tion's position on H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404, which would provide
gaming activities on Indian reservations in States where such ac-
tivities are legal. It is my understanding that the Administration
supports only bingo gaming on Indian reservations, and I am anx-
ious to hear their testimony and their opinion on how this bill and
their position will affect Nevada.

As I stated at the previous hearing on these bills, Nevada is a
unique State where this issue is concerned. Gaming is Nevada's
number one industry and a major contributor to our economy.
Nevada also has several Indian reservations which should have the
opportunity to improve their economy through gaming activities.
However, I believe these activities should be strictly licensed and
regulated by the State where these gaming activities take place. I
believe that the State should have total jurisdiction over gaming
activities on Indian reservations, that a provision should be made
to reimburse the State for any costs incurred in controlling gaming
activities, and that States should be allowed to tax the revenues
which would be received by non-Indian operators of gaming estab-
lishments on Indian lands.

It is my hope that Nevada's concerns will be looked at carefully
by the committee when considering this legislation. Neither the
State nor I oppose gaming on Indian reservations as long as the
State can control those activities as it does for other gaming estab-
lishments in Nevada.

And, Mr. Chairman, I would just request that we could leave the
record open for 15 days so that the Nevada Gaming Resort Associa-
tion could submit their testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be received and made a
part of the record.

Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Strang?
Mr. STRANG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have no complicated statement, but I would like to share with

the chair my personal perspective on this type of issue. Taking
modest exception to my good friend and colleague from Nevada, I
believe that if the United States or the States choose to curtail
rights or activities of the Indian tribes, impinging on their sover-
eignty, it cannot be a one-way street. They must be prepared to
offer something in return. I really seriously question whether we
even have the right to regulate this if we adopt the position that
these are sovereign tribes. So I will be looking at the issue in that
light, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness today is the Honorable Doug
Bereuter, a distinguished former member of this committee and
the man who has pushed us along as far as we have gotten on this
issue today.

We are glad to hear from you, Doug.
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STATEMENT OF HON. DOUG BEREUTER, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Mr. BEREUTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and, members of the
committee, good morning.

Once again I wish to express my pleasure in appearing before my
former colleagues and friends on this panel. I commend the com-
mittee for holding these very important hearings on the matter of
regulation of gaming activities in Indian country.

Today, I wish to ask the committee to consider a bill that I intro-
duced on July 31 of this year, H.R. 3130. This measure is a very
simple, straightforward bill. It would prohibit the granting of trust
status to noncontiguous Indian lands to be used for the conduct of
gaming activities. The prohibition would not apply if the Indian
tribe requesting the acquisition of land in trust obtains the concur-
rence of the governor of the State and the legislative bodies of all
governmental units in which the land is located; that is to say, the
county, a city, or another special purpose governmental unit.

The matter of Indian gambling has provoked many emotional re-
sponses from Indian and non-Indian peoples nationally. State and
local governments claim that unregulated, high-stakes Indian
gaming activities will cut into their revenues from locally imposed
taxes. Community and church organizations claim that Indian
bingo will herald the demise of the modest profits they realize from
Thursday night games in the fraternal hall or church basement.
(Parenthetically I might say that bingo operations are allowed in
my State but only for charitable organizations. Of course that does
not apply to Indian reservation areas.) Some Indian groups have,
countered that attempts to impose regulations are racist or that
they fly in the face of tribal sovereignty.

Today, however, I do not want to talk about the general issue of
Indian gaming activities; rather, I wish to address what is admit-
tedly at this point a rather parochial but not unique issue. It is
happening in other States as well, in other words. I want to talk
about the requests from tribes, increasingly occurring, that land
which is not even contiguous to the reservation be granted trust
status solely or primarily for the purpose of establishing a gaming
activity.

If I could step away from the mike just a second and hold up this
map, I will show you that an Indian reservation that is making a
proposal in this instance is proposing to acquire a 22-acre site in
this metropolitan area-the Sioux City metropolitan area in South
Sioux City, Nebraska, for the purpose of establishing a gaming fa-
cility in that location. There have been more general descriptions
by representatives of the tribe of also locating them in Omaha,
some 60 miles distant from the reservation, and in Lincoln, some
95 miles distant from the reservation. This has met, of course, with
opposition from the local officials in the South Sioux City area
where the option was acquired.

Their clear and stated purpose in pursuing this action was to es-
tablish a gaming operation on the property located within the city
limits of South Sioux City, Nebraska. The obvious benefit to the
tribe, if the operations were successful, would be an increase in
tribal revenues. The city, however, did not agree with the tribe's
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proposal to operate bingo within their boundaries. The City Council
passed a resolution stating that opposition and the result predict-
ably has been hard feelings and a deterioration of relationships be-
tween the tribe and the surrounding community.

The question here is I think one of what can be considered good
public policy. Is it good public policy to allow an Indian tribe to es-
tablish a gaming operation on land that is not contiguous to the
reservation; in fact, not even close? Secondly, is it good public
policy to grant such trust status to a noncontiguous parcel for
gaming operations contrary to the desire of directly affected politi-
cal subdivisions? I believe the answer is clearly no to both ques-
tions.

-It is important to point out that I have never opposed the oper-
ation of bingo or gaming activities by an Indian tribe on its reser-
vation. In fact, bingo is taking place right now on an adjacent res-
ervation. For the record, I wish it to be perfectly clear that I re-
spect and support the concept of tribal sovereignty. But while I rec-
ognize that economic development is one of the reasons used to jus-
tify the addition of new trust lands by the Secretary of the Interior,
I absolutely do not believe that gambling should be considered an
appropriate activity to justify an extension of trust status to land
that is not contiguous to the reservation.

There are many reasons why I have that a opinion and why I
believe such a designation is inappropriate. I mentioned earlier in
my testimony some of those reasons: that such actions would cir-
cumvent State law, that such actions would cause State and local
units of government to lose revenues, and others.

There are also legitimate questions regarding law enforcement.
More importantly, however, it is my view that this kind of action
over the opposition of the community can only create ill feelings in
an area of social and civic relationship where relationships are al-
ready strained. On the other hand, I do know that there have been
and perhaps will continue to be instances where all parties in-
volved, including the tribe, city and county government, and the

* governor will concur that such an extension of trust status and en-
terprise would be acceptable. In this case, clearly, under this bill,
that change in trust status for such a land parcel could occur.

The bill that I have introduced and anm now asking the commit-
tee to include in any final regulatory bill that is developed regard-
ing Indian gambling was clearly drafted as a result of the situation
in Nebraska. Since then, however, several other similar situations
in other States have come to my attention. Washington is one of
those States. I do believe that the adoption of the provisions in my
bill will avoid many problems and yet will not interfere with tribal
efforts to establish gaming operations that will conform to final
regulatory legislation reported out of this committee. Obviously, I
prefer to have this legislation moved separately because I am not
quite sure how controversial the legislation will be that you report.
But if it is your intention to include it in your bill, I would be very
pleased to have it in that legislation.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I want
to thank you for your time and your consideration of this request. I
hope that we might have early action because conditions and rela-
tionships continue to deteriorate as long as there is the possibility
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that the Secretary of the Interior or his representative will grant
trust status to noncontiguous land for gaming purposes in one of the
metropolitan areas or other, partsof. the,State.,

Thank you very much. I would be happy to answer any questions
that you might have.

The CHAIRMAN. Thanks, Doug.
[The statement of Mr. Bereuter follows:]
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Testimony presented by the Honorable Doug Bereuter
before the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee

United States House of Representatives
November 14,1985

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, good morning. Once again,
I wish to express my pleasure in appearing before my former colleagues
and friends on this fine panel. I commend the committee for holding
these very important hearings on the matter of regulation of gaming
activities in Indian country.

Today I wish to ask the committee to consider a bill that I have
introduced, H.R. 3130. This measure is a simple one. It would prohibit
the granting of trust status to non-contiguous Indian lands to be used
for the conduct of gambling activities. The prohibition would not apply
if the Indian tribe requesting the acquisition of land in trust obtains
the concurrence of the governor of the state and the legislative bodies
of all local governmental units in which the land is located.

The matter of Indian gambling has provoked many emotional
responses from Indian and non-Indian people nationally. State and local
governments claim that unregulated, high-stakes Indian gambling
activities will cut into their revenues from locally imposed taxes.
Community and church organizations claim that Indian bingo will herald
the demise of the modest profits they realize from Thursday night games
in the fraternal hall or church basement.Some Indian groups counter that
attempts to impose regulations are racist, or that they fly in the face
of tribal soverignity.

Today, however, I do not want to talk about the general issue of
Indian gaming activities. Rather, I wish to address what is admittedly
at this point in time a rather parochial but not unique issue. I want
to talk about the requests from tribes, increasingly occurring, that
land which is not even contiguous to the reservation be granted trust
status solely or primarily for the purpose of establishing a gaming
activity.

Some time ago, a Nebraska tribe decided to purchase a 22 acre
parcel of property some 30 miles from their reservation. Their clear and
stated purpose in pursuing this action was to establish a gaming
operation on the property, located within the city limits of South Sioux
City, Nebraska. The obvious benefit to the tribe, if the operation were
successful, would be an increase in tribal revenues. The city, however,
did not agree with the tribe's proposal to operate bingo within their
boundries. The City Council passed a resolution stating that
opposition, and the result, predictably, has been hard feelings and a
deterioration of relationships between the tribe and surrounding
community.

The question here is, I think, one of what can be considered good
public policy. Is it good public policy to allow an Indian tribe to
establish a gaming operation on land that is not contiguous to the
reservation? Secondly, is it good public policy to grant such trust
status to a non-contiguous' parcel for gaming operations contrary to the
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desires of directly affected political subdivisions? I believe the
answer is clearly "no" to both questions.

It is important to point out that I have never opposed the
operation of bingo or gaming activities by an Indian tribe on its
reservation. For the record, I wish it to be perfectly clear that I
respect and support the concept of tribal sovereignty. But while I
recognize that economic development is one of the reasons used to
justify the addition of new trust lands by the Secretary of the
Interior, I absolutely do not believe that gambling should be considered
an appropriate activity to justify an extension of trust status to land
non-contiguous to its reservation.

There are many reasons why I do not believe that such a
designation is appropriate. I mentioned earlier in my testimony some
of them - that such actions would circumvent state law; that such
actions would cause state and local units of government to lose
revenues. There are also legitimate questions regarding law enforcement.
More importantly, however, it is my opinion that this kind of action,
over the opposition of the community, can only create ill feelings in an
area of social and civic relationships in areas where relationships are
already strained.

On the other hand, I do know that there have been, and perhaps
will continue to be, instances where all parties involved, including the
tribe, city and county government, and the governor will concur that
such a trust status and enterprise would be acceptable. In this case,
clearly, under this legislation, that change in trust status for such a
laod parcel could occur.

The bill that I have introduced and am now asking the committee to
include in any final regulatory bill that is developed regarding Indian
gambling was clearly drafted as a result of the situation in Nebraska.
Since then, however, several other similar situations in other states
have come to my attention. I do believe that the adoption of the
provisions of my bill will avoid many problems and yet will not
interfere with tribal efforts to establish gaming operations that will
conform to final regulatory legislation reported out by this committee.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for your time and
consideration of my request. I welcome any questions or comments you or
the members of the committee may have.
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The CHAIRMAN. You make a constructive suggestion. This is
simply a problem that we have to look at as we mark up the bill.

As we get to the closing stages of this, we have a number of
major problems that have to be addressed. Let me ask you about a
couple of them. One is the one you raised, the extension of trust
lands to cities and places off the reservation. We have in Arizona a
group that wanted to set aside some of the Indian school land in
downtown Phoenix and have not only bingo games, but a casino-
Las Vegas-type operation. I don't see much enthusiasm for that,
and your bill reaches a similar problem.

The next question is whether we can have limits? Can we allow
the Veterans of Foreign Wars to run bingo with a $500 limit and
yet turn loose an Indian tribe to have a $5,000 limit? Have you
given that one any thought?

Mr. BEREUTER. I have. It is a dilemma. I think that where the
Indian tribe already has the land in an area it is a much more dif-
ficult, and perhaps unjustifiable, case to say that they should be
denied use of that land. But where we do not have that situation
and where it is being created, an outlying parcel is being made a
part of the reservation specifically for that purpose, we can at least
avoid the difficulties that that creates in the area.

I will simply let you wrestle with that problem, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the way it always goes. [Laughter.]
One more problem that seems to be coming up is to what extent

do we grant permission or allow other gambling activities. There is
a lawsuit in Arizona, for example, involving one of the Indian
tribes that wants to start a jai alai fronton to allow those kind of
games. And I can see other gaming activities, poker and what not.
Should we be limiting ourselves to bingo, or how are we going to
address the problem based on your experience when we get into
other games?

Mr. BEREUTER. It is a dilemma. Once you permit a particular
type of gambling operation I have a hard time understanding
where you are going to draw the line. My approach has always
been to vote against all gambling legislation, as a legislator-as a
State legislator and I would as a Federal legislator, but that is a
personal opinion. My constituents, therefore, would tend to visit
Nevada more often. But I have a hard time drawing a line between
types of gaming activities.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there questions on my right?
Mr. Lujan?
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doug, don't you see that as part of a bigger issue, though, rather

than saying do not put land that is not contiguous to the reserva-
tion under trust status for gaming operations? It is really part of a
bigger problem that we have, and that is of putting land that is
noncontiguous as trust land. We have a lot of'objection a lot of
times from some of the counties that say that takes away from our
tax base. If you go out and buy a piece of land and put it under
trust status, it no longer then is taxable.

I am troubled with the idea that you put just a specific use for
non-trust land status, rather than, you know, why don't we give it
a try, let's do it all or nothing.
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Mr. BEREUTER. If you want to approach it, Mr. Lujan, on a larger
basis, I can understand the justification that you have offered for
it. I am responding to a particular parochial problem which is
clearly intended to circumvent State law, since gambling oper-
ations are illegal in the State of Nebraska except for bingo oper-
ations conducted by charitable organizations. What, in fact, the
community would lose is not only tax money from the property tax,
but they would also have and do have objections from the charita-
ble organizations in that community saying that with this kind of
operation, which is now legal only because this has suddenly
become Indian land in our midst, our charitable organizations
bingo operations are certainly jeopardized.

So I am responding only to a parochial issue where I think the
merits of the case are very clear. Beyond that, of course, it becomes
more complicated, as sometimes it would be done, I suppose, for ac-
quiring water rights or a good well location, or perhaps for another
type of enterprise that has nothing to do with gaming operations.

Mr. LUJAN. No, I understand that and I am not proposing it. Be-
cause as a matter of fact, one of the tribes at home just recently
announced a resort kind of development on land that is right next
to an interstate highway, and that is a different situation. I am just
not sure about exempting it, you know, just under a very narrow
definition.

I would not like to see it, either. You know, that the tribe moves
right into town to compete with the local charities. But under the
law and under the interpretation by the Secretary of the Interior,
if somebody else can run bingo, well they can, too. I just have a
little trouble with that very narrow definition, and maybe we
ought to look at it.

Mr. BEREUTER. But in this instance, of course, somebody else
cannot run a bingo operation for profit in South Sioux City, Ne-
braska.

Mr. LUJAN. Even charities?
Mr. BEREUTER. Charities, but not for-profit operations. They are

rather strict about an application of what is a charitable organiza-
tion and what is not.

Mr. LUJAN. Yes.
Mr. BEREUTER. It is clearly a circumvention of State law.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCain?
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being

late, and I appreciate the continued efforts by Mr. Bereuter on
Indian issues. He has been one who has probably devoted as much
or more attention than any Member of Congress on a wide variety
of Indian issues, and I am very appreciative of his efforts.

I would just like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that many of the
issues we are discussing, such as contiguous or noncontiguous land,
fall into the realm of tribal sovereignty ahd the State/tribal rela-
tionships and State/Federal Government relationships and may-
end up in the courts. I think that the purpose of the chairman s
bill is one that needs addressing immediately, and that purpose is
what regulations or what supervision will there be of tribal gam-
bling on reservations. We will hear witnesses today from tribes
who will state that they don't need any supervision nor any regula-
tion; they can hAndle it themselves. And I, respectfully, reject that
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notion. Because we have States in this country, and I think Mrs.
Vucanovich will attest, Nevada is one, as well as New Jersey,
where gambling takes place and they have been unable from time
to time to cope with the influence of organized crime. I would
submit that it is absolutely necessary that we do whatever we can
toprotect all of our citizens.

The majority of the people who will come to engage in gambling
enterprises on Indian reservations, whether it be bingo or jai alai,
if that unusual occurrence should take place, will be non-Indians;
and we have an obligation to Indians and non-Indians both to pro-
tect them from the evils that always seem to accompany gamb ing
wherever it exists unless there are rigorous standards and extreme-
ly careful supervision and scrutiny of gambling operations. We
have already seen a case in California. We have seen cases right
down in Tucson; with the Pascua Yaqui Tribe, who has had four
separate management companies to come in to manage their bingo
operations. They have not made one single penny and are carrying
a large mortgage on their bingo hall because of it.

I would hope that in addition to the consideration here of Mr.
Bereuter's bill that we would focus our attention not only on the
issues of State/tribal relationships and Federal/tribal relation-
ships, but also on the absolute importance, if any kind of gambling
is going to take place, that we ensure that all of the people who
participate in those gambling operations are adequately protected.

I would ,appreciate your comments on that, Mr. Bereuter.
Mr. BEREUTER. I am in agreement with the gentleman. I appreci-

ate his kind remarks, additionally.
It is clear that we need regulation of gambling. We have much

experience in this country whether we are talking about gambling
operations run in a particular State by non-Indian in a very entre-
preneurial fashion or whether we are talking about Indians. Regu-
ation is essential. We have all the evidence to support the need for

regulation.
That does not mean, it seems to me, that regulation ought to be

punitive or that it ought, of course, to be unreasonable. I fully
expect that there is going to be regulation, but the question that I
am addressing today, as you know, is not just related to regulation.
It is what happens when you are basically throwing out a part of
the reservation 30 miles away? There will be regulation there, but
is it reasonable to establish that enclave of gambling in an area
only to circumvent State law? I think the answer is clearly no.

Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Vucanovich?
Mrs. VUCANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to thank our colleague, Mr. Bereuter, for

coming and testifying on his bill. I don't think it would affect my
State as much as some of the other part of the legislation, and so I
will yield back my time and let someone else ask some questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Strang?
Mr. STRANG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doug, I appreciate your coming and giving us your views. I

wonder if you were aware of the Justice Department's statement
on this problem that we are about to look at today. Because they
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have some language in there that may get at a slightly broader
range of what you are talking about, where they say:

Provision would be made to restrict the gaming operations to the reservations
proper and on trust lands where the tribe resides as a community and exercises au-
thority as a government. Local governments would not be permitted to share in the
proceeds of the operations in return for deeding over property * * * . Outside man-
agement companies * * * would be permitted.

You couldn't do that in Nebraska. But basically it would provide
that gambling operations would be confined to current residential,
operated, sovereignty tribal lands.

Mr. BEREUTER. And apparently from what you have said-I have
not seen that-areas over which they exercise government.

Mr. STRANG. Precisely.
Mr. BEREUTER. So if they buy a parcel of land in an incorporated

municipality, that would not be, then, an area in which they exer-
cise--

Mr. STRANG. That is what I understand the recommendation to
be, and I wonder if maybe we do have some opportunity to look at
it that way.

Mr. BEREUTER. At least it seems to cover the situation that I am
concerned about.

Mr. STRANG. Thank you.
I yield back.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Seiberling?
Mr. SEIBERUNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Well, interestingly enough, we have a situation in Ohio which is

even more extreme than the one pointed out by you, Mr. Bereuter.
A year or so ago a tribe whose reservation is in Oklahoma, negoti-
ated with individuals in a community in Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
about 1,000 miles away or more, to buy a small amount of land-I
think it was 8 acres or something like that-to establish a casino.
They claimed that it would be exempt from State law, which pro-
hibits gambling except by charitable organizations that run bingo
games and by betters at racetracks.

Needless to say, this caused considerable consternation in vari-
ous parts of Cuyahoga County and my county, which is adjacent to
it, particularly when we found out that there were some rather
questionable characters who were going to own a substantial inter-
est in this operation.

It is perfectly obvious that you do not infring upon the sovereign-
ty of a tribe when you limit their sovereignty to their own terri-
tory. We don't allow foreign nations to come into the United States
and establish gambling operations in violations of the laws of the
States, and I on't see why an Indian tribe in the United States
should be in any better position from a sovereignty standpoint. The
tribes should conform to the laws of the States and the local com-
munities if they set up gambling operations outside their territory,
and your bill, as far as I can see, accomplishes that purpose.

The only question I have with respect to your bill is that it says
that the tribes cannot establish a gambling operation unless it is
approved by the Governor and the local government. I think that
provision ought to be broadened to say that unlcs it is done in ac-
cordance with State law as well as local law. The legislature has as
important a role as the governor, it seems to me, and unless the
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legislature authorizes the governor to make such licenses, I don't
think the Federal law should override the State law.

I wonder if you have any comment on that particular aspect ofit.
Mr. BEREUTER. I have no strong feelings about the legislature

being a party to that. I will bow to your judgment on it. I do think
that your description preceding that is entirely accurate and a fine
statement of the situation. I am not critical of Indian tribes for ex-
ploiting what you might call loopholes and pursuing entrepreneuri-
al events in that direction. That is the American way. Also, it is
the American way to regulate where appropriate.

Mr. SEIBERLING. Yes. I do not oppose such activities by Indian
tribes, so long as they conform to the laws of the particular juris-
diction. And when they are outside their own jurisdiction, they
should comply with the laws of the others. When in Rome do as the
Romans do.

Mr. BEREUTER. I really doubt whether therb is likely to be any
waiver granted, but there might be an instance or two where the
local units, the tribe and the State affected may agree that it does
serve a common good, and I simply wanted to leave the opportuni-
t for that kind of a situation to start or continue. I doubt it,thugh.

Mr. SEIBERLING. I think your bill is an excellent contribution. I
also think that the chairman's bill is a very good move, although I
would like to see a sort of merging of the two bills because I don't
think the chairman's bill quite takes into account the sovereignty
of the States and their right to regulate gaming in their territory
other than on Indian reservations. And I mean actual reservations,
not land that is noncontiguous that the tribes happen to have
bought somewhere.

So that seems to me to be the least we can do, to put the tribes
under the same set of rules as everybody else, and your bill is a
major move in that direction. I don't think the fact the Secretary
of the Interior might decide to license somebody for gambling on
noncontiguous, off-the-reservation land should be a basis for over-
riding State and local law, where the Secretary can't license any-
body else to do the same thing. If we do that, we are going to set
him up as a czar who will be authorized to establish gaming casi-
nos anywhere in the country under the circumstances that are set
forth in the bill. Just because it is an Indian tribe making the re-
quest, I don't think that we should allow that kind of circumven-
tion of the laws of the States.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Marlenee?
Mr. MARLENEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have no comment on your testimony, Doug, or reflection on

H.R. 1920 or H.R. 2404. But, Mr. Chairman, I do wish to take this
time to make an opening statement and to clearly enunciate my
position.

The only law that should be passed by this committee is a strict
prohibition of gambling on Indian reservations, and I will outline
the reasons why.

No. 1, I don't believe the tribes themselves, by the very nature of
their political structure, judicial system or their law enforcement
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capabilities are capable of management of gambling on reserva-
tions.

No. 2, the BIA seems to be a bureaucracy of incompetents. There
seems to be very little ability of the BIA to run or to control or to
guide the reservations in the directions that they need to take. And
I can use for an example the TERO operations (tribal employment
rights operations) that go on on some of the reservations, where
reservations have fee lands interspersed with tribal lands. We have
a situation where the tribes are very vindictive; where they, as a
matter of fact, extract what amounts to be a-well, I would hate to
use the word, so I won't-from people who want to do business on
the reservations, it amounts to blackmail in some cases.

So with that, Mr. Chairman, I have made myself very clear on
where I stand on this kind of legislation, and I warn this commit-
tee that if we allow gambling on reservations, we are setting fire to
those reservations just as surely as if we went out there with a lot
of torches and an armada of people and tried to destroy the reser-
vations.

I yield back the balance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
If not, thank you, Doug.
Mr. BEREUTER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate your attendance here today.
The next witness is Ms. Marian Horn, the Acting Solicitor of the

Department of the Interior, and Ms. Victoria Toensing, the Deputy
Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, Department of Jus-
tice.

PANEL CONSISTING OF HON. MARIAN HORN, ACTING SOLICITOR,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR; AND HON. VICTORIA
TOENSING, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CRIMI-
NAL DIVISION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Ms. HORN. Good morning, and thank you for the opportunity of

appearing before all of you this morning.
I apologize right at the outset for not having a statement in your

hands sufficiently in advance for a good review of it, and with your
indulgence, therefore, I will proceed to read a little bit more than
is my habit at hearings of this sort, so that we can get ourselves on
the record through the statement.

I am, in fact, the principal deputy solicitor of the Department,
sir, and, by default, the acting solicitor. But I do represent the De-
partment here, and I think we have arrived at a compromise posi-
tion that I hope will sit well with members of the committee.

I am pleased to present the views of the Department of the Inte-
rior on the Indian Gaming Control Act and the Indian Country
Gambling Regulation Act that have been presented for consider-
ation this morning.

There has been and continues to be a growth of gambling busi-
nesses on Indian lands. Bingo is the most common form, but there
are variations of bingo, casino-type gambling-and pari-mutuel bet-
ting in operation or proposed for operation. A recent Bureau of
Indian Affairs survey that was conducted this past spring indicates
that there are some 108 gambling facilities on Indian land. Of
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these facilities, approximately 104 had bingo, 93 had pull tabs or
punch cards, 15 had card games, 4 had casino gaming, and 15 had
other types of gambling activity.

The survey only yielded somewhat incomplete information on
the amount of money involved. And I should stop here for a
minute, because the reason for that is that the responses we got
came back in various different forms, so that not all of the data
that we received was totally compatible. So what we have before us
is the best information we have today and it represents I think a
pretty good approximation of where we are. However, more than a
dozen tribes each reported gross receipts of over $1 million annual-
ly with the highest gross receipts for a tribe reported at about $15.5
million annually. We do not believe that a national estimate of
$100 million annually is excessive. The lack of any regulatory au-
thority other than the individual tribes themselves makes the col-
lection of reliable information difficult, if not impossible. And that
is part of the problem we had with the survey, was just not being
able to get information coming in in exactly the same format.

A number of new gambling ventures are in the planning or pro-
posed stage, including dog and horse racing tracks with gambling
facilities. The Department also had pending some 16 requests that
land be taken into trust for gambling and other purposes. Let me
stop here a minute, also, because it is important to understand that
some of the requests that come in to us for taking land in trust are
for hospitals or other types of ventures, not necessarily for gam-
bling activities. When we do take them into trust, though} we don't
necessarily take them in any conditional format. So that if the hos-
pital changes into a gambling venture, that is a possibility down
the line. So there are several stages to taking land into trust. In 10
cases this land for which trust status is being requested is away
from the tribe's reservation and nearer population centers or high-
ways in order to have greater access to non-Indian customers.

The reasons for the growth in gambling on Indian land are read-
ily apparent. The Indian tribal governments see an opportunity for
income that can make substantial improvements in the tribe's con-
ditions. The lack of any State or Federal regulation results in a
competitive advantage over gambling regulated by States. These
advantages include no State-imposed limits on the size of pots or
prizes, no restrictions by the State on days or hours of operation,
no costs for licenses or compliance with State requirements, and no
State taxes on tribal gambling operations.

While there can be economic benefits to the tribes from gaming
enterprises, there are major jurisdictional conflicts between States
and tribes as to the extent of State jurisdiction, if any, over gaming
activities.

In general, State laws are not applicable to Indians within
Indian reservations absent the consent of Congress. The Federal
Government and the tribes exercise jurisdiction over Indian-related
matters on most Indian reservations to the exclusion of the States.
However, jurisdictional issues arising on Indian reservations are
often in the courts. The proper balance of Federal, tribal, and State
jurisdiction has been litigated and is being litigated in various con-
texts.
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A part of the statement includes a number of cites to specific
cases, which we lawyers can't quite resist putting into prepared
statements, but I will defer reading them, and they are included
here.

Even where the States lack jurisdiction over Indian reservations,
however, State law may be applicable through the Assimilative
Crimes Act. The Assimilative Crimes Act is applicable to Indian
country by virtue of 18 U.S.C. section 1152. I think we are all fa-
miliar with the act, so I won't quote it at this time.

The exact scope of the State laws assimilated into Federal law
through the Assimilative Crimes Act has not been definitively de-
termined by the courts, however. Some court decisions indicate
that while the Federal Government may enforce on Indian reserva-
tions the criminal prohibitory laws of the States in which the res-
ervation is located, it may not be able to enforce State civil regula-
tory laws, even if they are accompanied by criminal-law-type penal-
ties.

The criminal prohibitory/civil regulatory distinction applied to
the Assimilative Crimes Act in those cases seems to be the same
distinction applied in cases involving the interpretation of Public
Law 83-280. This law was a 1953 statute which vested certain
States with criminal and civil jurisdiction over Indian country and
authorized other States to assume jurisdiction. Public Law 280 was
amended in 1968 to require tribal consent to the subsequent as-
sumption of State jurisdiction.

The civil jurisdiction which Congress authorized the States to
assume in Public Law 280 is limited to jurisdiction over private
causes of action and does not include taxing or regulatory jurisdic-
tion. Thus, the question addressed in several of the cases was
whether the State bingo laws at issue were criminal prohibitory
and therefore enforceable by the States under their Public Law 280
grant of criminal jurisdiction, or civil regulatory in nature and
therefore inapplicable. Both courts concluded that the State laws
were civil regulatory in nature because the States did not permit
the playing of bingo under certain conditions. Neither of the States
involved in those particular cases prohibited bingo outright.

Application of this criminal prohibitory/civil regulatory distinc-
tion to the Assimilative Crimes Act has also been questioned in the
courts. In a particular case in Michigan in June of this year, the
court pointed out that the distinction was developed in Public Law
280 cases to prevent States from interfering too greatly with tribal
sovereignty, and then went on to discuss the matter still further.

The Supreme Court of Oklahoma, on the other hand, rejected the
distinction of criminal prohibitory and civil regulatory on the
ground that it was not very clear and has substituted a balancing
approach for the resolution of conflicting Indian, Federal and State
interests in gambling issues. Therefore, you can see there is still a
lot of activity in this area and it is far from clear.

Other Federal statutes which must be considered in evaluating
tribal-State jurisdictional issues and the regulation of reservation
gambling include the Organized Crime Act; 15 U.S.C. 1175, which
prohibits the possession or the use of gambling devices on Indian
reservations; 18 U.S.C. section 1301-1307, which prohibits advertis-
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ing of lotteries, including bingo, through the mail or radio or TV,
with the exception of State-run lotteries.

The present lew concerning Indian reservation gambling is un-
clear largely because much of it depends on State law interpreta-
tions which have varied from court to court.

We note that four bills have been introduced during the 99th
Congress regarding gaming activities on Indian lands, including
the two which are the subject of this hearing. These bills range in
scope from restrictions on land taken into trust for gambling pur-
poses to how gambling activities should be regulated. Although we
find interesting aspects in each of these bills, we suggest a some-
what different approach. An approach that has been arrived at
through consultation between the executive agencies involved and
which we, along with the Department of Justice, hope to present to
you this morning.

We believe that a sound Federal policy for gambling on Indian
land must be based on a number of factors.

Gambling historically has been subject to Government regulation
because of the potential for crime-related problems. The Depart-
ment of Justice's testimony discusses those problems more fully.

Indian reservation gambling provides economic benefit to many
of the tribes involved, especially those with no valuable natural re-
sources or other significant sources of income. Tribes have used
their bingo income for a variety of purposes relating to the welfare
of their members, including supplementing activities that are fi-
nanced by the Federal Government. Examples of these include pay-
ment of contract medical expenses for tribal members, use funds
for emergency loans, home repairs, fuel for homes, fire department
equipment and operation, road repairs, as well as flood control re-
pairs. Senior citizens programs have been funded. Head Start pro-
grams have been funded. The funds have been used to aid the con-
struction of a health facility and maintain and improve school and
other public facilities and roads, and to build community centers,
dental clinics, and other health facilities.

President Reagan's Indian policy statement includes passages
which should be kept in mind, we believe, in developing the Feder-
al policy on Indian gambling. We note that those are included in
the record here, and start with the concept of self-government, that
tribes reduce their dependence on Federal funds by providing a
greater percentage of the cost of their own self-government.

With all of the policies in mind, it is the position of the Depart-
ment that Federal legislation on the subject of Indian gambling
should address three separate categories of gambling: (1) social and
Indian ceremonial, (2) bingo, and (3) all other forms of gambling ac-
tivity.

Social and ceremonial gambling is not operated for profit, in-
volves only small stakes and involves only members of the Indian
community. Therefore, we believe that no regulation need be im-
posed on these activities.

Bingo, however, we believe is another matter. Economic benefits
to participating tribes already appear to be significant. We wish to
permit continuation of Indian bingo as a matter of Federal policy,
but recognize that it has to be regulated effectively to avoid the po-
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tential law enforcement problems which the Department of Justice
will discuss more fully later on.

All other forms of gambling, such as pari-mutuel and casino
gambling, could be economically beneficial, but we believe the po-
tential law enforcement problems are so great as to outweigh the
economic benefits to the tribes. We recognize the importance of
tribal sovereignty, but we think the States should be empowered to
regulate hard-core gambling on Indian land because of the signifi-
cant need for law enforcement oversight and of the significant ad-
ditional law enforcement burden involved in Federal regulation of
a new area where the States are already regulating such gambling.

We oppose State control over bingo because it would drive Indian
bingo games out of business by subjecting it to the days, hours,
prize and other restrictions that are imposed in many States. Some
States limit bingo to charitable organizations, and at least one pro-
hibits the payment of compensation to employees operating the
games.

We believe that the law enforcement risks involved with bingo
are manageable and do not warrant State regulation. Therefore, we
propose that bingo be regulated according to the following scheme.

We believe a bingo regulatory commission should be established
by law. The commission should be authorized to issue licenses for
and to regulate bingo operations on Indian land. The law would
provide a traditional definition of "bingo" and would make it a
Federal crime to operate without such a license.

We believe the law should provide criteria for the commission's
regulations based primarily on law enforcement rather than eco-
nomic concerns. For example, the regulations would require audits,
investigations of employees, that profits be used only for the bene-
fit of the tribe, that games are operated only on the reservation or
trust land where the tribe resides as a community, which was dis-
cussed earlier, and where it exercises governmental jurisdiction,
and that limits on prizes may be established. The Secretary of the
Interior would be authorized to disapprove regulations proposed by
the commission. The commission would be authorized to issue sub-
poenas and bring civil actions to enforce its regulations and to sus-
pend or revoke licenses for violations of its regulations.

Tribes could continue to enforce their gambling ordinances or
regulations if they are not inconsistent with the commission regu-
lations or Federal law.

The members of the bingo commission should be appointed and
subject to removal by the Secretary of the Interior. Appointment
would be based on statutory criteria that would ensure that mem-
bers have the background to do an effective job.

The commission should establish a budget and license fee struc-
ture that would be subject to approval by the Secretary. The fees
charged must pay the full cost of the commission and of the Inspec-
tor General audit function, which we will discuss in 1 minute.

The Secretary, through the Inspector General, should be author-
ized to investigate and review the commission's activities. The In-
spector General would conduct management and financial field
audits and provide reports to the Secretary, the Attorney General,
the Congress, and the tribes involved. The Inspector General's ac-
tivities would be funded by reimbursements from the commission.
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In addition, the legislation should reaffirm the Secretary's au-
thority to approve leases, management contracts, and tribal ordi-
nances related to gambling.

In summary, we recognize that our approach represents a variety
of compromises and accommodations. It is our desire to retain the
recognition of tribal sovereignty and to preserve bingo as an eco-
nomic activity available for the tribes, to assure protection of the
general populace from undesirable impacts of additional gambling,
and to resolve the uncertainty as to the legality of gambling on
Indian land.

We intend to consult with interested tribal leaders and then
promptly submit a draft bill to the committee. We will be most
pleased, Mr. Chairman, to work with the committee and its staff to
achieve enactment of legislation on this important matter.

This concludes my statement, and I will be glad to take any ques-
tions.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Horn.
We will get to the questions as soon as we have heard from Ms.

Toensing.
[The statement of Ms. Horn follows:]
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STATEMENT OF MARIAN BLANK HORN, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY SOLICITOR OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF THE INTERIOR, BEFORE THE NOVEMBER 14, 1985 HEARING OF THE COMMITTEE ON
INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS ON H.R. 1920, THE "INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT"

AND H R. 2404, THE "INDIAN COUNTRY GAMBLING REGULATION ACT".

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am plieased to present the
views of the Department of the Interior on H. R. 1920, the "Indian Gaming

Control Act" and H.R. 24J4, the "Indian Country Gambling Regulation Act."

There has been and continues to be a growth of gambling businesses on
Indian lands. Bingo is the most common form but there are variations of

bingo and casino type gambling and pari-mutuel betting in operation or
proposed. A recent Bureau of Indian Affairs survey indicates that there are

some lOd gambling facilities on Indian land. Of these facilities, 104

had bingo, 93 had pull tabs or punch cards, 15 had card games, 4 had casino
gaming, and 15 had other gambling activities.

The survey only yielded incomplete information on the amount of money
involved However, more than a dozen tribes each reported gross receipts of
over $1 million annually with the highest gross receipts for a tribe reported
at about $15.5 million annually. We do not believe that a national estimate
of $100 million annually is excessive. The lack of any regulatory authority

other than the individual tribes themselves makes the collection of reliable
information difficult if not impossible.

A number of new gambling ventures are in the planning or proposal stage,
including dcg and horse racing tracks with gambling facilities. The

Department also has pending some 16 requests that land be taken into trust
for gambling and other purposes. In 10 cases this land is away from the

tribe's reservation and nearer population centers or highways in order to
have greater access to non-Indian customers.
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The reasons for the growth in gambling on Indian land are readily

apparent. The Indian tribal governments see an opportunity for income that

can make a substantial improvement in the tribe's conditions. The lack of

any State or Federal regulation results in a competitive advantage over

garibling regulated by the States. These advantages include no State imposed

limits on the size of pots or prizes, no restrictions by the State on days or

hours of operation, no costs for licenses or compliance with State

requirements, and no State taxes on tribal gambling operations.

While there can be economic benefits to tribes from gaming enterprises,

there are major jurisdictional conflicts between States and tribes as to the

extent of State jurisdiction, if any, over the gaming activities.

In general, State laws are not applicable to Indians within Indian

reservations absent the consent of Congress. The Federal Government and the

tribes exercise jurisdiction over Indian-related matters on most Indian

reservations to the exclusion of the States. However, jurisdictional issues

arising on Indian reservations are often in the courts. The proper balance

of Federal, tribal, and State jurisdiction has been litigated in various

contexts.

Recently tne Supreme Court summarized the relevant principles governing

the application of State law to Indian country:

[lI]n demarcating the respective spheres of State and

tribal authority over Indian reservations, we have

continued to stress that 'Indian tribes are unique

aggregations possessing attributes of sovereignty over

both their members and their territory' .... Because of

their sovereign status, tribes and their reservation

lands are insulated in some respects by an 'historic
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immunity from State and local control',... and tribes

retain any aspect of their historical sovereignty not

'inconsistent with the overriding interests of the

National Government.' (citations omitted) New Mexico v.

Mescalero Apache Tribe, 462 U.S. 324 (1983).

Even where the States lack jurisdiction over Indian reservations,

however, State law may be applicable through the Assimilative Crimes Act.

The Assimilative Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. §13 (ACA) is applicable to "Indian

Country" by virtue of 18 U.S.C. §1152. See United States v. Marcyes, 557

F.2d 1361, 1365 n.1 (9th Cir. 1977). The ACA provides in pertinent part:

Whoever within La Federal enclave] isjuilty of any act

or omission which, although not made punishable by any

enactment of Congress, would be punishable if committed

or omitted within the jurisdiction of the State ... in

which such place is situated, by the laws thereof in

force at the time of such act or omission, shall be

guilty of a like offense and subject to a like

punishment.

The exact scope of the State laws assimilated into Federal law through

the ACA has not been definitively determined by the courts. However, some

court decisions indicate that while the Federal Government may enforce on

Indian reservations the "criminal-prohibitory" laws of the States in which

the reservation is located it may not be able to enforce State

"civil-regulatory" laws (even if they are accompanied by criminal law type

penalties). See, e.g., United States v. Farris, 624 F.2d 890, 897 (9th Cir.

1980), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1111 (1981); United States v, Marcyes, supra,

557 F.2d at 1364.
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The criminal-prohibitory/civil-regulatory distinction applied to the ACA
in those cases seems to be the same distinction applied in cases involving
the interpretation of Public Law 83-280 (67 Stat. 588), 18 U.S.C. §1162, 28
U.S.C. §1360. E.g., Barona Group of the Capitan Grande Band of Mission
Indians v. Duffy, 694 F.2d 1185, 1188 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 461 U.S.
929 (1983), Seminole Tribe v. Butterworth, 658 F. 2d 310 (5th Cir. 1981),
cert. denied, 455 U.S. 1020 (1982). Public Law 83-280 was a 1953 statute
which vested certain States with criminal and civil jurisdiction over Indian
country and authorized other States to assume jurisdiction. Public Law 280
was amended in 1968 to require tribal consent to the subsequent assumption of
State jurisdiction.

The civil jurisdiction which Congress authorized the States to assume in
PL-280 is limited to jurisdiction over private causes of action and does not
include taxing or regulatory jurisdiction. Bryan v. Itasca County, 426 U.S.

373 (1976). Thus, the question addressed in the Seminole and Barona cases
was whether the State bingo laws at issue were criminal-prohibitory, and
therefore enforceable by the States under their PL-280 grant of criminal
jurisdiction, or civil-regulatory and therefore inapplicable. Both courts

concluded that the State laws were civil-regulatory in nature because the
States did permit the playing of bingo under certain conditions. Neither of

tne States prohibited bingo outright.

Application of the criminal-prohibitory/civil.regulatory distinction to
the ACA has been questioned. See United States v. Dakota, . F.Supp. _ ,
No. M84-246 CA2 (W.D. Mich. June 28, 1985). In that case, the court pointed

out that the distinction was developed in PL-280 cases "to prevent States
from interfering too greatly with tribal sovereignty." It then stated:
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Section 1955 (referring to 18 U.S.C. §1955, the Organized

Crime Control Act of i970) and the Assimilative Crimes

Act, however, do not present the same problem. They do

not grant States jurisdiction over tribal matters.

Rather they provide for' Federal jurisdiction. The

question arises as to whether a principle developed to

limit State jurisdiction over tribal affairs should be

extended to limit Federal jurisdiction over tribal

affairs. (Emphasis added).

The Suprem2 Court of Oklahoma has rejected the criminal-prohibitory/

civil-regulatory distinction outright on the ground that it is not very clear

and has substituted a "balancing approach" for the resolution of conflicting

Indian, Federal and State interests in gambling issues. State v.

Seneca-Cayuga Tribe, _ *()-a._ - (No. 60,074, July 2, 1985).

Other Federal statutes which must be considered in evaluating

tribal-State jurisdictional issues and the regulation of reservation gambling

include:

* The Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, 18 U.S.C. §1955, which prohibits

gambling businesses which are in violation of the laws of the State in which

they are located. The Federal courts have so far concluded that gambling

activities which are regulated rather than prohibited by State law are not

against the public policy of the State and therefore not violative of the

Organized Crime Control Act.

* 15 U.S.C. §i175, which prohibits the possession or use of gambling devices

on Indian reservations.
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* 18 U.S.C. §§1301-1307, which prohibits advertising of lotteries, inclualng

bingo, through the mail or on radio or TV, with exceptions for State-run

lotteries.

The present law concerning Indian reservation gambling is unclear

largely because much of it depends on State law interpretations which have

varied in the courts.

Four bills have been introduced during the 99th Congress regarding

gaming activities on Indian lands, including the two which are the subject of

this hearing. These bills range in scope from restrictions on land taken

into trust for gambling purposes to how gambling activities should be

regulated. Although we find interesting aspects in each of these bills, we

suggest a somewhat different approach.

We believe that a sound Federal policy for gambling on Indian land must

be based on a number of factors.

Gambling historically has been subject to government regulation because

of the potential for crime related problems. The Department of Justice's

testimony today discusses some of these problems.

Indian reservation gambling provides economic benefit to many of the

tribes involved, especially those with no valuable natural resources or other

significant sources of income. Tribes have used their bingo income for a

variety of purposes relating to the welfare of their members, including

supplementing activities that are financed by the Federal Government.

Examples include the Creek Nation's payment of contract medical expenses for

tribal members; tne Sycuan Band's use of the funds for emergency loans, home

repairs, fuel for homes, fire department equipment and operation, road

repairs, and flood control repairs; the San Juan Pueblo's funding of a senior
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citizens program; the Fond du Lac Band's use of the funds to supplement the

Head Start and other programs and to aid the construction of a health

facility and maintain and improve school and other public facilities and

roads; and the Shakopee or Prior Lake Sioux Community's use of the funds to

build a community center, dental clinic and health facility, and purchase a

fire truck.

President Reagan's Indian policy statement includes the following

passages which should be kept in mind in developing the Federal policy on

Indian gambling:

It is important to the concept of self-government that tribes

reduce their dependence on Federal funds by providing a greater

percentage of the cost of their self-government. Some tribes are

already moving in this direction. This administration pledges to

assist tribes in strengthening their governments by removing the

Federal impediments to tribal self-government and tribal resource

development.. This administration affirms the right of tribes to

determine the best way to meet the needs of their members and to

establish and run programs which best meet those needs...

It is the policy of this Administration to encourage private

involvement, both Indian and non-Indian, in tribal economic

development. In some cases, tribes and the private sector have

already taken innovative approaches which have overcome the

legislative and regulatory impediments to economic progress.

Since tribal governments have the primary responsibility for

meeting the basic needs of Indian communities, they must be allowed

the chance to succeed...



With the foregoing guidelines in mind, it is the position of the

Department that Federal legislation on the subject of Indian gambling should

address three separate categories of gambling: (1) social and Indian

ceremonial; (2) bingo; and (3) all other forms.

Social and ceremonial gambling is not operated for profit, and involves

only small stakes and only the Indian community. Therefore, we believe -hat

no regulation need be imposed on these activities.

Bingo, however, is anotner matter. Economic benefits to participating

tribes already appear to be significant. We wish to permit continuation of

Indian bingo as a matter of Federal policy, but recognize that it has to be

regulated effectively to avoid the potential law enforcement problems

discussed by the Department of Justice at tnis hearing.

All other forms of gambling (such as pari-mutuel and casino gambling)

could be economically beneficial, but the potential law enforcement problems

are so great as to outweigh the economic benefits to the tribes. We

recognize the importance of tribal sovereignty, but we think the States

should be empowered to regulate hard core gambling on Indian land because (1)

of the significant need for law enforcement oversight; and (2) of the
significant additional law enforcement burden involved in Federal regulation

of a new area where the States are already regulating such gambling.

We oppose State control over bingo because it would drive Indian bingo

out of business by subjecting it to the days, hours, prize and other

restrictions of the States. Some States limit bingo to charitable

organizations and at least one prohibits the payment of compensation to

employees operating the games.
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We believe that the law enforcement risks involved with bingo are

manageable and do not warrant State regulation. Therefore, we propose that

bingo be regulated as follows:

A bingo regulatory commission should be established by law. The

commission would be authorized to issue licenses for and to regulate bingo

operations on Indian land. The law would provide a traditional definition of

"bingo" and would make it a Federal-crlme to operate without a license.

The law would provide criteria for the commission's regulations based

primarily on law enforcement rather than economic concerns. For example, the

regulations would require audits, investigations of employees, that profits

be used only for the benefit of the tribe, that games are operated only on

the reservation or trust land where the tribe resides as a community and

exercises governmental jurisdiction, and that limits on prizes may be

established. The Secretary of the Interior would be authorized to disapprove

regulations proposed by the commission. The commission would be authorized

to issue subpoenas and bring civil actions to enforce its regulations and to

suspend or revoke licenses for violations of its regulations.

Tribes could continue to enforce their gambling ordinances or-

regulations if they are not inconsistent with the commission's regulations or

Federal law.

The members of the bingo commission would be appointed and subject to

removal by the Secretary of the Interior. Appointment would be based on

statutory criteria that would ensure that members have the background to do

an effective job.

The commission would establish a budget and license fee structure that

would be subject to approval by the Secretary. The fees charged must pay the
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full cost of the commission and the Inspector General audit function

(discussed below).

The Secretary (through the Inspector General) would be authorized to

investigate and review the commission's activities. The Inspector General

would conduct management and financial field audits and provide reports to

the Secretary, the Attorney General, the Congress, and the tribes involved.

The Inspector General's activities would be funded by reimbursements from the

commi ssion.

In addition, the legislation should reaffirm the Secretary's authority

to approve leases, management contracts, and tribal ordinances relating to

gambling.

In summary, we recognize that our approach represents a variety of

compromises and accommodations. It is our desire to retain the recognition

of tribal sovereignty, to preserve bingo as an economic activity available

for tribes, to assure protection of the general populace from undesirable

impacts of additional gambling, and to resolve the uncertainty as to the

legality of gambling on Indian land. This statement provides an outline for

legislation. We intend to consult with interested tribal leaders and then

promptly submit a draft bill to this Committee. Mr. Chairman, we will be

most pleased to work with the Committee and its staff to achieve enactment of

legislation on this important matter.

This concludes my statement. I will be happy to answer any questions

the Committee may have.
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The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Toensing, of the Justice Department.
Ms. TOENSING. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for asking me to appear to testify for the Department

of Justice concerning our position on Indian gambling. I have sub-
mitted a full statement for the committee, and I would ask that
that be placed in the record. I will do a shorter version at this
time.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Ms. TOENSING. Let me go into some background on this issue.

Last June, my colleague, Deputy Assistant Attorney General Mark
Richard, testified on H.R. 4566, the Indian Gambling Control Act.
He placed on the record then the Department's great concern
about the development of widespread, unregulated, high-stakes
gambling on Indian reservations. Mr. Chairman, law enforcement
fears that these operations with their great amount of money will
attract organized crime like a magnet and that in its trail will
come fraud, intimidation and corruption.

Let me make clear the Department of Justice position regarding
this area. We do not claim that the mob has presently invaded
Indian gambling operations. Our position, based on law enforce-
ment experience, is that only when these operations become fully
legal, thus stable operating situations-in other words, when the
courts and the legislature have spoken that the games will not be
invalidated-that is when the mob will move in. They do not move
into uncertainty. They are too good business persons for that. They
will not move in early. Early infiltration would be unwise because
early detection could jeopardize the prize of ultimate infiltration.

When the Department expressed its reservations about H.R. 4566
last June, we also said that we hope to go to the drawing boards
with the Department of the Interior to work out an agreement
which would take into account each of our Department's concerns.
We have done so. I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, it wasn't an
easy fix; it took much debate, hard thinking, and some hard negoti-
ating. This agreement represents the give and take of these negoti-
ations. Neither party viewed it as winning or losing. What we at-
tempted to do as best we could is to balance those important needs
of law enforcement with those of the Indian tribal sovereignty and
economic development, while at the same time we wanted to keep
in mind that the integrity of the games must be assured for the
public.

What we have done is draw up major concepts to be embraced in
a bill. Very soon we will offer specific legislation for you. The De-
partment of the Interior has discussed the specifics of our agree-
ment and they are also in my statement, so I will not repeat them
here. But let me just emphasize that in reaching agreement, the
Department of Justice wanted to be sure that there were proper,
stringent checks and balances on Indian bingo gambling similar to
those we saw were in place in Atlantic City and in Nevada. It is
our understanding that you cannot just have one system of checks;
you need a checker to check on the checker, so that you have strin-
gent controls and so that corruption does not infiltrate these kinds
of operations.

I will take any questions that you have, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Ms. Toensing follows:]
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Testimony

by

Victoria Toensing
Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Criminal Division
U.S. Department of Justice

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee

My name is Victoria Toensing. I am a Deputy Assistant

Attorney General in the Criminal Division of the Department of

Justice.

It is a pleasure for me to appear before this Committee to

state the Department o6 Justice position on gambling on Indian

reservations. First, I would like to present some background

on this issue.

In June of 1984, my colleague, Deputy Assistant Attorney

General Mark Richard, appeared before you to testify on your

bill, H.R. 4566,-the Indian Gambling Control Act. He outlined

for you at that time the concern of the Department of Justice

over the development of widespread, unregulated high-stakes

gambling on Indian reservations. He expressed the law

enforcement community's fear that these operations, with their

large sums of cash, and lucrative peripheral service

industries, would draw organized crime like a magnet, and that

in its trail would come fraud, intimidation and corruption.

Mr. Richard emphasized, as I do today, that we are

speaking from an historical point of view. We are trying to

prevent evils that have always plagued the gambling industry--

those evils which experience over several decades has shown us

are bound to occur. We do not claim that Indian gambling
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operations are presently "mobbed-up." We state that only when

these operations become fully legal and thus stable, when they

cease to be a novel phenomena scrutinized by suspicious local

law enforcement agencies, when no court decision or

congressional act can be anticipated that will suddenly

invalidate or eliminate the games, that will be the time for

the mob to move in. Until that time, organized crime

infiltration would be unwise because early detection could risk

the prize of ultimate infiltration.

Local newspapers during the last few weeks have provided

chilling proof of our thesis. At a trial in process presently

in Chicago, a major union official testified how mob elements

coerced a loan from the pension fund. This money was loaned

to an entrepreneur who had purchased a hotel casino. The

casino operator testified how that loan came with "partners"

who ultimately forced him out of the business by threats

against his life. He also described how the controlling

mobsters skimmed millions of dollars from the casino operation.

And all this occurred in a highly regulated and controlled

industry with intensive background checks, licensing

procedures, auditing and oversight conducted by state

officials.

Nor is this an isolated incident. The former mayor of an

East coast casino city was convicted for demanding bribes while

he was in office. He believed he was demanding bribes from
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casino interests, but they were in fact undercover agents of

the FBI.

The Department told this Committee, a year ago last June,

that it endorsed[] appropriately crafted standards and

regulations for [Indian] gambling activity." We expressed

reservations that H.R. 4566 as drafted prevented our full

endorsement of its provisions, and admitted that we had "been

unable to come up with a satisfactory alternate mechanism." We

expressed the hope that "in conjunction with the Department of

Interior" we would be able to do so.

I am able today to announce an Indian gambling policy that

has been agreed upon by the Department of Interior and Justice.

This policy has been hammered out after much hard thought and

debate within each, as well as between, the two Departments.

There has been as well input from the Indian tribal gambling

interests and state law enforcement officials. The policy is

not foolproof. It does not guarantee that nothing will go

wrong. It represents the results of give-and-take negotiations

in which no party gets or loses everything it wants. What this

agreement represents is our best effort to arrive at a

regulatory scheme that will balance the interests of the

federal, state and tribal governments; that will respect law

enforcement concerns, tribal sovereignty and economic

development; and that will insure the integrity of the games

legitimated by this legislation.
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We are not prepared to offer a bill for this Committee's

consideration at this time. Rather, I will lay out the major

concepts of the plan that will be embraced in a bill that we

hope to offer in the near future.

The major points of agreement are:

- In addition to social and ceremonial gambling among

Indians, commercial ("high-stakes") bingo - and only bingo -

would be permitted on Indian reservations. This would include

those reservations over which criminal and/or civil

jurisdiction has been vested in a State. The gaming must also

be authorized by tribal ordinance as well as by the federal law

to be enacted.

- All other forms of gambling would be forbidden except

as authorized by tribal ordinance and by the criminal and

regulatory law of the state in which the reservation is

located.

- Unauthorized bingo operations would be a federal crime.

Other illegal gambling would be subject to federal prosecution

under the Assimilative Crimes Act or to state prosecution where

the state exercises criminal jurisdiction over the reservation.

- A board would be created with authority to license,

oversee, audit and regulate tribal bingo operations. The board

would be appointed by the Secretary and would serve at his

pleasure.

- In its licensing function, the board would have

authority to conduct background investigations and to grant,

I
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suspend and revoke licenses. Licenses would be required of

operating entities and personnel.

- The board would have the power to set limits on prizes

and combinations, and to prescribe controls on record-keeping

and the handling of cash and equipment.

- Its representatives would have access to gambling

premises and records of licensees.

- It would have authority to demand independent audits of

the licensees and to perform its own audits.

- The body would propose its own budget and licensing fee

structure, subject to Secretarial approval. Licensing fees

payable by the gaming operations would eliminate cost to the

taxpayer. The oosts of regulation would be borne by the

industry.

- The body would have authority to issue judicially

enforceable cease and desist orders to enforce its regulations

and licensing decisions.

- The Secretary, in addition to the power of appointment

and removal, would also be authorized to require reports from

the oversight body, and the Department's Inspector General

would have investigative authority with respect to the

regulatory body. The Secretary would also have authority to

veto regulations of the board.

There would also be express reaffirmation of the

Secretary's authority to approve all leases and management

contracts involved in the establishment and operations of bingo
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operations on the reservations, as well as tribal gaming

ordinances.

- The bill would also provide that the bingo operations

are to be conducted for the benefit of the tribe as a

governmental entity and community, not for private profit of

individual members. Provision would be made to restrict the

gaming operations to the reservation proper, and on trust lands

where the tribe resides as a community and exercises authority

as a government. Local governments would not be permitted to

share in the proceeds of the operations in return for deeding

over property for a bingo establishment. Outside management

companies, because their expertise is required, would be

permitted. But their contracts and conduct would be strictly

controlled.

- Finally, the bill would contain a sunset provision

which would require the Congress in five years time to take a

hard look at the Indian gambling industry and the federal

oversight program.

As I said earlier, in my testimony today, we do not offer

this proposal as fail-safe. There is a great deal of

skepticism within the law enforcement community whether this

plan will succeed. We offer it as a compromise measure between

those who would eliminate entirely commercial reservation

gambling and those who would allow it to flourish free of

government regulation. After examining the several major
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options and their variants, this plan is the one which the

Justice and Interior Departments believe has the greatest

chance of fostering honest games on the reservations and that

will swell the coffers of tribal governments and not those of

the crime lords of the underworld.
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The CHAIRMAN. Who is the lead agency that we deal with in this
bill? You have a joint position, which I am happy to see. But in
drafting the bill, who do we deal with? Is Interior the lead agency,
or Justice?

Ms. HORN. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that you would be dealing
with Interior, although we would be coordinating very closely with
the Department of Justice on anything related to the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. You call for the establishment of a new commis-
sion. We always get resistance to this idea on the grounds of a
growing bureaucracy, and so on. Did you consider in your negotia-
tions having a commissioner, a czar? In baseball and other sports
activities many times they get a retired Federal judge or retired
Congressman and President. [Laughter.]

Is the commission idea central to your operation? Some of the
other bills have the Interior Secretary with all of this power.

Ms. HORN. No, a body. Justice has always called it a body. I
think Interior calls it a commission. But it is the same kind of con-
cept. What we did was look at it and say what powers and checks
and balances we thought that this body should have. As for the
exact personnel, we hadn't considered any retiring Congress per-
sons.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, there may be some available. [Laughter.]
Let me ask you this basic question. What is your rationale for

saying you can have bingo, but you can't have jai alai or roulette
or poker or other games of chance? What do you tell the Indians
who want to go into something besides bingo?

Ms. TOENSING. Well, if the Justice Department had its druthers,
it would not have any gambling whatsoever, and I think everyone
knows that. That is no secret. As I said, this was a compromise.
Bingo seems to be already in place and it also seems to be much
more controllable and is sort of an accepted practice. It is easier to
control that kind of a mechanism rather than the blackjack or
pari-mutuel betting or many of the other kinds of betting that take
much more personnel to keep checks on them.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Seiberling asked me to pose a question for
the witnesses. He had to leave and will try to get back. His ques-
tion is does the Interior Department support the concept of Mr. Be-
reuter's bill with regard to off-reservation operations?

Ms. HORN. Mr. Chairman, we indicated in our statement what
our position was. And I think we are looking at the whole question
of trust acquisitions. We are in the formative stages of that think-
ing at this time. But with respect to the bingo situation I think our
statement accurately reflects our position.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. I have other questions, I will defer
them for now.

Mr. Lujan.
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
What is social or ceremonial gambling?
Ms. HORN. Sir, it is apparently used on some reservations. It is a

form of sticks and bones game, as I understand it. I have never per-
sonally ever seen it, but it is strictly among the Indians amongst
themselves on the reservation, as part of the powwow very often.

Mr. LUJAN. I was rather surprised at one of your comments. The
position of the Secretary of the Interior now is that if it is not ille-
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gal for a certain operation to be carried on within the State, then it
is not illegal to carry it on within an Indian reservation. Basically,
if you allow somebody else to do it, why not allow an Indian tribe
to do the same thing. The bill that Mr. Udall has introduced basi-
cally says the same thing. If it is not criminally prohibited, then it
is OK. If anybody else can also do it.

However, in your statement you say that under 15 U.S.C 1175
there is a prohibition for the possession or use of gambling devices
on Indian reservations. If I understand correctly that that is
against Federal law, how can the Secretary of the Interior say it is
OK?

Ms. HORN. We believe you have to join up the Federal and the
State law. In other words, in the bingo position that we are taking,
the Federal law would still be applicable. I don't think we are argu-
ing that it would not be.

Mr. LUJAN. On another subject, as you know, there has been
some discussion and some problems with previous contracts, those
that were entered into two and three and four years ago before
there were any regulations on the part of Interior specifically that
the contract had to be approved by the Secretary, I suppose, or
somebody in the Department of the Interior. So those are ongoing
contracts.

Now, we have rulings that say, well, yes, you do; and if you were
operating without Department approval, then you were operating
illegally. That opens up the question of what happens to those that
were operating before you had the new regulations? Are they
criminally liable because it is now ruled that those contracts are
illegal?

Ms. HORN. I think we have to approach each of the ongoing situ-
ations on a case-by-case basis. Some of the ongoing operations, of
course, are in litigation and with respect to those, we see those
through the courts and leave it up to the particular court to decide
what the correct position of the issue is. I don't know personally of
a criminal prosecution in this area with respect to the situation
that I think you are referring to and like situations. But I do think
that we will look at those operations that are ongoing and try to
address them each individually.

Mr. LUJAN. Are you now honoring those previous contracts even
though they were not approved by the Secretary unless somebody
raises a question?

Ms. HORN. We have not addressed them to this point, and I think
in some cases, of course, the tribes have sought to readdress the
issues where contracts were previously approved or not disap-
proved or simply not addressed, just came into being. In some cases
the tribes have asked the Department to reconsider a particular
situation and as they are coming up we are looking at them.

Mr. LUJAN. Generally, are they for recognition of the contract or
voiding the contract? What are they? What is happening?

Ms. HORN. It seems to be a mixed bag, really, mixed situation.
Mr. LUJAN. Do you think we should address that in legislation?

We should take a look at what happens to those that were in con-
tracts before?
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Ms. HORN. We would certainly not be opposed to your looking at
the question of existing contracts. I don't think we have addressed
the issue ourselves yet.

Mr. LUJAN. But in your testimony, and both you and the Justice
Department in proposing what kind of legislation we should have,
you do not think that we ought to just follow through on what the
chairman is suggesting. In other words, as I see the bill, it is
simply putting into law what is now Department position. You see
it as going further, and, of course, the Justice Department has said
only bingo.

Is that the position of Interior, also, that only bingo, or other
kinds be permitted, also?

Ms. HORN. No. Our position, sir, is also only bingo along the lines
that we described and especially with the type of commission that
we described for control mechanisms.

Mr. LUJAN. And make any other kind of gambling -illegal, is that
the Department position?

Ms. HORN. According to the State disposition.
Mr. LUJAN. According to what?
Ms. HORN. The State disposition. In other words, it would depend

on what the situation is in the particular State.
Mr. LUJAN. Well, we are back to where we are now. What is the

position-for example, in the case of the Santa Anas in New
Mexico who want to put in a dog track, they say, well, you permit
horse -racing. There is no statute that says there shall be no dog
racing. You permit pari-mutuel betting. So therefore, we have the
State is saying no, you're not. The Secretary of the Interior said,
no, you're not on firm ground doing that. So if we just leave it at
according to the disposition of the State, we are right back to
where we are.

Ms. HORN. Well, in the case of the Santa Ana specifically, of
course, the attorney general has taken a position in that State and
we would defer to the position of the attorney general. I think that
is why the Secretary wrote the letter he wrote on the Santa Ana
situation.

Mr. LUJAN. But wouldn't it be more decisive if we said, okay, just
bingo; then there is no question about whether they could have dog
racing or not? Or we say "or any other kind of gambling" and then
they could? It would be more definitive.

Ms. HORN. It certainly would be more clearcut, sir, but we are
comfortable with the position that we outlined this morning..

Mr. LUJAN. But Justice is not.
Ms. TOENSING. No. No, let us clarify that so there is no mistake

on the record, Mr. Lujan. What we are doing is saying that if the
State law permits a certain act, for instance, blackjack, but says
there is a $10 limit, then that whole package would apply to the
Indian reservation. Whatever is the law for the people in the State
would be the law on the Indian reservation. That is not the fact
today as far as the two courts that have looked at this issue are
concerned. They would say, if blackjack is allowed with a $10 limit
for the State people, then on the Indian reservation you can have
blackjack and none of the regulations apply. That is what our con-
cern is, this unregulated act allowed to occur right now on the res-
ervations.
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Mr. LUJAN. So to be very specific, what you are saying is now the
Interior Department in this bill say that if it is criminally not al-
lowed, then you can't do it, and you are adding "or regulatory."
That the regulatory statute should apply as well as the criminal
statute. Is that the position of the Department?

Ms. TOENSING. That is right. But we haven't accepted the differ-
ence between the prohibitory and regulatory, so I will answer that
question by saying that the whole package goes, whatever you
want to call it.

Mr. LUJAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The distinguished ranking member, do you have

any questions?
Mr. YOUNG. Just to clarify this, let us use the State of Washing-

ton. They have pari-mutuel betting. Under the bill that would be
allowed to occur, and would be supported by the Interior, on a res-
ervation in Washington State; is that correct?

Ms. HORN. That is correct.
Mr. YOUNG. Now, who would issue-would it be under the State

of Washington Racing Commission, or would it be under the De-
partment of the Interior?

Ms. HORN. It would be controlled by the State regulations, al-
though the Department of the Interior would still have to look at
lease or management contracts if those were involved.

Mr. YOUNG. Well, the problem I have there and I want to make
sure the bill clarifies, you know there are States that would dis-
agree with a reservation in Washington State having pari-mutuel
racing; and, consequently, they could not have it. Yet, it is a legal
operation in the State. Now, how would the reservation or the
Native tribe in Washington State get their ability to have pari-
mutuel betting and racetracks?

Ms. HORN. If the State were inextricably opposed under the
scheme that we have outlined, they would have to deal with the
State and resolve their differences.

Mr. YOUNG. Well, I don't think that is fair. I mean, you know the
States aren't going to support that. I mean, there has got to be
some leeway for a legal gambling operation that occurs within the
State and within that State there is another body, that that body
has an appeal process that can obtain the ability to have that type
of gambling equal to the State. Wouldn't that be fair?

Ms. HORN. We believe with the exception of bingo that we ought
to be deferring to the State in this area. And that the reservation
tribes should be treated in the same way that other members of
the State are.

Mr. YOUNG. Well, in that case, though, the tribe has to go to the
State to get the license to race; is that correct?

Ms. HORN. They would have to.
Mr. YOUNG. And you know that is not going to happen. You are

the trustee of the tribe, right?
Ms. HORN. We have a trust responsibility, yes.
Mr. YOUNG. That is right. So why can't you within the State be

the issuer of a license as long as it meets the regulation or laws of
the State?

Ms. HORN. That is nct the position that we are comfortable with,
sir.
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Mr. YOUNG. Well, that is the position this committee should be
taking, I will be very honest with you, because we ought to be
equal in all cases.

Now, I want to ask why do we have to have a commission to su-
pervise bingo?

Ms. HORN. We believe that there are some dangers inherent in
bingo, although we believe that they can be controlled if properly
supervised. The dollar amounts in the bingo operations that have
already been established are reasonably high in some cases, and
that is part of our concern. So we think that a commission can ade-
quately control it, but we do believe there needs to be an oversight
responsibility.

Mr. YOUNG. Is there a commission for bingo for the Catholic
Church?

Ms. HORN. Not that I am aware of.
Mr. YOUNG. Not that I am aware of.
Ms. TOENSING. Might I suggest that State legislatures do control

it, though, so it is under State law. In other words, where it is per-
mitted there is--

Mr. YOUNG. But so do tribal governments, don't they? Do tribal
governments govern their bingo?

Ms. TOENSING. They can, but we are seeing unregulated gam-
bling and that is our concern.

Mr. YOUNG. And what happens? Do you supervise the State regu-
latory commission? Do you watch and see what they do?

Ms. TOENSING. No, because they have pretty strict restrictions on
them.

Mr. YOUNG. And the tribes don't?
Ms. TOENSING. That is correct.
Mr. YOUNG. Well, Mr. Chairman, again, I am pleased that we

have these hearings because if we are going to treat people on an
equal basis, then we should be doing so. So as we go through these
hearings, maybe we can find out-and I know you have had hear-
ings from the States' positions-find out where other people are
saying, yes, we can do it but the tribes can't do it. I don't believe
that is fair.

The CHAIRMAN. There is another inequality that bothers some
people, which I raised earlier. If you are the Catholic Church and
the VFW, you have a limit of $100 a night on the size of the pot. If
you are an Indian tribe running a gambling operation 5 miles
down the road, there are no limits.

Mr. YOUNG. Then that can be done, though, by a regulatory com-
mission, yes. But there has to be equal supervision. Should there
not be?

The CHAIRMAN. No, I agree with that. I wasn't arguing with the
gentleman.

Mr. Marlenee?
Mr. MARLENEE. Just a comment on the question of the gentle-

man from Alaska, my colleague from Alaska. If you do give the
tribes the right and you establish a commission within the State,
and they say, well, all right, we will grant you the license. Then is
that where their responsibility ends, and then it is up to the tribe?
Once they have the license they set all the rules, the regulations,
the guidelines?
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Mr. YOUNG. It should be under the Department of the Interior is
what I am suggesting. But they say no, they don't want that re-
sponsibility, the State-has to have the responsibility. But is not the
Department of the Interior the trustees of the tribe? Why can't
they issue the license? That is what I am suggesting. And supervise
it, rather than having the States do it.

Mr. MARLENEE. Who would issue the license?
Mr. YOUNG. The Department of the Interior.
Mr. MARLENEE. The Department of the Interior issues the

license.
Mr. YOUNG. And supervise it.
Mr. MARLENEE. When they grant the license does their supervi-

sion end?
Mr. YOUNG. Oh, no, not if they issue the license. The issuer of

the license has supervisory capability, just as the State has it in
other gaming instances.

I am just suggesting that you know that many States object to
the tribes having the same rights as a State organization has, and I
don't think that is correct.

Mr. MARLENEE. Well, it seems to me that regardless of which
way you go, whether you give the State the ability to issue the li-
cense or the BIA issues the license, a lot of the law enforcement is
going to fall back on the State and the local taxpayers, who are
going to have to pick up the cost of that law enforcement and
added activity within the reservation, or within those checkerboard
lands within the reservation.

I would like to address a question to the representative from the
Department.

Ms. TOENSING. The Department of Justice, or Interior?
Mr. MARLENEE. Yes. If, in fact, you did issue the license and then

you were entrusted with-would you have the ability to develop
the regulations on a reservation?

Ms. TOENSING. You are asking the Department of the Interior be-
cause they would be issuing it.

Mr. MARLENEE. Yes.
Ms. HORN. Sir, one of the reasons that we felt the States ought to

be involved in the non-bingo gambling situation is because of the
law enforcement aspect of this, where they already have a law en-
forcement and controlling mechanism set up and therefore are
better able to carry through on the oversight of non-bingo gam-
bling. We do not currently have that kind of a mechanism in place
and there is in the States a law enforcement mechanism and regu-
latory mechanism in place. So it is precisely that kind of reason
that leads us to want to defer to the States in this area.

Mr. LUJAN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. MARLENEE. I would be happy to yield in 1 minute.
I think what you would see is a large influx of non-Indians, and

this seems to be the objective of gambling and bingo on the reser-
vations. Is that correct? And when that happens, when you have
non-Indians coming onto the reservation for gambling, what body
of law enforcement deals with any confrontation that arises be-
tween Indian or non-Indian?

Ms. HORN. That, of course, is the problem. We are seeing mixed,
actually, situations.
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Mr. MARLENEE. Pardon?
Ms. HORN. We are seeing mixed situations in which many tribes

have gone to management contracts to develop the bingo oper-
ations or gaming operations for them. In some fewer cases the
tribes themselves are trying to do the management, but it is a
mixed situation.

Mr. MARLENEE. I will yield to my colleague from New Mexico.
Mr. LUJAN. I am kind of getting mixed signals here. I understood

that your testimony says the Secretary of the Interior will appoint
a regulatory commission. The commission will issue a license. The
commission would be authorized to issue the license for and to reg-
ulate bingo operations on Indian land, and then the Inspector Gen-
eral's Office would do the audits to see that nobody is siphoning
any money or things like that. So that in fact the regulation of
bingo on the reservation would be by that Federal commission.
Where does the State come in?

Ms. HORN. I think the distinctions are between bingo and non-
bingo operations. In other words, for bingo the commission concept
that we outlined earlier with Federal oversight in a sense through
the commission is exactly what we are proposing. It is for the non-
bingo operations that we are talking about State involvement.

Mr. MARLENEE. I yield back the balance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCain, and then Mr. Richardson.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me try and review our discussion here a little bit and my un-

derstanding of your statements. You are in favor of Interior, or
Federal Government supervised and regulated bingo operations on
Indian reservations; correct?

Ms. HORN. Yes, sir.
Ms. TOENSING. That is our agreement, yes.
Mr. MCCAIN. And the demarcation line is bingo and nothing else

as far as regulation and supervision by the Interior Department
and Justice Department?

Ms. TOENSING. Correct.
Mr. MCCAIN. You are leaving the ability to license any addition-

al operations to the States. That is correct?
Ms. TOENSING. That is right.
Mr. MCCAIN. Well, you know every piece of legislation has an

intent and an effect. Not often is the effect as clear as this is to me.
What you are doing is basically preventing any gambling oper-
ations exceeding bingo on the reservations. Because I think you are
aware as I am that there is no State that I know of that will li-
cense any additional gambling operations besides what is presently
in existence. Do you disagree with that?

Ms. HORN. I don't think we know that for a fact, sir. I think the
record will have to speak for itself.

Mr. MCCAIN. We may not know that as a fact, but I can assure
you if you poll the State legislatures throughout this country and
said are you ready to license gambling operations on Indian reser-
vations in your State, I think you would find the overwhelming
preponderance of opinion is in the negative. Would you disagree
with that?

Ms. HORN. It might be, I really don't know. We have not done
that.
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Mr. MCCAIN. I really think we ought to be more candid here. If
your legislation is as you have outlined, it will simply prevent any
further operations in gambling. Now, if that is your intent, I think
we ought to come forward and say that. Also, it is not clear to me,
as the chairman asked, why we should draw the line at bingo and
not another. It seems to me the reason is because there are so
many bingo operations in existence on reservations across this
country today that it would be almost impossible to reverse that
trend.

I think it should be clear to the members of this committee the
effect of your proposed legislation will be to prevent further gam-
bling operations on Indian reservations in this country. And I be-
lieve that is not an unreasonable assumption to make given the
feeling of State legislatures and State regulatory bodies towards
Indian reservations in this country.

Mr. MARLENEE. Would the gentleman yield just for a moment for
a statement?

Mr. MCCAIN. I would be glad to yield.
Mr. MARLENEE. Well, there must be good reason why they have

that kind of a feeling. I would only add that to the comment.
Mr. MCCAIN. I appreciate the comment of my colleague from

Montana. I was not judging the virtues or vices of their intent and
of their feelings towards the reservations. I was just saying that I
believe that is a political reality that exists today.

Just very briefly. You would allow bingo operations in those
States which now allow bingo operations; correct?

Ms. TOENSING. Yes.
Ms. HORN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCAIN. Would you allow bingo operations on reservations

in those four States which do not at this time have bingo as legal?
Ms. TOENSING. Yes.
Ms. HORN. Yes, we would.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Richardson?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I wish to

commend you for your leadership on this issue. And I also wish to
commend the administration for coming up with the concept of a
gaming commission. I would like to just mention that yesterday I
introduced a bill, and I apologize for not having it ready sooner,
that does I think exactly what the administration proposes in sev-
eral areas and differs with others. Namely, my commission would
set up the same kind responsibilities, legal responsibilities, enforce-
ment powers, subpoena power, management review, that I think
the administration is proposing in their draft suggestions to usz But
basically my proposal differs in two respects.

First of all, my commission would set up seven members, and
seven voting members that would be appointed by the administra-
tion, but the list would come from the Congress, the Speaker and
the Majority Leader of the Senate, and it takes into account some
of the chairman's interests. I have a retired Federal judge in there
and a retired State judge. I have a chairman appointed by the Sec-
retary of the Interior. I have two Native Americans, and two law
enforcement officials. Then besides the seven members of this com-
mission I have six nonvoting members: one Member of the House,

72-591 0 - 87 - 3
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one Member of the Senate, two State attorneys general, and two
elected Indian officials.

,I guess where I differ with the administration is where I think
Ar. Lujan and Mr. McCain and Mr. Young alluded to, is that I
think under your plan, which I think is a step in the right direc-
tion, you are basically just setting up an Indian bingo commission.
Mine would expand it so that in the three different classes of gam-
bling, class III being the most controversial dealing with -dog
racing, jai alai, anything that is not bingo or card games, my bill
would set up joint jurisdiction. And by joint I mean this: the com-
mission would have a role in a proving licenses for class III, but it
would have to conform with State law. In other words, the lan-
guage I have is substantially similar to State law. I think otherwise
a commision like this that would be funded and would be given au-
thority by Congress, and you would have, hopefully, distinguished
people on it, would really have very little to do. I would think that
we would want to give it that much more authority. It would I
think be acceptable, although I don't have official comments from
some of the Indian tribes. It would keep the Federal role involved,
which is a matter of importance to the Indian tribes, and I think it
would fulfill the purpose of ensuring that we don't get organized
crime and we streamline this process.

But I am not going to ask you to comment on that bill now be-
cause you just got it. I would hope that in consideration of propos-
ing a draft bill to us you will look at what I have introduced in
cooperation with the chairman and the minority staff to see if you
can accommodate some of the concerns we have.

Ms. TOENSING. Mr. Richardson, could I just make one general
comment?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes.
Ms. TOENSING. Because I heard you talk about licensing and I

haven't seen your whole bill, but it is not the licensing that is the
difficult problem. It is the enforcement and going out there and
getting the personnel with experience to look at all the variety of
games if you allow any kind of gambling to go on. That just be-
comes an unwieldy kind of group.

When it started, I think Atlantic City spent something like $130
million on just enforcing 10 casinos. It becomes an unwieldy kind
of situation if you allow all different kinds of games.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman, I yield the balance of my time. I
just want to stress here the two points that I made: No. 1, that the
Congress have a role in appointing this Commission, and I think
my legislation would do that; and, No. 2, that we really examine,
and I am flexible here on the role of this commission in the class
III operations. I think you have to have some kind of a role, but
the State, obviously, has to have primary jurisdiction, and I think
perhaps a compromise can be worked out.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Strang?

,''Mr. STRANG. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time I would like
to pose two questions of each of these representativess to be an-
swered in writing. These questions come from my colleague from
Nevada, Mrs. Vucanovich, and the questions are these, there are
two of them.
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One of them is what is the effect of this legislation on the State
of Nevada in your opinion? And two, what is the effect of only
bingo gaming on Indian reservations on Nevada?

If you would be kind enough to furnish us with some written
opinions, in your view, how you view that, I know that my col-
league would be most grateful, and I think the committee would..

Ms. HORN. We would be glad to do that.
Mr. STRANG. I yield back.
Mr. MARLENEE. Would the gentleman yield for just a moment?
Mr. STRANG. I yield.
Mr. MARLENEE. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the members of

the committee have the opportunity to send questions to the De-
partment and receive the answers and include them in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the members will have 10
days to submit questions, and we will ask the Department for a re-
sponse to them.

Mr. MARLENEE. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Minnesota?
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, just a quick question, before the

second bell rings, for Ms. Toensing.
I read over this and I am generally concerned about the state-

ments sort of which implies that there is, you know, I mean I un-
derstand that there are criminal problems with gambling and with
a lot of businesses generally, but I think a lot of the preliminary
statements in here, I don't know really how germane they are to
the issue in terms of resolving this. But in any case, in looking at
the proposed legislation I think the commission to regulate this, at
least at the national level, is important. Maybe that is not the
right word, to regulate, but to monitor and police it.

But in looking at this I see that there is, you know, sort of some
assumptions here. Usually when you look at legislation, you would
like to see that it would resolve problems. And the first thing that
occurs to me as your first statement is that, for instance, you are
going to expand this to several States; in other words, where the
States that currently have criminal and civil jurisdiction you are
going to expand the opportunity for them to get into bingo. Is that
correct?

Ms. TOENSING. That is correct.
Mr. VENrO. So that is one variation that is of concern.
What about the other types of activities that are adjudged to be

civil regulatory in nature? Are they going to then be precluded
from those by this legislation? Is that the point? In other words, if
they are gambling, horse racing, jai alai, lottery, so forth and so on,
that-are ajudged to be civil regulatory, are they going to be ex-
cluded for them?

Ms. TENSING. Yes.
Mr. VENTO. My concern is one I don't think that you can answer,

and I don't know what the basis for that is. I mean, legally I don't
think that there is a basis to accomplish that. So I think that the
basic supposition of this bill that somehow you are going to narrow
this down to only bingo is not-in other words, this particular rec-
ommendation I believe is not valid. I think at least it is arguable.
Wouldn't you agree with that?

Ms. ToENSING. No.
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Mr. VENTO. You don't agree it is arguable?
Ms. TOENSING. No. Perhaps you weren't here when we had this

discussion. That is why I paused a little bit in answering.
Mr. VENTO. Well, no, I was not. I am sorry, and I don't want you

to repeat it, but I will look at the record. I think that it is arguable,
obviously, so we differ on that.

Ms. TOENSING. I just want to clarify for you that if a State per-
mitted a certain kind of gambling then that would be permitted on
the Indian reservation.

Mr. VENTO. On the reservation proper, but not the expansion for
economic development which is the whole issue that gets back into
Interior's lap, which they have extended economic development ac-
tivities other than on the reservation.

Ms. TOENSING. Whatever would be allowed for those people in
whatever the State would then permit on the reservation. That
would be what the law is, as in everything--

Mr. VENTO. On the reservation proper. But the question is where
is the reservation? In other words, that is the way that they have
got around it, by expanding the nature of that. You understand
that, don't you?

Mr. Chairman, thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. That concludes the testimony of these two wit-

nesses. We thank the Departments for sending you.
We will continue the hearing in about 15 minutes.

AFTER-RECESS

The CHAIRMAN. The committtee will be in order, and Mr. Rich-
ardson will continue the hearing.

Mr. RICHARDSON [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair-
man.

I would like to in the interest of time call the following witnesses
to the witness table: Mr. LaFromboise; Suzan Harjo; governor
Alvino Lucero, chairman of the Southern Pueblos Governors Coun-
cil, accompanied by Mr. Gilbert Pena, the chairman of the All
Indian Pueblo Council; and Mr. Alfred Pemberton.

Mr. LaFromboise, would you please proceed.
Everyone's full statements will be inserted in the record, and I

will ask each one of you to try to abide by the 5-minute rule and
make your statements. Summarize them within five minutes.

Please proceed.

PANEL CONSISTING OF RICHARD LaFROMBOISE, PRESIDENT, NA-
TIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S ASSOCIATION; ALVINO LUCERO,
GOVERNOR OF ISLETA PUEBLO AND CHAIRMAN, SOUTHERN
PUEBLOS GOVERNORS COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY GILBERT
PENA, CHAIRMAN, ALL INDIAN PUEBLO COUNCIL; SUZAN
SHOWN HARJO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CONGRESS
OF AMERICAN INDIANS, ACCOMPANIED BY RUBEN SNAKE; AND
ALFRED PEMBERTON, SECRETARY-TREASURER, THE LEECH
LAKE RESERVATION BUSINESS COMMITTEE
Mr. LAFROMBOISE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my

name is Richard LaFromboise, the duly elected tribal chairman of
the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians, which numbers
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23,900; also the duly elected chairman of the National Tribal Chair-
men's Association, which is comprised of 183 tribes representing a
million or more Indian people in the United States of America.
Today, I wear two hats: one as the national tribal chairman, and
one as the tribal chairman of the Turtle Mountain Reservation.

My comments at this time is in no ways or means to be derogato-
ry of the committee that is sitting to determine the direction for
Indians. And in representing Indians I think that this committee
has the opportunity to hear our point of view. Quite basically an-
other hat was worn by myself and Mr. Snake here, the president of
the National Congress of American Indians, the other large nation-
al organization, just 2 weeks ago. We represented the United Statesof America in dealing with the Organization of American Staies.
On that committee we were talking about human rights and the
direction of Indian tribes in the Americas. We, as the representa-
tives from the United States of America, tried to give our experi-
ence, time and effort to those organizing States as to how to deal
with Indian issues. Gentlemen, quite frankly, we were optimistic
with the concept that the United States of America was giving
Indian tribes equal rights and an autonomy of self-government.

This issue today that is brought before this committee is again
another question as to how 'do tribes operate their businesses, and
as to how someone else can control our destiny. We have comments
from States. We have comments from Federal Agencies. We have
comments from attorney generals, and ev rybody else, as to how to
control so-called bingo operations, gambling operations or orga-
nized crime.

It is somewhat distasteful to the American Indian to be able to
see the mass hysteria in the media concerning our operations in
our reservation. In the Justice Department's testimony you will see
wide range allegations or perceptions with no concrete evidence
that any of the 108 tribes involved in a bingo operation have had
anything close to or near to organized crime being involved.

Quite frankly, the bottom line is this. On the perception of the
Indian's point of view, and I see it more clearly from the State of
North Dakota where we had an attorney general that was the
same or similar to some of the hysteria that goes about. It is, quite
frankly, a very good name recognition concept in dealing with poli-
tics in a State. We have 1 percent to 3 percent of the population in
the State of North Dakota as Indians, and we make a very good
conversation piece in the media. We found that after a one-term
attorney general that continually got his face in the paper concern-
ing Indian issues that we had enough. Quite frankly, I would per-
sonally like to debate any other attorney general or politician on a
one-to-one basis in their home district, home area, involving the
mass hysteria of Indian bingo, to point out to the constituency in
those districts that this is just another area of concern that some-
body wants to do good for Indian people.

Quite frankly, the statement of the National Tribal chairmen's
has been and will continue to be that Indian people in the United
States proudly proclaim that with the guidance of the Great Spirit
and in harmony with our relationship to the earth and its natural
elements, we are and always will be free and self-governing people.
Born on the North American soil, from time immemorial we assert
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our inherent sovereignty, which is rooted in our people and culture
and all political powers affecting us. Our lands and resources must
be derived from that sovereignty.

We are resolved to control our future and we, therefore, declare
that our control must become part of the fabric of the U.S. govern-
ing documents. Our people must give expression to our collective
existence through Indian governments. It is kind of sad to see that
the Department of Interior's representative and the Justice repre-
sentative are not here to hear some of the comments by these Indi-
ans gathered at this podium to give our point of view.

The second issue that I would like to deal with as far as tribes
are concerned and what we at the National Tribal Chairmen's As-
sociation are trying to do, you have a copy in front of you of an
outline in which we would like to provide for this committee in its
more documented fashion. We are in the process at the present
time of putting together statistics that will point out the three
major areas in which we want to point out to this committee and
to anyone else that gaming provides an essential and vital source
of revenue to tribes, that gaming provides a socioeconomic function
and generator, and that we provide an opportunity for Indians to
participate in current economic development. This outline, I wish
for it to become a matter of the record.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Without objection, it will be made part of the
record.

[The outline follows:]
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9. NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Suite 840 - 818 - 18th St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20006

_ (202) 293-0031

November 14, 1985

I. Gaming provides an essential and vital source of revenue to the tribes.

A. Reduces the tribes dependency on public support.

B. Provides local establishments with spill over benefits in the form
of increased money.-

C. In some instances gives local govenment an addition to their tax

base. (Seneca and Sac & Fox.)

D. On the reservation it provides additional jobs.

E. The source of money flows mainly from off-reservation to
on-reservation.

II. Gaming provides a socio-economic function generator. There are a few
other activities on the reservation that provide the opportunity for
Indians and non-Indians to interact.

A. Gaming brings new technology to the reservation, (electronic funds
transfer, telex, Visa and Master Charge.)

B. It gives the Indians an incentive to organize in a business like

manner.

C. It teaches tribes important management skills.

D. Encourages entreprenurial instinct.

III. Provides an important opportunity for Indians to participate in current
economic development trends.

A. It attracts off-reservation money and retains on-reservation monies
that would otherwise be spent somewhere else.

B. A vowing number of states are all ready resorting to lotteries to
raise revenuit.

C. It is one of the few ways that reservation tribes can also raise
capital.

D. Without suc1 a source of revenue Indians cannot participate in the

general economy as equals, but will forever be wards of the state.
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Mr. RICHARDSON. I am going to exercise my prerogative of asking
you very rapidly to summarize. Because if we are going to get
through with the hearing With members being here able to ask
questions, I am just going to have to stick by that. So, please sum-
marize.

Mr. LAFROMBOISE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, we have to take a look at the economic development, of

course, through the President and the present administration's rec-
ommendations. We also know that the political and cultural rights
remain mere abstractions as far as our reservations are concerned
unless we have some way in which to control our economic develop-
ment. *

As you will see, just in the Aberdeen area we have eight tribes
that have bingo operations. Quite frankly, the Sisseton Tribe is just
opening up a bingo operation, and they are opening up that oper-
ation because the Seminoles were successful in their operation; be-
cause they helped the Sisseton's build that. As to the Turtle Moun-
tain Tribe, I would like to give you some specifics as to how we do
at Turtle Mountain as to bingo.

We are 100 percent-pwned, we are 100 percent operated Turtle
Mountain. We started _with nothing, gentlemen. We started with
just an initiative, built our own building, seating capacity of 300
people. Started it in March 1984. Today, we have a seating capac-
ity, because we expanded to 600 people. That we have $195,000
building paid for, and just last month we split the profits with our
own Natural Resource Board. We have an industrial park put in
place. We have a natural resources park put in place. And just like
many of the other tribes, they have had some positive aspects of
economic development. I am sorry to see why there would be so
much what I would say diversity as to what we are calling proce-
dural law at the present time, in not looking at what we Would call
substantive law, and that is, ,what is the moral intent of reserva-
tions to gain economy. Because we were put, gentlemen, we were
put in destitute areas.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. LaFromboise.
Mr. LAFROMBOISE. Thank you.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Governor Lucero?

"Mr. LUCERO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, we appT.Wate the opportunity to be here today.

My name is Alvino Luceio: I am the governor from Isleta Pueblo
and chairman of the Southern Pueblos Governors Council. I don't
know if Mr. Chaves is with me, but Mr. Gilbert Pena, chairman of
the All Indian Pueblo Council is also here with me, who will also
give you a brief statement on behalf of the All Indian Pueblo Coun-
cil.

We have some specific recommendations and modifications as far
as the legislation that you are considering today. We strongly agree
with a recent ,National Congress of American Indians resolution,
which is attached to my testimony here, that Federal gaming legis-
lation is needed to protect our reservation gaming enterprise. We
recommendation specific standards in this legislation. Sandia
Pueblo, for example, in testimony last June to this committee
noted areas where H.R. 1920 might be more specific about the
standards tribes, thetr investors and management firms need to
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comply with prior to being approved for a reservation gaming man-
agement contract and license. Attachment IV to my testimony lists
nine areas that are desirable for these gaming standards.

Overall, we believe that legislative preciseness will limit adminis-
trative interpretation of Congressional intent during subsequent
development of regulations and implementation of the act. Such
legislative precision could also reduce the likelihood of court chal-
lenges to the intent of Congress in this legislation.

We support a single Federal authority as contained in your pro-
posed bill, Mr. Richardson, for reservation gaming, one individual
or commission with nationwide authority to make major decisions
brought about by this legislation. We recommend bill language
that adds the term "national gaming authority" wherever the
words "Interior Secretary" now appear.

Responsibilities of this gaming authority would be to decide mat-
ters such as (1) approval of tribal gaming ordinances, and (2) forms
of tribal agreements with outside investors and management firms
for the daily operation and division of proceeds.

This Act of Congress would then be the authority for this com-
mission or commissioners whose decision could not be overturned
by the Interior Secretary or by any other Federal Government offi-
cial. This Federal gaming authority should consult with the Gover-
nors of the States where tribal gaming operations are proposed to
see that public policy of a particular State permits that form of
gambling operation.

Both H.R. 1920 and H.R. 2404 presently provide that gambling
operations permitted by the various States may not be rejected for
an Indian tribe with reservation land located in that State. We rec-
ommend that the bill reported by the Interior Committee affirm
this right of Indian tribes to have on-resr'rvation gaming enter-
prises not currently prohibited in the States where the particular
Indian reservation is located.

In summary, the Pueblos of New Mexico support enactment of
H.R. 1920 with provisions for a single gaming commissioner or
commission, and we also recommend inclusion of the specific stand-
ards in your bill to provide administrative preciseness for Indian
gaming regulations. My prepared statement has three recommen-
dations for improving upon and/or clarifying Congressional intent
of this legislation. They have to do with mutual responsibilities be-
tween investors and gaming tribes with certain exemptions from
provisions of the Freedom of Information Act and a technical
amendment that section 6 of the bill to clarify the meaning of an
Indian gaming enterprise being licensed to an individual or outside
entity. The bill states in this event the license must then be as re-
strictive as that established by State law. A technical amendment
is necessary to make the distinction between (1) hiring the firm for
its expertise in accordance with a previously approved gaming ordi-
nance, and (2) needing to restrict the tribe from giving up its own-
ership and control of the enterprise to an outside individual or
firm.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. I will be happy to
answer any questions.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, governor. We will have some ques-
tions for you.

[The statement of Mr. Lucero follows:]
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STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR ALVINO LUCERO, CHAIRMAN
SOUTHERN PUEBLOS GOVERNORS COUNCIL

BEFORE THE HOUSE INTERIOR & INSULAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
- HEARING ON HR 1926 and HR 2404

"THE INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT OF 1985"
14 November 1985

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to be here today. My
name is Alvino Lucero, Governor of Isleta Pueblo and Chairman for the
Southern Pueblos Governor's Council, which is composed of the Pueblos
who make up the multi-tribal Southern Pueblos Agency of the Bureau's
Albuquerque Area Office. With me is Mr. Frank Chaves, who is the
tribal monitor for Sandia Indian Bingo which has been a successful
enterprise since it began operation in January 1984. Bingo on the
Sandia Reservation is carried out under authority of the Sandia Pueblo
through an enabling bingo ordinance enacted by its tribal council.
Also with me is Mr. Gilbert Pena, Chairman of The All Indian Pueblo
Council (AIPC) whose eighteen pueblos unanimously adopted this past
October a Resolution in support of passage of HR 1920 with modifica-
tions; thoselnoted in the correspondence that is Attachment I to this
statement. The AIPC supporting Resolution is Attachment II to this
statement. Chairman Pena also has a brief statement on behalf of all

New Mexico Pueblos for the record of this hearing.

The Pueblos' support for enactment of HR 1920, with modifications,
mirrors support for this bill (and for S. 902, the Senate companion
version of the legislation) by the recent National Congress American
Indians (NCAI) Resolution which states in part that:

"....the NCAI .... hereby supports the need

for federal preemptive Indian gaming

legislation that will protect Indian

gaming operations....."
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referencee Attachment III). That NCAI Resolution additionally pre-

scribed six areas where standards for such reservation gaming should

be specified.

Our Pueblo Governors concur with the need for such specific

standards in the enacted legislation. Sandia Pueblo (one of several

Pueblos with ongoing, profitable bingo operations in New Mexico) has
in previous testimony to this Committee noted areas where HR 1920
should be specific about standards that gaming tribes --and their

outside investors and management firms -- need to comply with to

qualify for an Indian reservation gaming management contract and
license. Attachment IV concisely lists nine areas which we recom-

mend this Committee consider for gaming standards during markup of

HR 1920.

We recommend such preciseness in the bill to reduce the need

for administrative interpretation of Congressional intent. This pro-

posed preciseness is preferable to leaving interpretation of Congres-

sional intent to administrative promulgation of required rules and

regulations. Further, an Interior Committee bill with this precise-
ness in the form of regulatory legislation could go far towards re-

ducing the likelihood of court, and other, challenges to the intent
of Congress -- which we understand is to have high stakes reservation

gaming foster tribal economic development and overall reservation

well-being.

We support a single Commissioner, or Commission, as-an appropri-

ate federal authority for reservation gaming; one empowered with 1
nationwide authority to rule on the major decisions that will result

from enactment of this legislation. We recommend the following mod-

ification to the Committee's bill, as reported: "strike the term

Secretary wherever it appears after Section 4, Definitions, and in-

sert in its place the term national caming authority." Then, for
example, this single, national authority would decide matters such
as (1) approval of tribal gaming ordinances, and (2) tribal agree-
ments with outside investors and management firms for the daily oper-

ation and division of proceeds from such high stakes reservation

gaming.
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As such, the National Commissioner, or Commission, would derive
its authority from this Act of Congress and would not be subject to

having its decisions overturned, or authority suspended, by the Secre-
tary of Interior -- or other executive branch officials of the federal
government. The national gaming authority would be required to consult
with governors of the states where tribal gaming operations are pro-

posed, to ensure that public policy of these states permits that form
of gambling operation. In this important matter, both HR 1920 and HR
2404, as introduced, provide that gambling operations permitted by the
(various) states may not be ejectedd for an Indian tribe, whose reser-

vation land is physically located within a particular state.

This bill as reported by the Interior Committee, then, should ex-
pressly note that the national c authority is federally empowered

to reaffirm the right of tribal entities to initiate gaming ventures
not otherwise currently prohibited in the states where the particular

Indian reservation is located.

In summary, the Pueblos of New Mexico support enactment of HR 1920
with desired modifications including a single, gaming Commissioner

(or Commission) with national, federal jurisdiction for Indian gaming.

And we support specific standards in the committee bill to meet the
concerns for administrative preciseness, and federal regulation, as
listed in the nine item Attachment IV to this statement.

Additionally, Attachment I to this statement (August 1985 letter
to Bill Richardson, D.-NM, 3rd.) recommends three areas where we feel
Congressional intent could be clarified or improved upon. Briefly,
these recommendations are: (1) a Section 6 technical amendment to clar-

ify the meaning of licensing of games by individuals or entities other.
than tribes pursuant to tribal resolution; (2) a new Section 7(e)

concerning mutual responsibilities between investors and tribes; and,

(3) a Section 9 modification concerning exemption from provisions of

the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for proprietary information per-
taining to computer programs and operational procedures manuals.

This concludes my testimony and my prepared statement. I would
be pleased to respond to any questions the committee might have at this

time.

I '
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ATTACHMET I

MR. ESQUIPULA CHAVES
Governor

MR. EDWARD PAISANO P 0 Box 608
Lt Governor Bermllo New Mexco 87004

MR. JOSE R. TRUJILLO (.05) 867-2876/5021
Treasurer PUEBLO (t 5R5Oi

August 23, 1985

Honorable Bill Richardson
10b Cathedral Place
Suite 122
Santa Fe, N XX 87501

Dear Cengressman Richardson:

The June House Interior Committee hearing on HR1920 - "The Indian
Gaming Control Act." concluded with testimony differing on the preferred
regulatory auth.,rity for Indian reservation gaming. For example, the
National Indian Gaming Task Force (NIGTF) recommended that the Interior
Department Secretary have authority for approval of management contracts
and tribal bingo ordinances. Other testimony, by gaming tribes such as
S.andia Pueblo, and unfolding events have indicated that the needed
consensus for establishing this regulatory authority does not exist.
What does seem to exist is concensus that neither the Interior Department

ncr the Department of Justice) nor gaming tribes, themselves, have the
expertise needed --- nor are likely to develop quickly such practical

regulatory skills --- to administer this emerging, and complex, arena f-r
gambling. (Tribal sovereignty and taxing jurisdiction issues are
intertwined with the nation's attitudes towards such high stakes gamblin;
on indian Reservations where the likelihood that organized crime elements
will seek to infiltrate the tribally operated games (due to a perception
of less than rigid regulation and of grey areas in law enforcement] are
considerable).

Here in New Mexico, the ecent visit by Interior Secretary Donald P.
Hodel prompted renewed discussion over allowable forms of high stakes,
resrvition gambling ind appropriate regulatory apparatus. Local news-
lapurs captioan. Secretary Hodel'js viewpoint as follows: "..the Int'rior
Department would try to stop ambling on Indian reservations that goes
beyond what is permitted by state law. However, he noted that Indian:
still would be free to regulate the gambling themselves..". (Reference
attached article dated August 06).

Cur own conversations with Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Officials.
and with the Office of the Executive Assistant to the Interior Secretary,
DoualJ H. Pearlman, indicate that Interior and Justice Departnents are
not yet in accord over adminlstratton preference for versions of "The
Itidiau Gaming Control Act." (I.e.. HR1920, the Interior Committee bill
or HR2404. sponsored by Congressman Shunway (R., Ca.-Iltlh). The indication
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is that Administration accord on the legislation will be forthcoming as
the necessity of adopting a position in support of some form of Indian
gaming regulation arises, as additional hearings on HR1920, HR2404 and
on S.902, the Senate Committee bill, are scheduled perhaps as soon as
this fall.

Conjecturally, the Administration maybe moving towards support for
some kind of national (rather than regional) commission empowered by
Congress to rule emphatically on major decision inherent in this legis-
lation. For example, matters of (1) approval of tribal gaming ordinances,
and (2) tribal agreements with outside investors and management firms for
the daily operation and division of proceeds from such high stakes
reservation gaming. /

Sandia testimony (and that by SI2ICO, our investment/management firm)
during hearing on HR1920 recommended a straightforward, objective and
non-bureaucratic approach for this pending regulatory schema. Likewise,
during our meeting with Interior Committee Chairman Udall, his preference
was expressed for a lean and practical regulatory mechanism -- "perhaps
a retired federal judge," the Chairman said.

Therefore, "in addition to our previous recommendation that HR1920
be amended to empower a single commissioner with nationwide authority to
make necessary, adiminstrative decisions concerning items #1 and #2 as
noted above, we also request your consideration for offering of further
committee amendments to HR1920 (or a "clean" bill in lieu of HR1920),
ones designed to (1) reaffirm the right of tribal entities to initiate
gaming ventures not otherwise currently prohibited in the states where
theparticular Indian reservation is located, and (2) incorporate
specific standards into the bill that would include procedures for (a)
screening of investors, (b) accounting for bingo proceeds and c)
ensuring that-tribal interests in the games are protected by law. (See
Attachment II: Subject Areas for Inclusion As Standards in HR1920).

Such preciseness in the bill could serve to reduce the occurrence
of and need for administrative interpretation of Congressional intent.
This proposed preciseness is preferrable to leaving interpretation of
Congressional intent to administrative promulgation of required rules
and regulations. Further, an Interior Committee bill encompassing such
preciseness in the form of regulatory legislation could go far towards
reducing the likelihood of court, and other, challenges to the intent
of Congress --- which is to use high stakes reservation gaming to foster
tribal economic development and overall reservation well being.

Beyond the above recommended amendments for a single individual
established as a national, gaming Commissioner, and for writing specific
standards into the Interior Committee bill (HR1920), there are three
additional areas where we feel Congressional intent could be clarified
and/or improved upon as follows:
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(1) A Section 6 technical amendment is needed to clarify the meaning
of licensing of games by individuals or entities other than tribes pursuant
to tribal resolution. The section needs clarification so that tribes will
know that outside firms are permitted to manage the daily operations of
high stakes, reservation gaming.

The distinction is between hiring the outside firm to use its
expertise to see that the daily operation of the enterprise is carried out
in a lawful and profitable way and in accordance with the approved bingo
ordinance, while restricting the tribe from giving up its ownership and
control of the enterprise to an outside firm; and

(2) A new Section 7 (e) to satisfy the concern expressed by SIMCO
(Sandia Indian Management Company) for mutual responsibilities between
investors and tribes as set forth at page 03.of SIMCO's June 25 Interior
Committee testimony, as follows:...to qualify for a contract to engage in
the Indian gaming business, the reservation must be located in a state
where that form of gaming is legal under federal law and not prohibited
by state criminal law. The tribe and its investors and management firm
must meet the following minimum criteria. The law would then detail
necessary features of the contract, the steps taken to ascertain the
character, integrity, and background of the investors and managers, and
methods of tribal control. For such delineation, we recommend that the
committee consider the steps, procedures and control process used by the
Sandia Pueblo bingo enterprise. The successfully proven mechanisms are
contained as attachments to the Sandia Pueblo testimony;

(3) Section 9 modified so that it reads, "...The Commissioner shall
have the duty to preserve any and all information received pursuant to
Section 7 and 8 as privateyproprietary and such proorietary information
shall be exempt from the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) requiring disclosure to the Public; disclosure of information
obtained pursuant to this section to anyone for any purpose other than
enforcement of Federal and Tribal laws shall be a felony. The kind of
proprietary information to be exempt from FOIA shall be computer programs
and operational procedure manuals for either existing or proposed tribal
games that purportedly provide a competitive advantage to the proprietor".

I thank you for your consideration of the above stated recommendations.
I would welcome an opportunity for Sandia's bingo monitor, Frank Chaves,
and for our consultant on this legislation, Gary Townsend, to work with your
own staff, or other pertinent Congressional office towards gaining- support
for inclusion of these recommendations into HRl920, as that bill is reported
from the House Interior Committee.

Sincerely,

Esquipula Chaves,
GOVERNOR

EC/gt:il
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ATTACHMENT II

ALL INDIAN PUEBLO COUNCIL

1935 RESOLUTION 029

WHEREAS, the Southern Pueblos Governors Council (SPGC) has by prior
Resolution requesting the SPGC Chairman, Governor Alvino Lucero,
to be the lead agent for Pueblo lobbying on "The Indian Gaming
Control Act of 1985," (HR 1920, HR 2404, S902) in the 99th U.S.
Congress, and,

WHEREAS, SPGC Chairman is working closely with Sandia Pueblo who has
presented oral and written testimony on this legislation during
full committee hearings in the House Interior and Insular Affairs
Committee and the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs in
June 1985, and,

WHEREAS, Sandia Pueblo has submitted written recommendations for
modification of the committee versions of this legislation in
August, 1985, correspondence to the Senator Pete V. Domenici
and to the Congressman Bill Richardson, and,.

WHEREAS, both Sandia Pueblo and the SPGC have retained Gary M.
Townsend, lobbyist, to assist in efforts to secure the desired
amendments to "The Indian Gaming Control Act of 1985" during the
ist and 2nd Sessions of this 99th U.S. Congress,

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the All Indian Pueblo Council
hereby su the Southern Pueblos Governors Council and the

*Sandia'Pueblo, in efforts to secure the desired modifications to
HR1920 and S902.

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that such support will include an appropriate
Resolution at a subsequent juncture in the legislative process,
supporting passage of HR1920 with requested modification as

e the aforementioned August 1985 correspondences.

CERTIFICATION

I, the undersigned, as Chairman of the All Indian Pueblo Council, do
hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was passed at a duly
called meeting of AIPC held on the 18 day of _ ,
19 J,5, at which time a quorum was present with voting for,
against and abstaining.

ATTEST:/7
MHALRMAN GILBERT N. ENA

4 H iN GONZALES, SECREXARY

/
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1985 RESOLUTION #29
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ATTAC1OMT UII

:CA! E.SM".'"O:l T-8C- G--6A

k .SOLV.O T' SUPPORT; FEDE." PRE-EP--.'"r

-'i. mh* N;:A- wait !o-: - p rd.: for and coe:-,at. -
:Ma- c -ern onrts fcr tht se;ri . and prc:e-,io, of
:r,:v, and -nhrrtr- s "reig. rights and the.bu-tor-
.rc-. ., :.f tht f~a i . :i!,t v r .i : .. ..' ,,: a-:

1 ..L - n! .. :. : :.-:.- an! p.e.le a s. A. -
many political an! e:cono.ic issues that in.rzn*
upon the rights of ?ribes to qover.utenta1ly re;.,lat,
activities in indiar. Country; and

N-:£F. /,l has s;po;ker, it.s s-%*prt. .th& pas: for constru.c:tivt
legislation and pos.tiv'e 9qovennenet to goverrnert
relations and has rnade a concerted fort on the san
basis .AVFother national Indian organization; and

HEREAS ,Tha kC;? has, at. tis. 4nd Annual C-nvention, joined
wlth .K';. to create a nationall Asse..bly of Indian Nations
to .romote self de:er.intion of Indian 'N'ations. Tribes
and co-.-.u nities, their governmen.ts, choir rtsozrct rights

and tho general well-beinq of Indian. people; and

Win True self deter.? . :icn can cnly be based upon statle
Tribal governments ard :rong e-znoric environ.'.tv _F ;

:,d.aian Country; and

WHREAS, Many Indian Tribes have developed highly successful binqo
and gaming operations in the past 10 years to generatel
badly needed revenues to support their own education.
health, housing, elderly and other programs for their
people; and

t .EAF S. Law enforce-ent aqcn:ies of the !odoral qo'orr.:.,nr: an-
others have ac -ivc-ly ,:temj ter to und.r.n. '. . i.-.:-r-
!ore 'ith Ind.an ca-inv i-te:ests by allci:.c t:.it-
susceptibillt y of :ndien operations to ir.iltratior by
criminal elements and tht. correspondinq inbiity cf
Indian governments to e:octively recuiatt thesv
activities in Indian Country, which allegations are.
unsubstan.tiated; and

WHEEAS, 'No bills havt be.n i:trozuced if, tne 95:h U.S. C :,urvLF
that would orovide 'ro-.,ctive :_c:deral Frk-7.t
against state infr-ncen,-nt u:on I.d ca.ing. t .4t
are HR 1920 by Rep. Morris Udall and S.902 by Sen.r.lcnci.i
both bills in prir.ci.le are accep--able with idert,.4c,..
or S:ctiont f (a) and (c), and 6 o! bo'th bills.
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ATTACHMENT IV

Subject Areas For Inclusion As Standards Specified in HR1920/S.902
"The Indian Gaming Control Act of 1985"

1. From the viewpoint of investors as stated in SIMCO's (Sandia Indian
Management Company) June testimony on HR1920, valid financial reasons (related
to return on investment) exist for establishing the term of contract for a'minimum of five years." This consideration should, however, be balanced
against the agreement for return the investors are receiving on their initial
capital outlay, and provide for a tribal option to buy out the investor prior to
the end of the contract;

2. SIMCO's testimony recommended a "minimum 60/40 split in favor of the
tribe" as a basis for profit sharing. (By comparison, HR1920 favors 40% as a
maximum return to investors -- with the percentage to decline over the contract
period -- while HR2404 stipulates that proceeds could be used only for tribal
government functions. S902, allows for a 49% maximum distribution of proceeds
to investors). In actuality, and within an upper limit pegged to definitions ofProfitss" (gross versus net) and "proceeds" (from gaming sales versus that from
concessions), negotiation between tribes and potential investors and management
fees based on a percentage of net revenues, must be flexible in order to attract
the venture capital which most tribes are not providing for start-up expenses of
such gaming enterprises;

3. The contract between the gaming tribe and outside investors/management
should be specific in areas of mutual responsibility for both daily operations
and the definition of expenses;

4. An arbitration procedure should be included to cover disputed matters
so as to preclude litigation from the settling of' disputes through the authority
vested in the gaming commissioner;

5. An approved system of accounting should be established for cash as well
as paper, and should be part of the contractual agreement to Include aspects
such as (1) all sales data about which items are most and least popular and
which personnel are most productive through the cash and inventory tracking sys-
tem. Such a working system can help to overcome the problem of whether or not
organized crime is laundering money through the tribal bingo operation;

6. The tribe should be represented at the facility by a tribal monitor who
is specifically charged with overseeing the daily operation, especially #3 and
15 above;

7. Provision should be made in the management agreement that tribal
statutes and ordinances on tribal and Indian preference in employment will be
strictly enforced, and

8. A general provision of the legislation should ensure management company
acknowledgement of the governmental power of the tribe with respect to regula-
tory and licensing and taxing authority. /

9. The authority of an individual Commissioner, or National Gaming Com-
mission, to approve tribal gaming ordinances --- with guidance from standards
contained in the law --- will not be given over to the jurisdiction of indivi-
dual states, nor to the Interior Secretary, without consent for such transfer of
authority expressly stated in a separate Act of Congress enacted into law.
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Does the chairman of All Indian Pueblo Coun-
cil wish to make a brief statement?

Mr. PENA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to make a
brief statement concerning the various legislative bills that have
been introduced that are commonly known as the Indian Game
and Control Act.

Needless to say, we have four of our Indian Pueblos in New
Mexico that do operate bingo operations, and I can assure this com-
mittee and you, Mr. Chairman, that the revenues that are derived
from those gaming activities are used to supplement or to totally
fund much needed programs on our respective reservations.

It is my opinion that the various pieces of legislation regarding
gaming activities seem to reflect the consensus of the administra-
tion and the Congress that Indian tribes around this Nation do not
have the mind or the ability to manage gaming activities on their
reservations. And I think it is only appropriate that I remind this
committee that Indian Nations, including the Pueblos, have had as
a high regard the well-being of their people, the land and the re-
sources of their particular reservations and would not do anything
to jeopardize anyone from coming in and doing away with, or even
outside elements coming into these gaming activities.

I can assure you that through examination and critique of man-
agement agreements and ordinances and financial statements a
bingo operation on Pueblos lands will reflect the good intent and
credibility of those operations.

As has been mentioned by governor Lucero, the Pueblos tribes of
New Mexico support H.R. 1920 through resolution with certain
modifications. We support the concept of a commission or commis-
sioner being established through a clear Act of Congress to oversee
and have decisionmaking authorities, to regulate, approve ordi-
nances and the operation of gaming activities. However, assurances
must be made to Indian tribes that the authorities granted to such
a commission shall remain a Federal Government function and
that such authorities will not be given to the jurisdiction of individ-
ual States.

In closing, Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, we re-
quest your guarantee that should the legislation be enacted the rec-
ommendations provided that it not be another bureaucratic stum-
bling block and that it be responsive, that it honor tribal consulta-
tion, and that it truly will protect Indian gaming activities.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Pena.
Suzan Harjo?
Ms. HARJO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for includ-

ing our prepared statement in the record. It is a short, 2-pager with
an attached resolution that has already been included in the record
with the All Indian Pueblos Council s statement. I will make a
brief summary of this, and Mr. Ruben Snake, who is our new NCAI

, president and the chairman of the Winnebago Tribe in Nebraska,
will conclude our testimony.

I just want to say in the first instance that the overriding princi-
ple that we all have to keep in mind here is Indian tribal sover-
eignty and the underlying impetus for Indian gaming, for States
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wishing to have control over Indian gaming, for the Federal Agen-
cies wishing to have control over Indian gaming is money.

I am very concerned about the Department of Justice's mention
of organized crime and that we should have certain provisions in
the bill because there may be organized crime on the horizon. That
is like saying that we shouldn't have chickens because there may
be foxes. If the people want eggs, there is going to be chickens. And
bingo in this instance are the eggs; if people want to play bingo,
they are going to play bingo.
- Mr. McCain, I really appreciate you more and more. And today, I
couldn't agree more that it was disingenious for the Department of
Justice to indicate that licensing under States is regulation. It is
not regulation of Indian gaming operations; it would kill Indian
gaming operations. Beyond that, it would set a very dangerous
precedent for creeping State jurisdiction into other areas, saying,
well, you have done it for bingo, let's do it for these other areas.
And we hope that that will be resisted with all force.

We have in our recently concluded convention and in our resolu-
tion laid out six points that we feel that legislation should contain.
Those are on the first page: (1) tribal government control of gaming
operations in Indian country, (2) non-interference of States in trib-
ally regulated gaming operations-and so forth, through (6).

We think it is very important that any legislation that is report-
ed not be confined to Indian reservation language, but go to the 18
U.S.C. 1151 definition of "Indian country." Without that most of
the Indian territory, in my home State, would be excluded.

And we want to specifically join the All Indian Pueblos Council
in their proposal regarding the public polity language. It is in this
instance euphemistic for State control, State interference and po-
litically motivated policy development.

Thank you for protecting our interests in this, and we hope that
that is the way the bill comes out. Our fear, of course, is that this
is the best the bill will ever be and that once on the floor that we
will have tremendous problems. But if we can keep in mind that
sovereignty and tribal governmental regulatory control are the
overriding principles here, then I think we will be in good shape.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Snake will conclude our NCAI testimony.
Please proceed.
[The statement of Ms. Harjo follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SUZAN SHOWN HARJO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CONGRESS
OF AMERICAN INDIANS, FOR THE RECORD OF THE HEARING ON H.R. 1920 and
H.R. 2404, INDIAN GAMING CONTROL ACT, BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR
AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, NOVEMBER 14, 1985,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, on behalf of the Indian and
Native governmental and individual members of the National Congress of
American Indians (NCAI), I thank you for providing further opportunity
for Indian governments and organizations to express views on pending
legislation regarding gaming in Indian country.

As the Committee knows, the NCAI is the oldest and largest national
Indian organization, with standing membership resolutions over its
41-year history from more than 75% of the Indian and Native governments.
At our recent 42nd Annual NCAf Convention in Tulsa, Oklahoma, October
7 - 11, there were 126 Indian and Native governments officially repre-
sented by duly-authorized delegates with voting privileges, along with
more than 1,000 Indian and Native eligible voters.

Our Convention adopted the appended resolution supporting federal
pre-emptive Indian gaming legislation to protect tribal gaming opera-
tions fromtate interference, as long as such legislation specifically
provides for the following:

1 Tribal government control of gaming operations in
Indian country.

2. Non-interference of states in tribally-regulated
gaming operations.

3. Regulatory mechanisms that require consultation
with Indian governments.

4. Gaming operation proposals to be considered on the
basis of merit for economic development.

5. Audit requirements compatible with existing tribal
accounting procedures and schedules.

6. Assistance to Tribes in the development of regulatory
ordinances and contracts with gaming management
organizations and individuals.

We call upon the Committee to report only such legislation as is con-
sistent with the above. In order for any new law to be successfully
accepted by the community of interest in this area, it must recognize
and respect Indian national sovereignty, Indian governmental regulatory
and taxing authority, Indian governmental decisions regarding manage-
ment mechanisms, essential Indian governmental functions supported by
gaming revenue and the pressing employment and economic needs in Indian
country which are relieved to some extent by gaming activities.

Legislation regarding gaming in Indian country also must extend to all
of Indian country, as defined in 18 USC 1151, in order to avoid unjust
exclusion of Indian territory which is not specifically defined as
reservation land. We urge the Committee to adopt this definition.
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We urge the Committee to delete th words "public policy" from any
reported bill and to adopt gaming standards that affirm the right of
tribal entities to initiate gaming ventures not otherwise currently
prohibited in the states where the subject Indian country is located.
The term "public policy," in this particular case in the pending
legislation is euphemistic for state interference and politically-
motivated policy development.

Regarding an Interior Secretarial approval in pending legislation, we
urge-the Committee to authorize such approval only if it is required
by governing documents and/or tribal law.

We remain puzzled about the reasons that Indian governments and people
have been singled out for scrutiny and regulation in this area. The
Washington, D.C. lottery is not federally regulated, for example, and
there has been no general call for a Federal Gaming Commission to con-
trol gaming activities nationally. In response to prior questions about
this discriminatory effort to regulate gaming in Indian country, we have
been told that Indian gaming activities are somehow more susceptible to
organized criminal elements than are non-Indian gaming activities, and
that Indian governments cannot effectively regulate gaming operations.
Neither allegation has been substantiated.

The reasons appear to have less to do with the specter of organized
crime and more to do with the states' desire to gain jurisdictional
ground in Indian country, with the federal agencies' desire to control
all Indian monies and with the general public perception that Indian
governments are not quite governments, that Indian business deals are
not business and that Indian people should not make money in the free
enterprise system.

We recognize that Indian gaming activities do not represent a long-
term solution to the economic and employment needs in Indian country,
but they do provide short-term relief. And, as the economists say,
the problem is that in the long-term we may be dead. We hope that
you will help us in the short-term, without creating long-term problems
in the orderly development of Indian law.
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RESOLUTION T-86-54 G-6A

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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RESOLUTION SUPPORT FEDERAL PRE-EMPTIVE INDIAN GAMING
LEGISLATION TO PROTECT TRIBAL GAMING OPERATIONS FROM
STATE INTERFERENCE

Whereas, the National Congress of American Indians
was founded for unity and cooperation among Indian
governments, for the security and protection of treaty
and inherent sovereign rights and the betterment of the
quality of life for Indian people; and,

Whereas, in 1985, Indian governments and people are
faced with many political and economic issues that
infringe upon the rights of Tribes to governmentally
regulate activities in Indian Country; and,

Whereas, the National Congress of American Indians has
spoken its support in the past for constructive legis-
lation and positive government-to-government relations,
and has made a concerted effort on the same basis with
other national Indian organizations; and,

Whereas, the National Congress of American Indians
joined with the National Tribal Chairmen's Association
to call for a National Assembly of Indian Nations to
promote self-determination of Indian Nations, Tribes
and communities, their governments, their resource
rights and the general well-being of Indian people; and,

Whereas, true self-determination can only be based upon
stable tribal governments and strong economic environ-
ments in Indian Country; and,

Whereas, many Indian Tribes have developed highly
successful bingo and gaming operations in the past ten
years to generate badly needed revenues to support
their own education, health, housing, elderly and other
programs for their people; and,

Whereas, law enforcement agencies of the federal govern-
ment and others have actively attempted to undermine
and interfere with Indian gaming interests by alleging
the susceptibility of Indian operations to infiltration
by criminal elements and the corresponding inability of
Indian governments to effectively regulate these
activities in Indian Country, which allegations are
unsubstantiated; and,

81)4 D STREET. N.E. * WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002 e (202) 546-9404
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RESOLUTION T-86-54 G-6A (continued)

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Sul* SToFUE0F-

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT

SEX. F

Sm ".10-,, P-bt,,

RECORDING SICAETAR*
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TREASURER
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Whereas, two bills have been introduced in the 99th
U.S. Congress that would provide protective federal
pre-emptive law against state infringement upon Indian
gaming - H.R. 1920 (Rep. Udall) and S. 902 (Sen. DeCon-
cini), both of which are acceptable in principle with
identification or Sections 6 (a) and (c), and 8 of both
bills; and,

Whereas, state attorneys general and others are making
a concerted effort to have enacted federal legislation
which will place Indian gaming under the jurisdiction
of state regulation and which would effectively kill
Indian gaming operations and stop the flow of badly
needed revenues to tribal governments and Indian people.

Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved that the National
Congress of American Indians and the National Assembly
of Indian Nations hereby support the need for federal
pre-emptive Indian gaming legislation that will protect
Indian gaming operations in Indian Country and that
such legislation should specifically provide for:

1. Tribal government control of gaming operations
in Indian Country.

2. Non-interference of states in tribally-regulated
gaming operations.

3. Regulatory mechanisms that require consultation
with Indian governments.

4. Gaming operation proposals to be considered on
the basis of merit for economic development.

5. Audit requirements compatible with existing
tribal accounting procedures and schedules.

6. Assistance to Tribes in the development of
regulatory ordinances and contracts with gaming
management organizations and individuals.

Be It Further Resolved that the Executive Director and
staff of the National Congress of American Indians and
the National Tribal Chairmen's Association appear and
testify at Congressional hearings on all pending Indian
gaming legislation in the U.S. Congress, in person and
by written statements, to protect Indian gaming operations
based upon the above-stated provisions and principles.

Adopted by the 42nd Annual NCAI Convention and National
Assembly of Indian Nations, October 11, 1985.

HUt 1) STREET, N.E. * W\SIINGTON. D.C. 20002 *(202) W.--9404
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Mr. SNAKE. My name is Ruben Snake. I am the chairman of the
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska and also the newly elected president
of the National Congress of American Indians.

I wanted only to make a few additional comments. In my jour-
neys here to the Nation's Capital to attend these hearings regard-
ing the issues of gaming in Indian country I have heard many per-
sonal opinions and observations, most of them being negative in
the Indian perspective. I have heard very little facts about the situ-
ation, and have heard nothing about the positive aspects of Indian
gaming.

This is an industry which has reached the status of nearly $1/2
billion annually amongst the 108 tribes that Mr. LaFromboise has
mentioned, and there has been a lot of use of scare tactics about
the potential infiltration of organized crime as a basis for some
type of Federal and State control of Indian gaming. There has been
a lot of concern expressed about the impact of Indian gaming on
fraternal and charitable organizations' bingo operations. There has
been what I consider to be the remnants of 19th century racially
motivated thought and expression about the incompetence of
Indian people to administer and manage these gaming operations.

I would like to point out some various positive things in relation
to my tribe's operation. On October 12, 1984, we opened our bingo
operation 21/2 miles west of Sloan, Iowa, on reservation property.
Our operation is comprised of some 65 employees, 30 percent of
whom are non-Indian. People who were totally unemployed in the
Sloan area before we set up our operation. We purchased 12 phone
lines from the local phone company and are expending over $10,000
a year for phone service, buying that from the local phone compa-
ny. We pay tens of thousands of dollars to the local Rural Electric
Association for power to our operation. We buy $66,000 worfh of ve-
hicles from the local car dealers in Woodbury County for our give-
aways of vehicles. We purchase tens of thousands of dollars worth
of household appliances and luxury items for giveaways as door
prizes. Seventy-five percent of our players are non-Indians, and we
put $2.2 million in their pocket this past year as payouts for win-
nings. So there is a positive impact.

Iowa State Senator, Dr. Milo Colton, from our area, at the Na-
tional Indian Law Enforcement Conference in Denver during the
month of September, told the Justice Department representative
who was there at the conference to stay the hell out of our busi-
ness. Because the State of Iowa is very satisfied with the operation
that is going on, and Winne-Bingo is the only economic activity
that has taken place in Woodbury County in the past 5 years.

In relation to our competence, when the Winnebago Tribe began
to investigate the possibility of developing a bingo operation, we
went to eight different entrepreneurs before we settled on an orga-
nization to contract with. That person's name was given to the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation for a background check before we ever
entered into a contract with that person. After we entered into the
contract, I went back to the FBI and asked them to do some fur-
ther background checks into this man's background and his part-
ner's, which has been done.

The tribe initiated a joint agreement with the Iowa State Attor-
ney General's Office, the Woodbury County Sheriff, the Village0
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Marshall of Sloan the Iowa State Highway Patrol, and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to establish law enforcement at our bingo oper-
ation. So we have proven our competence. We are capable of man-
aging, and I would venture to say that is true of all Indian bingo
operations. We are not incompetent. We are capable of doing what
needs to be done.

The FBI man that was standing here, my friend, I asked him,
"How many rapes, robberies, riots and murders, and other felonies,
have been reported to you having occurred in Indian bingo oper-
ations?" And he said, "None." So that is what I would like to con-
clude with.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Pemberton?
Mr. PEMBERTON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Al Pemberton. I am

the secretary-treasurer of the Leech Lake Band of the Chippewas
from the State of Minnesota. I have before you a testimony, and
rather than read the complete testimony, I would just like to sum-
marize it, if I have your permission. And I would also like to take
this opportunity to thank you for allowing us to testify here today.

First of all, I would like to indicate in my testimony we mention
RBC, which is Reservation Business Committee, which is our tribal
council on Leech Lake at this time. So throughout the testimony I
will mention RBC to make things short.

First of all, we established a bingo operation in 1983 on our res-
ervation, and it is 100 percent owned and operated by the band
itself, the Band of Chippewas from Leech Lake. We have adopted
an ordinance to govern our bingo operationE, and this ordinance,
by the way, is not on recod here. However, I will provide a copy of
the ordinance for the committee members and the chairman as
soon as possible. We also utilize pull tabs in our bingo operations,
and I am hoping that the pull tabs situation is also addressed here.

The profits that are derived from our bingo operation at this
time are utilized for our economic development on our reservation.
We utilize it for our programs, in our health and human services
programs, particularly in the education and the health areas.

I want to emphasize the fact that the Reservation Business Com-
mittee operation, it is clear in their own mind that they have the
sovereign tribal right to operate a bingo operation within reserva-
tion boundaries out at Leech Lake, and we also feel that free from
State control we will continue to run a bingo operation.

Therefore, we feel that the support of H.R. 1920 is necessary to
protect our sovereign rights on the Leech Lake Reservation in the
tate of Minnesota.
A decision was made in 1983 to establish a bingo parlor in Leech

Lake, and we decided to do that by going through a long planning
process. Our planning process consisted of, we first started off our
bingo operations within a gymnasium and after a few months we
decided that there was not enough room for our capacity of people
that were coming to our bingo operation. Therefore, we moved our
operations to another building which could hold approximately 350
people. After we outgrew that we decided it was time for us to
)uifd a larger complex, which we did build a larger complex and

this complex is capable of holding approximately 1,800 people, up
to 1,800 people if necessary.
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This building is a huge building. It is a building that was built by
our construction people, and the people that built the building
were working directly for the tribal government itself and they
were being paid from the tribal government, and they had the op-
portunity to earn a decent living during this particular time. The
building is a huge building, like I said. It is 124 by 300 feet, and
you can imagine the size of that building by just the dimensions.

It cost us approximately $1.3 million to build this building. And
on this building we were fortunate enough to receive a $250,000
grant from the Housing and Urban Development. We also went
through the Bureau of Indian Affairs and received a BIA-guaran-
teed loan of $650,000. The remaining $453,000 came directly from
the Tribal Council's coffers. And as indicated, we did have a large
amount of employment for our people there during the construc-
,ion period of the building.

At this point we presently employ 85 people, and we have a pay-
roll of approximately $300,000-plus at this point. And the majority
of this money doesn't stay right in the reservation area. There are
surrounding communities where a lot of this money is spent for
special services such as appliances, cars, etc., so everybody in the
community is actually benefiting from our particular bingo that we
hold.

It should also be noted that there is approximately 20 percent of
the people that are presently working in the bingo parlor at this
point have been on some type of aid of some kind from the Federal
Government prior to that.

I did hear the last bell, so I will kind of move along a little
quicker.

Mr. Chairman, the other thing in regards to management, we
have a business manager or a bingo manager that manages the
bingo at this point, and we are 100 percent owned and operated.
We do not have a management firm and we do not wish to have a
management firm at this point. The manager is here with us today.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to reiterate the fact
that we support H.R. 1920,/if amended as we suggested throughout
the attached amendment description. And if I could just read that
for the record:

Therefore, we recommend that "as a matter of criminal law" be
deleted from section 2(2) and that "or where the general public is
not free to engage in the gaming activity under State law" be sub-
stituted for "or within a State as a matter of criminal law" in sec-
tion 6(a).

You have the proposed amendments, and once again, Mr. Chair-
man, I thank you very much for this opportunity.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr. Pemberton follows:]
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Statement of Alfred Pemberton, Secretary-Treasurer

The Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians (Minnesota)

on

H.R. 1920, The Indian Gaming Control Act

Before the

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

United States House of Representatives

November 14, 1985

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today to offer the

views and recommendations of the Leech Lake Band of Chippewa

concerning H.R.1920, the Indian Gaming Control Act. Our

governing body, The Leech Lake Reservation Business Committee

(RBC) extends its appreciation to the sponsors of this measure

and to the Committee for scheduling this hearing.

The RBC recommends enactment of H.R.1920, if amended as

suggested herein.

Mr. Chairman, our governing body Lurned to the estabTishment

of a bingo operation and pulltab sales on the reservation in May

1983, and established several major objectives to be followed in

the operation of the bingo operation. One, to provide meaningful

employment to Band members who were willing and able to work;

two, to generate sorely needed income for economic development,
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social services, and Band government operations; and three, to

provide bingo enthusiasts, Indian and non-Indian alike, in our

market area, with an opportunity to participate in a fair and

effecient high-stakes bingo game in a comfortable atmosphere.

I want to emphasize that the RBC embarked on the bingo

operation with the clear conviction of our sovereign tribal right

to conduct a gaming activity within our jurisdiction, free from

State control. The case law supporting our conviction is a

matter of record before this Committee, and requires no further

elaboration on my part. Significantly, 80 Indian tribes or more

have exercised their sovereignty in the area of gaming since the

late 1970's and have established bingo operations of varying

sizes on their respective reservations within their jurisdiction,

exclusive of State control.

The Leech Lake Band is not unmindful, however, of repeated

legal challenges undertaken by States to this valuable sovereign

right, and notwithstanding rejection of such challenges by the

Federal Courts, we are concerned that continued challenges will

consume the limited resources of all involved parties. There-

fore, we believe that the enactment of legislation is necessary

to insure the preservation of such sovereign right.
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The enactment of legislation will affirm and protect the

sovereign right of Indian tribes to license, regulate and operate

gaming activities within Indian country in those States where the

general public is not prohibited under State law from engaging in

such activities, and will provide for uniform Federal standards

and regulations for the orderly conduct of gaming on Indian

reservations. Further, it will establish a clear and concise

policy direction on the gaming issue, eliminate further

litigation, and serve the best interests of the Indian tribes and

the public at large -- especially the patrons of Indian gaming

establishments.

The RBC's decision to establish a binqo operation was not

undertaken precipitously. Rather, we went through a thorough

planning process, looking at the potential cost of establishing

the game, the expenses involved, potential gross receipts, and

the potential net return to the Band as a whole. Importantly, we

rejected the overtures of outside managers who offered to finance

capital investment and start-up costs. In return, th y sought a

long-term contract with a high percentage of the returns in order

that they might recoup their investment. The Leech Lake Band has

successfully administered several business enterprises on the

reservation, including a construction company. Given our record
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of successfully managing other business ventures, we were

confident of our ability to manage the bingo operation on our own

and realize a greater economic return for the Band as a whole.

A decision was made early on to enter the bingo field in a

modest fashion. The first game was opened in May 1983 in our

Facility Center and was later moved to a vacant bowling alley.

Our bingo game caught on quickly in the area and it was necessary

to expand the seating capacity to 350 in the temporary

facilities. However, it became obvious that even with this

expansion, we were still not meeting the demand of bingo

enthusiasts in the market area. It was at this point that the

governing body began developing plans to put together a funding

package that would enable us to establish a new facility to house

the bingo operation and pulltab sales. Based on our experience

in the makeshift facilities, we estimated that the new facility

should be able to accommodate 350 to 1300 players, and one that

would include state-of-the-art sound and video systems, modern

restroom facilities, a food service, adequate administrative

offices and a safe security and fire system. Based on such

plans, we estimated that it would be necessary to put together a

funding package of approximately $1.3 million. We are pleased to

report to this Committe that the Band was successful in receiving

a $250,000 grant from the Department of Housing and Urban
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Development, a $650,000 guaranteed loan through the Bureau of

Indian Affairs, and $453,000 was committed from our own resources

to achieve the package of $1.3 million.

I believe it is important to inform the Committee that

construction of the 124 foot by 300 foot steel building to house

the bingo operation was undertaken completely and finished by the

Band-owned construction company. As a result, members of our

Band enjoyed the income from employment during the construction

period. Also, the income received by such employees benefitted

the local community as well as non-Indian communities where the

employees purchased consumer goods and services for themselves

and their families.

The new Leech Lake Bingo Palace was officially opened in

November 1984, just one year ago. A record number of over 1600

patrons turned out for the weekend games. Since that time, we

have experienced a 50 percent increase in the average attendance

at the games. Today we serve approximately 325 players during

each regular game and our special holiday sessions consistently

have attracted levels of 700 players or more. The new facility,

because of the flexibility in our seating arrangement, can

accommodate 750 to 1300 patrons.

72-591 0 - 87 - .4
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At the time of the opening of the new Bingo Palace, we
offered the patrons, drawn from points in northern Minnesota and
Canada, an opportunity to participate in bingo games and pulltab
sales three nights per week. In response to the patrons
requests, we initiated a mid-week bingo game to accommodate

primarily the non-Indian players on Wednesday evenings. The
results have exceeded our expectations and this event has evolved

into our most popular game night.

A brief review of eleven months' operation of the new Bingo
Palace will demonstrate the importance of gaming to our Band and

surrounding non-Indian communities.

At the present time, the Bingo Palace provides employment to
65 people. Ninety-nine percent of such employees are enrolled
members of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe. The payroll is
approximately $300,000. The bulk of this income is spent on the
Reservation and in nearby off-reservation, non-Indian communities

for consumer goods and services.

It should be noted that 20 percent f our present staff
received some form of public assistance prior to being employed

by the Bingo Palace.
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Our gross income for the eleven month period was $3,842,000.

After deducting a generous pay-out to patrons, all overhead

expenses, Including debt service, we realized a net profit of

$163,427.

The net income has been allocated as follows: 50 percent to

the various communities for general support; 30 percent for

constituent services, including emergency problems; and 20

percent to supplement social service programs (health, education

and welfare).

Mr. Chairman, The Leech Lake Band is aware of the allega-

tions that have emanated from the Department of Justice over the

past several years that Indian gaming is serving as a new

attraction for criminal elements. They have raised all kinds of

fears of organized crime infiltrating highstakes bingo games that

are being conducted elsewhere on rojervations throughout the

country. We at Leech Lake are in no position to Judge the manner

in which other bingo games are being operated and regulated by

the respective tribes, nor are we in a position to evaluate the

performance of outside managers whc are operating bingo games for

tribes on their reservations. We are, however, well informed on

the manner in which we are operating and regulating our own bingo

game and pulltab sales in The Leech Lake Bingo Palace. I can

state with all assurances to this Committee today that
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state-of-the-art accounting procedures, strong checks and

balances, monitoring of the game and other oversight functions

are diligently carried out by the bingo manager and his staff in

order to prevent any wrongdoing from occurring either in the bingo

games or in the pulltab sales. The bingo manager is responsible

to the Reservation Business Committee and the Reservation

Business Committee is responsible for the conduct of the games to

its membership. Our efficient system of numerous checks and

balances maintains a clear audit trail in all respects, and it

should be noted that our policies require and enforce an annual

independent outside audit of each business enterprise conducted

by the RBC, including the Bingo Palace.

With respect to the allegation that criminal elements find

Indian gaming a ripe target for infiltration, I can hardly

envision organized crime venturing out to the remote Leech Lake

Reservation in an attempt to infiltrate what I would have to

characterize as a medium sized bingo and pulltab sales operation.

The very. thought Is ludicrous at best. However, if the

Department of Justice possesses hard evidence of criminal

infiltration in any Indian gaming activity on an Indian reserva-

tion, this Committee should challenge the Department to utilize

all of its authorities and resources to attack that problem in

cooperation with the Secretary of the Interior and the governing

body of the affected tribe. To our knowledge, the Department of
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Justice has not once submitted hard evidence for the public

hearing record or the media of specific criminal infiltration

into any Indian gaming activity. We view their allegations as a

thinly veiled disquise to justify their strong desire and

recommendation that Indian gaming be subjected to State juris-

diction. Such a development in our view would represent an

erosion of tribal sovereignty and a tragic loss of gaming

activities and its associated employment and other economic

benefits currently being enjoyed by tribes engaged in gaming

activities.

Mr. Chairman, The Leech Lake Band of Chippewa recognizes the

need for enactment of legislation to clarify and resolve the

legal uncertainties currently surrounding IndiaA gaming within

Indian reservations. Such legislation, in our view, would give

meaning and substance to President Reagan's Indian Policy

Statement of January 1983, in which he clearly states the need

for the tribes to develop mechanisms that will provide jobs and

income to reduce their dependance on the Federal Government.

bingo activities and pulltab sales provide an alternative source

of tribal revenue and increased financial independence.

I believe the record will demonstrate that through the

exercise of their unique sovereignty, Indian tribes have begun to

use income from bingo to support basic fuctions of government, to
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formulate long-term economic development plans, and to generally

address the economic hardships of their members. We urge this

Committee to move quickly for enactment of H.R.1920 to preserve

this valuable tribal sovereign right and its associated economic

bene its. Mr. Chairman, to reiterate, we would support enactment

of H.R.1920 if amended, as we suggest, through the attached

amendments and description.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

The modifications we suggest are minor languaqe changes to

eliminate the possibility that this legislation could be

interpreted to overturn Federal court decisions on the scope of

S.tL._4eauthority. Federal courts have repeatedly and uniformly

held that State gaming laws are not to be considered
"prohibitory" simply because they are codified as criminal laws.

The essential test is whether the general public is free to play

a particular game at will. Therefore, we recommend that "as a

matter of criminal law" be deleted from Section 2(2); and that
"or where the general public is not free to engage in the gaming

activity under State law" be substituted for "or within a State

as a matter of criminal law" in Section 6(a).
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Does Chairman Udall have any questions?
The CHAIRMAN. It is good to see the vigorous and forthright pres-

entation by our Indian leaders here this morning. I want to take
carefully into account what you have said before we proceed to
write a law, which I think we can to do before this year is out.

By way of preface, I think you are correct in saying, as several of
you have, that there is kind of an element or mood of condescen-
sion among some people who are concerned about this legislation,
that Indians aren't smart enough to protect themselves against or-
ganized crime coming in from the big cities. And I bear very much
in mind the feeling that Indian people have shown in these various
operations, that they can run their own show. And I think any leg-
islation ought to reflect to the greatest extent possible the confi-
dence of the Congress, with some basic safeguards that have large-
ly been agreed to here, that we can leave this in the hands of our
Indian tribal structures and be reasonably protected against infil-
tration of organized crime.

One very good answer to the concerns that people have raised
about this is to me the display of ability to operate that Indians
have already shown. One of the last witnesses just pointed out that
they don't hire any non-Indians, and the way jobs are scarce on the
Indian reservations I think this is very good. There will be places
where maybe to get started, tribes will enter into management con-
tract with someone who has had some experience. But I think
those management contracts ought to be keyed in every instance to
on-the-job training of Indian people who can become the business
managers and the technicians and the computer operators and the
accountants and all of the rest. I think that is very, very impor-
tant.

Would any here have any further ideas than those that have
been already presented about how we get more Indian jobs real-
ized, not just Indians making a profit but Indians actually partici-
pating in doing the job? How can we maximize that?

Mr. LAFROMBOISE. Mr. Chairman, if I may respond to that. I
think that people have to set in their mind that there is a differ-
ence between charitable organizations and their bingos and bingos
that have been put on by tribes. Quite frankly, one is a social event
and the other is a profit-making event which develops an economic
pool, and which you have heard most of these gentlemen testify to
the fact that they have used these monies to start gas stations,
laundromats, and other economic development which spins off in
the community. It not only spins off in the reservation community,
but it spins off in the neighboring community, which ir also I
would say benefited in each one of your districts or States if you
are in a bingo operation area.

We know for a fact that bingo is not the answer to the future of
economic development in Indian reservations. We know that at the
present time that it is a going thing.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a piece of an answer.
Mr. LAFROMBOISE. That is right. And that development at the

present time, if it is totally constrained as recommended by most
everyone that has something to say about it other than us, is that
it is going to put us back on the welfare line for what Mr. Mar-
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lenee had to say about the poor bureaucratic method of what one
agency, the BIA, and v'e deal with I think 116 agencies.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that brings me to the next point that I
wanted to make, and I will appreciate any advice you can give me.
There is a very real concern in the country that isn't just racist or
condescension. There is a real concern in the country about orga-
nized crime. As an old county prosecutor who dealt with them and
saw them face to face, I can tell you they are smart and they are
shrewd and they don't always get in on the ground floor in the be-
ginning. They wait until an organization is established and legiti-
mate and respected by the community, and then they move in.

I have been concerned about how we handle this. The commis-
sion idea of the great gentleman from New Mexico is not one that I

'- , reject. But I am wondering, I do get concerned about a big commis-
sion which has to have secretaries and offices and travel and meet-
ings, and pretty soon it may not just be a waste of taxpayers'
money, it may actually impinge on the ability of tribes to get an
answer, to file an application and have somebody get it back to
them within a week or two without having to hire lawyers and ac-
countants to process so many documents.

There are difficulties and advantages both ways, but I lean
toward a czar of some kind. Baseball and football, which really rely
desperately on public confidence, have not gone to commissions;
they have had someone who is widely respected, who can fine an
athlete if they find him caught up with drugs, or suspend him or
throw him out of the game if it goes that far. I have found in many
cases in public life that giving one person the responsibility instead
of spreading it around a commission is the better way to go.

I would appreciate any advice and help you can give us in resolv-
ing this question. I will be talking to Mr. Richardson, and ma be
he can persuade me that the commission is a better way to go. But
I start out with kind of a bias toward a commissioner of some sort.
If you can pick somebody who is nationally known and has a repu-
tetion for honesty, and a track record that would inspire confi-
dence, you might be better off that way than going with a commis-
sion. So I simply leave that thought with you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Lujan?
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Is there a real objection on the part of all of you to some kind of

legislation in this area? Would you rather there be no legislation,
or are we proceeding in the way that you would see acceptable?

Governor?
Mr. LucERO. Mr. Lujan, I think that if the Indian people don't

get involved as far as what I am hearing here today, and previous-
ly, I believe that Congress will come up with legislation. I am
afraid that is the intent, that is the intent that you have got. I be-
lieve that bingo operations started a few years back. There hasn't
been any legislation. There hasn't been any control. But in my esti-
mation they are running smooth. They are going well.

The naming of a commission or commissioner may be the thing.
But I don't believe also that we should have a large number of
people on the commission because then I think that it doesn't serve
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the purpose. I believe that the Indian people themselves, by con-
tract, by ordinances, are controlling bingo operations to the benefit
of the people that are involved in it.

One other issue I would like to take. When the Justice Depart-
ment mentioned this morning about social gaming activities within
tribes, I don't believe that those should be mentioned at all. A lot
of those were started from time immemorial, before anybody in
this room was ever born. I don't think that we should ever make
mention of those social gaming activities within Pueblos.

But legislation? Good question.
Mr. LUJAN. To followup on that a little bit, I guess, you know,

what everybody gets concerned, including yourselves, they are
going well. All of the operations that I know of have not resulted
in criminal activity, as you said, widespread crime. But where you
have 108 different operations that are going on, and you don't have
to limit them to bingo operations or anything, just 108 different ac-
tivities of any kind, you are going to find that there is going to be
some scandal come up at some point or another. That is inevitable
when you have a large noinber of people involved in whatever en-
deavor it might be.

And perhaps, if we have no regulation, we don't have a central
authority, we will say, to go to ta can say, well, you did wrong
here or whatever and so your license is in jeopardy, then the whole
industry gets a black eye. And perhaps there should be a place that
looks over everybody's shoulder, not in the day-to-day operation,
but if all of a sudden somebody, maybe an accountant or somebody
that calls the numbers, or somebody that sells the chances, or
whatever, if the time ever came that somebody did siphon some
money, and those things are going to happen, perhaps a central au-
thority that can say, OK, you got to kick that guy out or whatever
might be an easier way to deal with it.

I don't think that this committee is of a mind to say we are going
to cut out the bingo operations. I think basically what the Secre-
tary of the Interior has said and what the general impression is, is
that if anyone else in the State can do it, then an Indian tribe
ought to be able to do it, too. If it is illegal for somebody else to do
it, then it is illegal for an Indian tribe or whomever to do it.

So let me ask you specifically. The Departments of Justice and
Interior, basically both have said that they favor almost the same
things, a commission or commissioner or whatever form we come
up with to regulate it; and the Justice Department goes even fur-
ther and says we will just stipulate that bingo is an accepted form
of gaming on the reservation, and then there is no question, State
law or no State law, bingo is an accepted form of gaming and all
others, as long as they are not prohibited by the State, you can
move on.

Could you answer to those three specific proposals? No. 1, bingo
is allowed even if not allowed by State law. No. 2, others if they are
sanctioned by State law. AndNo. 3, someone to regulate. Those are
the three basic proposals that they have made.

Mr. LAFRoMBoIsE. Mr. Lujan?
Mr. LUJAN. Yes?
Mr. LAFtOMBOISE. You know it is kind of prevailing through this

whole testimony that somebody has got to take care of us one way
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or the other. We are-going to have legislation I believe, if we are
going to be realistic about it, and I think that what we should be
doing here as Indian people and giving some input is to give some
realistic expectations of reservations.

The Turtle Mountain Tribe, for example, got involved in bingo
because-quote-the State of North Dakota had a special permit to
a community bingo in a neighboring town off the reservation which
increased their prices to about $2,500 over and above the regular
$500 bingo, which we called social bingo at the time. So in order to
keep competition the tribe opened up a bingo with an equivalent
amount. We had to deal with our social bingo because our people
would have killed us. The American Legion on our reservation has
probably more veterans than anybody else's Legion Post in the
State of North Dakota, and their families carry a lot of votes. So I
wouldn't be in there very long if I didn't pay attention to the
American Legion. Or to the church. Ninety-eight percent of the
people in the community are Catholic. Or to St. Ann's Society or to
the Knights of Columbus. So we had to delineate what was or eco-
nomic development and what was for social. We foufid that in our
control.

We controlled our bingo operations because our Indian people,
and if you are knowledgeable about being on a reservation, we
watch ourselves pretty closely. OK? The old story is you don't want
to get too many guys to get ahead, so your skimming operation sit-uation I think that we would police that pretty well if it were to
happen. In the control of bingo itself there is nothing that I see
and which the tribe cannot handle, or tribes cannot handle as to
that operation in itself.

As to the other gaming activities that may occur, such as horse
racing commission, that was kind of a question that was not fully
thought out. If we had a pari-mutuel betting or horse track on my
reservation, for example, it would be ludicrous to think that those
horses were going to be running there all their lives. Because horse
racing people move from one track to another to make it a betting
wager. If we did not have similar regulations -or a commission
within our reservation for pari-mutuel betting, the commissions
from the State and from neighboring States would not allow our
horses to run there. So let us be realistic as to being able to cooper-
ate.

I think that when we are talking about equal rights and equal
protection, and the tribes in themselves as to wagering on pari-
mutuel or dog racing or whatever, there has to be I believe a give
and take.

As to our ability to control those activities, I believe just recently
within the State of Michigan one reservation there got involved in
some type of operation as to gaming other than bingo and because
of the Federal Assimilative Crimes Act and the Organized Crime
Control Act that was controlled. So if we are looking at another
masterpiece of legislation, I think it should be more precise maybe
in the manner in which the committee here has testified.

It would really be nice if those people that have spent some time
putting these things together would have more of a consultative
process with tribes than for us to be able to just provide testimony
in a short basis of 5 minutes a piece. Because when we are dealing
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with this issue, quite frankly, it deals with a number of issues on a
reservation, and it is foolish for us to think as tribal leaders that
we are going to be the tribal leader next year if we mess up.

Mr. LUJAN. Well, that second part that says all other forms of
gaming would be forbidden except where authorized by State law,
that to me is saying in Nevada a tribe could have a casino, in New
Mexico you couldn't. Isn't that logical? If I can't have one, why
should you have one? If no other citizen of the State of New Mexico
can have a gambling casino, why should the tribe have one?

Mr. LAFROMBOISE. I would say that we have got a problem with
the eggs and the apples and the oranges situation. Believe that
tribes from time immemorial, and starting with the Worcester case
back in 1832, is that there was a recognition by this country that
the tribes in this country had some type of inherent sovereignty
and that in most of the enabling acts of most of the States, when
they came into the Union and they were stating that they would
not impinge upon the American Indians at that point and the trea-
ties that were entered into with this country.

I think quite frankly the VFWs and Ks and Catholic Churchs
are on a different ground and status than the American Indian
tribes. And I think that quite possibly if more of us Indian people
would get out and give more of a public information to the Ameri-
can public that we won't continue giving an eighth grade civics
class to some of the general populace as to what American Indian
tribes are all about.

Quite frankly, it is offending to me personally in running a $41
mill ion operation tolsay that I cannot control a $300,000 branch of
the government of the Turtle Mountain Tribe. We had a $19 mil-
lion industry last year that put out $1.6 million worth of Federal
contracts, and we did it ourselves. So if we can control that, we
surely can control a small operation that is out in what we call the
boondocks of North Dakota.

Mr. LUJAN. Well, you keep coming back to the control. I am just
saying, you know, what our policy ought to be in regards-every-
body concedes bingo goes on. You know, there is no question. I am
talking about that second portion that says if it is forbidden by
State law for any citizen to have, and I use the example of a gam-
bling casino, shouldn't that apply to the tribe as well? If State law
does not allow anybody else to have it-as a matter of fact, I guess
Federal law-no, Federal law doesn't--

Ms. HARJO. State law is nowhere controlling, sir.
Mr. LUJAN. Pardon? State law is no what?
Ms. HARJO. Is nowhere controlling in other areas, with some ex-

ceptions, and this could set a very dangerous precedent, especially
in an area where it is difficult to make a distinction between bingo
and other kinds of gaming. As a general matter, we have had all of
the burdens of distinctiveness-discrimination and anti-Indian
racist behavior in our border towns, and on through the litany-
and I would think that you could make an excellent case for us
having some of the benefits of distinctiveness.

The CHAIRMAN. Congressman McCain.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I will try to be

brief. I know we have another set of witnesses.
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I would like to express my appreciation for this set of witnesses
and their obviously deep commitment to this issue. I do have a few
comments and just one question.

First of all, Mr. LaFromboise, when you say that you are here
only for a 5-minute testimony and you would like to be consulted
more, I don't know where you have been, sir. We have sent letters
to all tribal chairmen, we had a hearing here over a year ago on
this issue, we have asked and consulted with on a continuous basis
the tribal leaders throughout this country. I think it does a great
disservice to Chairman Udall to say that you were not consulted, or
the Indians were not consulted on this bill because I have not
known a piece of legislation that affects Indians that has had more
consultation with Indians.

Also, to say that it does a disservice to the people on this commit-
tee that are attempting to work out something that is agreeable
and equitable; that somebody has got to take care of us or, as Mr.
Snake mentioned or alluded to, racial motivation, again, in my
opinion, it does a disservice. I may disagree with some of my col-
leagues who have different viewpoints about Indian gambling, but I
do not accuse them of racial motivation, and I would not do so
unless I had some kind of proof that that was the case.

Now, as far as taking care of people, Mr. Snake mentioned that
75 percent of the people who come to the reservation and take part
in those games are non-Indians. We have an obligation to take care
of non-Indians as well as Indians on this issue since the vast major-
ity of the revenues from these games comes from non-Indian par-
ticipants in these games. I would submit to you that if we could
provide those non-Indians with the confidence and trust that these
games were absolutely supervised, which is what the basis of this
legislation is all about, and well regulated, you would receive more
income to your tribal economies than you have received in the
past.

To go on the assumption that organized crime will not attempt to
penetrate these games, I think flies in the face of history as the
activities of organized crime in this country. I do not question the
efficiency of the Nevada Gaming Commission. I do not question the
efficiency of the government of the State of New Jersey. But there
has been in the past repeated penetration of those gambling orga-
nizations by organized crime despite their best efforts. I believe
that every safeguard that we can emplace without "taking care of
anyone" is what we should do for the benefit of non-Indians and
Indians alike.

I am glad to see that you are supporting at least the basic out-
lines of Chairman Udall's bill, and Ihope that we can work togeth-
er to resolve those remaining issues of disagreement so that we can
come up with a piece of legislation which will help both Indians
and non-Indians alike.

Suzan, I just have one question when I am reading your six pro-
posals here concerning your comments on H.R. 1920. The fifth one
says, "Audit requirements compatible with existing tribal account-
ing procedures and schedules.' What is the rationale behind that
request?

Ms. HABJO. Mr. LaFromboise helped put this together and would
like to explain this one.
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Mr. MCCAIN. I am sure that Mr. LaFromboise would like to re-
spond to my insults.

Mr. LAFROMBOISE. Mr. McCain, I don't take them as an insult. I
think that it is a matter of clarification. I think that the reference
that I was making as to the 5 minutes is that we had a chance for

-five minutes to induce the Interior and Justice Departments as to
what our concerns were and they are not here.

As to my preference to statements, was that I was not here to
refute or to make insult to this committee. I am very what you
would say involved with the Article I, section 8, clause 3of our con-
stitution that gives plenary authority to Congress dealing with In-
dians, and I would not want to insult the intelligence of the gentle-
men that have been elected from their districts to represent the
United States of America. Thank you.

No. 2 is that on the number 5, audit requirements compatible
with existing tribal accounting procedures and schedules, at the
present time all tribes are set up on Federal requirements that
each year they have all of their areas accounted for. At the present
time we are going through in Indian country an acceptance of what
is called the P-102 audit, which audits all financial programs
within our existing operation. So in effect, what we are saying here
is that that audit would follow in the same manner as that general
accounting practices of the Federal Government and of the tribe
each year.

Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you. Again I want to thank all of the panel
for their involvement in this issue and the very valuable input to
this piece of legislation. I hope we will be able to come out very
soon with something which is agreeable to all parties concerned.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. McCain, you certainly expressed some of

the concerns that I share. And I think in closing with this panel,
since reference was made to my commission and the chairman has
a view that perfects we need a czar, which is I think in line with
much of the testimony here today and what the Interior and Jus-
tice Departments proposed, let me just stress that once again I
apologize. My bill was just introduced yesterday and I was unable
to complete sooner so that there would be further perusal, especial-
ly by the witnesses. I know this committee, when the chairman
mentioned that we h~ped to conclude deliberations on this issue by
the end of the year, that my bill, what I have introduced, if it is
going to go anywhere, and I sense that because the administration
has something similar that it might, that I am willing, too, to make
any necessary changes and improvements that you might suggest.

And.-in that line, governor Lucero, let me commend you for your
statement, your willingness to work with us. The Sandias have had
probably one of the most exemplary bingo operations in the coun-
try, and, proudly, they are in my district. I know you are in Con-
gressman Lujan's district from this letter. But reservation unem-
ployment was reduced to under 3 percent. It is very well done. And
once again I want to share the comments of Mr. McCain. I don't
think we are constructing this because we are saying we are racists
and you are incompetent. I don't think that is it at all. I think we
want to work cooperatively here.
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I guess the only two questions I have to governor Lucero is, if
you could at this point specifically state what your preferential
commission-type of structure? And, No. 2, I know you have some
ideas on gross receipts and revenues. My bill proposes that 75 per-
cent of the cost of the commission come from revenues from the
tribes and gaming, and the idea being you don't want to set up a
gigantic bureaucracy. I would use existing staff from the Depart-
ments, the goal being it wouldn't cost us a cent.

But do you want to state anything for the record on those two
issues?

Mr. LUCERO. Sure. First of all, on the commission, Mr. Richard-
son, I would like to be given the authority to appoint them.

I think the commission, if it is appointed, would be the one to
oversee the operations as far as the gaming ordinances/contracts is
concerned. Right now, I guess some of the tribes are on their own.
They own their own operation. They are 100 percent owners. Some
of the tribes are not. But even if they are, as Mr. LaFromboise indi-
cated here, they are checked out by the FBI, by the Bureau, and
find out where these people are coming from. Perhaps this would
be the job of the commission to check out the people that are
having contracts with the various tribes.

But I don't believe in a large commission. I believe that a small
commission or a commissioner would be sufficient in order to over-
see the operations of the bingo. Here again, we don't want to create
a commission that would be traveling all throughout the country
looking into bingo operations and having such a tremendous
amount of money to be really not doing the job. Because I believe
that if Congress is going to legislate any laws, then I think that
there should be some moneys also appropriated for this commission,
and part of that should come from the gaming tribes to pay toward
the commission in order for its functions to take place.

And as far as the regulations are concerned, and Mr. Lujan's
questions, if you are not allowed to do something, why should I be
allowed to do something, as far as gaming is concerned. In my pre-
pared statement we recommend that the bill reported out of the In-
terior Committee affirm that this right of Indian tribes to have on-
reservation gaming enterprises not currently prohibited in the
States where the particular Indian reservation is located, even
though in some instances right now the States have no control as
far as hunting is concerned. They have no control for liquor li-
cense. The courts have proven that. The courts have proven that,
and yet here we are trying to say that someone has to control
gaming.

This is where I kind of have my-where does the tribal inherit-
ance, sovereign rights, come in? I thought that the tribes had the
sovereign right to govern themselves. And it makes me wonder.
And here we are testifying to say have legislation for gaming.

Mr. RICHARDSON. I wish to thank you. I have to leave, and I am
going to ask my colleague from Minnesota to chair the hearing. I
want to thank these witnesses and my colleagues.

Mr. LAFROMBOISE. Mr, RfJirAson? Before you leave, Mr. Rich-
ardson, I would like to expound upon your legislation, or projected
legislation.
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To start another national organization to speak when you have
two of the largest organizations in the United States dealing with
Indians sitting here, it would be I think very beneficial in the fact
that we do have Indian lawyers, Indian judges, previous Commis-
sioners of Indian Affairs, previous under secretaries. That those In-
dians and, say, perhaps maybe the two organizations together could
develop a commission that would deal with the Indian country.
And to have that enforcement capability, I think it would be a lot
more stomachable by Indian tribes to see it in that fashion rather
than some outside, so-called appointees regulating Indian country.

Thank you.
Mr. VENTO [presiding]. Let me thank this panel. I note that there

was a group here from the Leech Lake Business Committee, and I
will read your testimony and be in contact with you as there are
questions that I might have.

Let me suggest, we have three witnesses left and we are going to
treat those three as a panel, so we can expedite the hearing and
facilitate your presentation to the rather reduced committee at this
point.

We will go with Mr. Bill Houle, who is the chairman of the Fond
du Lac Tribe; Gaylon Franklin, the second chief of the Sac and Fox
Tribe, United Indian Nations in Oklahoma; and Mr. Curtis Osceola,
the executive director, United South and Eastern Tribes. So if
those three gentlemen would find a position at the table, I believe
that the testimony will shortly be before each member.

I understand that my predecessor in the chair, who was not cog-
nizant of my rushing-to the scene, tried to limit the oral testimony
to about 5 minutes, which I think is good. I won't put a clock on
each of you. But we do have your prepared statements I assume
before us-I don't see them here yet-and without objection, those
complete statements will be made part of the record.

Mr. Houle, you can continue about 5 minutes or so in highlight-
ing those points. Perhaps your testimony wouldn't take that long
to read, but you probably want to look me in the eye anyway when
you talk to me. Right?

PANEL CONSISTING OF WILLIAM HOULE, CHAIRMAN, FOND DU
LAC TRIBE, ACCOMPANIED BY JEFF WALLACE, COUNSEL;
GAYLON FRANKLIN, SECOND CHIEF, SAC AND FOX TRIBE,
UNITED INDIAN NATIONS IN OKLAHOMA, ACCOMPANIED BY G.
RICE, COUNSEL; AND CURTIS OSCEOLA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED SOUTH AND EASTERN TRIBES, ACCOMPANIED BY
LIONEL JOHN
Mr. HOULE. Thank you very much. And thank you to the com-

mittee for allowing me to be here to testify.
You do have my written statements, and what I would like to do

is just make some observations in regards to it so we can move
along. Some of those are in regards to the history of Fond du Lac's
operation and I would like to start out by first of all informing the
committee, as I did before in testimony, that we opened our doors
in August 1980 and believe we are running a very successful oper-
ation, totally tribally owned. We bootstrapped the operation, mean-
ing that we didn't have dime one. In fact, it would have been un-
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heard of to take a trip to Washington to testify here because we
wouldn't have had the resource.

After about 3 months' operation we were showing-we weren't
too sure at that time whether we should continue because we were
losing money. But now we have a multi-million dollar corporation,
one that is very successful, one that supplements education,
health-education and welfare of the reservation. In fact, a large
amount of the profits go toward keeping those programs going. We
bought two brand-new buses for the school. In fact, if it weren't for
the contributions from bingo to the school, the Ojibway School
would currently have to be closed.

I wanted to make some comments in regards to the proposed
commission. That is not new to the task force on gaming, which
was created, and which I sit on, also. Three years ago the discus-
sion was stemmed around a commission based on current reserva-
tion gaming commissions, based on regional/State commissions.
And I believe there is a bill, the DeConcini bill that suggests some
form of commission. The intention of this commission in its origi-
nal concept I concur with. The manner in which members are ap-
pointed I have some difficulty with in the Richardson proposed leg-
islation.

I guess if the commission, as suggested by one other gentleman
that sat up here, that he wanted the authority to appoint that com-
mission, if that authority is granted, I would hope that he would
appoint me chairman. I would hope also that in the process for ap-
pointing this commission that tribal operations such as those that
are run directly by tribes be involved. By the large, because I have
a feeling that the troubles with Indian -gaming as it is stimulate
from management companies, not by tribal operations. And in fact,
if all tribes would have been able to bootstrap their operations, I
don't believe we would be here legislating a bill which most tribes
already feel they have the authority to do.

And I look at this bill as one of necessity to ensure the oper-
ations. As the commission, when I first sat on that task force, dis-
cussed the regulations and we were told that that would take too
long, and here we are 2 or 3 years down the road and we still have
not got either a bill or regulation.

So, gentlemen, I will summarize by saying I do believe that H.R.
1920 is a bill that we could support with some amendments and
clarifications, and it is in my written testimony. We totally oppose
H.R. 2404.

Thank you very much.
Mr. VENTO. Thank you very much, Mr. Houle.
[The statement of Mr. Houle follows:]
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WkITFEN I'I'[lNY OF WILL-IAM J. HOUE

CHAIRMAN, FO)ND DC IAC RESERVATION BUSINESS CklITEE

INTIMil PON

As Chairman of the Fond du Lac Reservation Business Commt"ttee

I hereby sulxnit this testimony on H.R. 1920 and 2404. Additionally, as

a member of the tribally elected National Task Force on Gaming in Indian

country I bring two years experience of hearings and investigations

throughout our country on gaming in Indian country. I hope that my

observations and experience will be considered by this committee

and that legislation we can all be proud of will be the final product of

our labors.

SLktARY

In brief, the three points I will make may be summarized as follows.

First, the choice of Indian tribal governments to authorize or

not authorize gaming within their territories and to allow the partici-

pation of their citizens and visitors is as legitimate a decision as

the choice of a state, commonwealth, or possession to allow or not allow

gaming and to allow its citizens and others to plirticipate.

Second, I must request that the final language of the bill be clear

and unvnbiguous in its recognition of the rights of the tribes to

determine whether or not amibling should be allowed (Ti their reservation

art if a[l[owd the mianner and bv whom it may be conducted.

'Inird, that stringent and thorough investigations of all persons

involved in critical position. in gaming in Indian country mist ho

ctWKILCtl Lw a 'I l i i-Kx: i CIVX; L ici ag ency as i prerequisite to their

CotiL i nLL(I ,1X 1tuittre iP"r ici jit oi.
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DISCUSSION

A. H.R. 2404 should not pass.

My statements in this testimony will be directed entirely toward

H.K. 1920 except for this observation on H.R. 2404 . H.R. 2404

provides for the unconscionable and illegal subjugation of tribes to

the states in all matters of gaming within Indian country. The effect

of the bill is to terminate all tribal authority over gaming within

the tribe's jurisdiction. As Congress is well aware, the termination

of Tribal Authorities was the policy of our country in the 1950's.

Because of its complete failure it has been recmidiated and replaced by

a policy of self-determination and government to government relations

which has yielded significant progress in Indian country. On that basis

alone H.R. 2404 should not oass this comittee. Additionally I

offer the following observations. The right of tribes to receive revenues

frmi gaming conducted on their reservation is a treaty right which is

also a substantial property interest within the protection of the

Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitut.ion. The Supreme Court

of the United States in nomineee Tribe of Indians vs. United States,

391 US 404, 88 S, Ct. 1705 (1968) found such in action ".... would

subject the United States to a claim for compensation by destroying

property rights conferred by treaty ... " The United States as the leading

country of the free w)rld has consistently called upon others ro at)ide hv

thc t rc'tiL's they signi ri- pri nc i ples if Ini .nahil I I L w

l701XI (ILI AC's position chat H.R. 2404 is conLirtrv Lo the established

.u-lI ili-\'u v rights recognized h Intenatioal law. inc IKling: the
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right to self-Ileterrmination the right to own property; the right to a

nationality, aixJ freedom of cultural expression. "the above and other

rights are set forth in the Universal Declaration on Human Rights; the

Helsinki Accords; the American Convention on Human Rights, and the

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

The United States as a signatory of some of these and other instruments

of International Law has adopted these principles and rights as "domestic"

laws of the United States, Article IlI, Section 2 of the Constitution.

Indeed, it may be that Indian Tribes are third party beneficiaries of

those instruments adopted by the United States.

B. The Necessity for Legislation.

Fond du Lac appreciates and supports the intent of the author of

H.R. 1920 in introducing this bill. Gaming in Indian Country needs

a clear statement of federal authorization. Without such congressional

action the different courts in the state and federal circuits wiLl con-

tinue to give different rulings based on the same or different rationales.

lhc continuing litigation and uncertainty will only continue to fuel

the prejudices of ,' few and cause conflict and rifts in the Indian and

non-Indialn conminities on and around the jurisdictions of tribal

govenimencs.

Only the Congress is recognized as having the authority to pass the

laws and provide for the regulations in a mainner that will bind both the
0

trial ,-' iI SLtILC,. le i-:'".rtence of gaming in triba-l econric develop lrnL

cannot be unlerstaLed. [he good that has been and will be crectLeJ umust

he ''aun e n .1 u'e etL ected if Out COLuntry' s pikIcv o elf'It-dct cn-Iii u~ti
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and ecounwnic 'elf-sufiCieicv for tribes is to be ;ccxqplishxl. A feW

courts in some of these state and Lederal circuits have ruled on the

various issues involved in gaming in Indian country. The rationale and

therefore the law on gaming in Indian country is subject to change and

even reversal. This has resulted in a Isituation where Fond du Lac has

been unable in both the domestic and world insurance markets to secure

protection against the Loss of its essential gaming revenues.

C. Clarity of Congressional Intent.

It is essential that the intent of Congress be as unambiguous as

possible if one of the major goals of this legislation is to be accom-

plished. The present bill is unclear as regards the recognition of the

inherent authority and obligation of a tribe to license and regulate

gaming activity within its jurisdiction. I urge the Committeeto insert

language into the bill to make this as clear as possible. Particularly

I propose that the phrase "by State public policy as a matter of

criminal law" be defined by providing the following definitions in the

bill:

"Criminal Law" means a law which absolutely prohibits the

described coIIuct..! law is not criminal if it provides in

any way for the described conduct to take place even though

there are criminal type peialties for viol;icion of the law.

Note: This definition merely cxific Fond du lac's under-

staxing of the first mi jor teder:il cokut. ril itng .ind apparentt

ix).i ion of the Sni-,ed Staites Siiicn, 'ourt ,i the Sub oeCL of

Miat is a state cri-inod I;iw for purlx)ss oI enforcement in

Indian countrv. 'elr ,ole rilv O' f IFloinl '. Iit .Ierw' Lh.
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658 F. 2 (1 310 (5th cir. 1981 ),cert. deniJed, _ _ U.S.

102 S. Ct. L717 (1982).

Additionally Fond du Lac proposes the following definition of public policy

for the purpose of providing consistency of definition.

"Public policy" means that unless the State completely prohibits

that type of gaming activity, in all manner, form and location

it shall not be deemed in violation of that State's public policy.

D. Security of Gaming in Indian Country.

Fond du Lac proposes that the bill be amended to provide authority

for the Secretary of the Interior to adopt regulations providing for the

mandatory investigation and satisfactory background investigation of

present and future individuals involved in the finance and management

according to requirements adopted in the regulations. To prevent the

growth of any additional bureaucracy the Secretary should also be author-

ized to contract by competitive negotiation with state agencies that can

demonstrate competence and experience in the area. Additionally the

Secretary should be given authority to require deposits and reimbursement-

for all costs (including that of any federal personnel) associated with

the investigations. The Secretary should be required to develop the

regulations in consultation with the tribes. Consultation should mean

the direct nlil solicitation of comments and propxosed regulate ions from

the tribes folloAwe by regional hearings held by the personnel assigned

Lo (hrft the regulations then publishing the dIrlt in th, leder, I Regi.tr

for pu-blic cxrment.
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C. Selfe' s Propo~sed Regional Indian Gamin'I Connissionx.

FoK du lIac heartily endorses the concept of Indian operated

regional gaming commissions as a natural progression of the policies of

self-determination and government to government relationship. An essential

and inherent eleffent of these policies is individual and voLuntary

decision making by tribal governments. To maintain this essential

element it is necessary that tribal membership in these organizations

be at all times voluntary for each and every tribe.

JNCWSION

I look forward to an amended H.R. 1920 becoming law in the near

future. Such legislation with unambiguous provisions will provide the

necessary legal backdrop for the accomplishinent of our country's goals of

tribal self-determination, economic self-sufficiency and government to

government relationships. I will personally regard it as a successful

conclusion of the work the task force has been charged with by the

gaming tribes, ard as another example of the integrity of the United States

and its commitment to rule by law.

Respect full y stixi acted,

William J. Houle
Chairman
Fond du Lac eservation business Committee
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99th CONGRESS H. R. 1920
1ST SESSION

To establish Federal standards and regulations for the conduct of gaming

activities within Indian country, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER 20, 1905
Mr. UDALL (for himself, Mr. MCCAIN, Mr. RICHARDSON, and Mr.
BATES) introduced the following bill; which was referred to
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

A BILL

To establish Federal standard and regulations for-the conduct of gaming

activities within Indian country and for other purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

2 United States of America in Congress assembled, that this Act may

3 be cited as the "Indian Gaming Control Act".

4 Sec. 2. The Congress finds that---

5 (I) numerous Indian tribes have become engaged in or

6 have licensed gaming activities in "Indian reservations" or

7 lands subject to tribal jurisdiction as a means of generating

8 tribal governmental revenues;

9 (2) Federal courts have held that Indian tribes have the

I0 exclusive right to regulate gaming activity which is not

11 prohibited by Federal law and which is conducted within a

12 State which does not, as a matter of criminal law, prohibit such

13 gaming activity;
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1 (3) existing Federal law does not provide clear

2 standards or regulations necessary to insure the orderly conduct

3 of gaming activities within Indian country;

4 i4) a principal goal of Federal Indian policy is to promote

5 strong tribal governments, tribal self-sufficiency, and tribal

6 economic development; and

7 (5) tribal operation and licensing of gaming activities is a

8 legitimate means of generating revenues.

9 SEC. 3. Congress hereby declares that the establishment of

10 Federal standards for gaming activities within Indian reservations

11 and on Indian lands is necessary to meet the concerns which have

12 been raised about such activities and to activities as a means

13 of generating needed tribal revenues.

14 SEC.4. For the purpose of this Act--

15 (1) "SE.r retary" means the Secretary cf the Interior;

1o (2) "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, band nation

17 or other organized group or community which is recognized as

18 eligible by the Secretary of the Interior for the special

19 programs and services provided by the United States to Indians

20 because of their status as Indians; -

21 (3) "Indian country" means (a) all lands within the limits

22 of any Indian reservation and, (b) any lands title to which is

23 either held by the United States in trust for the benefit of any

24 Indian tribe or individual or held by any Indian tribe or

25 individual subject to a restriction by the United States against

26 alienation; (c) any dependent Indian community.
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1 (4) "Commission" means the Regional Indian Gaming Commissions

2 which may be established pursuant to section 11 of this Act.

3 SEC. 5. Unless conducted pursuant to a tribal ordinance or

4 resolution adopted by an Indian tribal government and approved by the

5 Secretary of the Interior as provided in this Act, gaming within

6 Indian reservations and on lands subject to tribal jurisdiction shall

7 not be legal.

8 SEC.6. (a) Except where a gaming activity is specifically

9 prohibited within an Indian reservation or on lands subject to tribal

10 jurisdiction by Federal law or within a State as a matter of

11 criminal law, an Indian tribe may engage in or license and

12 regulate such gaming activity within its jurisdiction if the

1Z governing body of the tribe adopts an ordinance or resolutions which

14 is approved by the Secretary pursuant to 2 subsection (b).

15 (b) The secretary shall approve any tribal ordinance or

16 resolution concerning the conduct,licensing, or regL nation of gaming

17 activity within the tribe's jurisdiction "if required by a tribal

18 governing document."

19 (1) the tribe itself will have the sole proprietary

20 interest and will be responsible for the conJuct of any gaming

21 operation,except as provided in subsection (c);

22 (2) net revenues from tribal government operations will be

23 used soley to---

24 (i) fund tribal government operations or programs,
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I (ii) provide for the general welfare of the tribe and its

2 members, or

3 (iii) promote economic development;

4 (3) annual independent audits will be performed by the

5 tribe; and

6 (c) A tribal ordinance or resolution may provide for the lic-

7 ensing and regulation of gaming owned, operated, or conducted by

8 individuals or entities other than the tribe: Provided, That licens-

9 ing requirements and regulations of the Tribe shall require that

10 before a license is issued, the prospective licensee shall furnish to

11 the Tribal licensing authority the following information:

12 (1) the name, address and other additional pertinent

13 background information on every individual having a financial

14 interest in or management responsibility for such licensee; or

15 in the..case of a publicly held company, of those individuals who

16 serve on the board of directors and as officers of such company;

17 (2) a description of any previous experience which the lic-

18 ensee or the persons listed pursuant to subparagraph (1) has

19 had with other gaming contracts with Indian tribes or gaming

20 license* issued by an Indian tribe or State, including the name

21 or address of the licensing agency or other parties to any other

22 gaming contract; and

23 (3) a complete financial statement of the licensee and those

24 persons listed pursuant to subparagraph (1).

25 (4) the ordinance or law enacted pursuant to this section
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1 shall specifically provide that adequate accounting procedures

2 are maintained and that verifiable financial reports are

3 prepared or provided to the tribal governing body on a monthly

4 basis.

5 (5) Such resolution or ordinance or other applicable tribal

6 law shall require the licensee to pay the tribe taxes, license

7 fees, or other appropriate charges of not less than 51% of the

a net revenues from such licensed gaming operation. Capital

9 expenditures by the licensee of buildings and other similar

10 improvements upon tribal land may be credited against the

11 required 51% if so provided by tribal law.

12 (6) The tribe shall not license and may void any license

13 issued when the tribe has knowledge that

14 (i) any person listed pursuant to 6 (c)(1) is an elected

15 member of the governing body of the licensing tribe

16 (ii) any person listed pursuant to 6(c)(1) has been or

17 subsequently is convicted of any felony or gambling

18 offense

19 (iii) any person listed pursuant to 6 (c)(1) knowingly and

20 willfully provided materially important false statements

21 or information to the tribe pursuant to this section

22 (iv) the licensee has deliberately and substantially failed to

23 comply with the terms of the license or the tribal

24 gaming ordinance or resolution adopted and approved as

25 authorized by this Act or has acted or failed to act in a
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1 manner which would cause his license to be voidable under any

2 applicable tribal law.

3 (d) Any duly submitted tribal gaming ordinance or resolution

4 shall be approved or disapproved by the Secretary within

5 ninety days of its submission, "if such approval is required

6 by a tribal governing document'." Any ordinance or resolution

7 which has not been acted upon within ninety days after it

8 is submitted shall be deemed to have been approved by the

9 Secretary.

1) SEC.7. (a) Subject to approval of the Secretary, a tribe may enter

11 into a management contract for the operation and management of a

12 tribal gaming enterprise for a reasonable fee: Provided, That,

13 before approving such contract, the Secretary shall require and

14 obtain the following information:

15 (1) The name, address, and other additional pertinent

16 batlground information of every individual having having a

17 financial interest in or management responsibility For such

18 contract or in thE- case of a publicly held companvrc. those

19 individuals who serve on the board of directors and as officers

20) of such company

21 (2) a description of any previous experience which the

22 contractor or the persons listed pursuLant" to subparagraph

23 (1) has had other gaming contracts with Indian tribes or

24 gaming licenses Issued by an Indian tribe or State,
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1 inclilding the name or address of the licensing agency or other

2 parties to any other gaming contract; and

3 (3) a complete financial statement of the contractor and

4 those persons listed pursuant td subparagraph (i).

5 (b) Management contracts entered into pursuant to this

6 section shall specifically provide that adequate accounting

7 procedures are maintained and that verifiable financial

a reports are prepared by or provided to the tribal

9 governing body on at least a monthly basis. Such contracts

1. shall also provide that the appropriate- tribal officials

11 shall have reasonable access to the daily operations of the

12 gaming establishment and shall have the right to verify the

13 daily income made from any such tribal gaming operation.

14 (c) The Secretary shall riot approve a management contract

15 providing for a fee based upon a percentage of the gross or net

lb r-venUes o the tribal gaming operation unless he i nds that---

17 (1) the contractor has made or is committed to male a

18 significant financial contributIon to the tribal gaming

19 operation: Provided, That such financial contribution does rot

20 result in such contractor acquiring a proprietary interest in

21 the tribal gaming operation; or

22 (2) such fee based upon a percentage is only proposed to

23 be in effect during the first two years of operation of the

24 tribal gaming operation.
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1 In no case shall such percentage fee exceed 40 per centum of the net

2 revenues from such tribal gaming operation. In determining whether a

3 proposed fee based upon a percentage of the net revenues is

4 reasonable, the Secretary shall consider the rate of return if

5 anythat the contractor is obtaining for his financial contribution

6 under any other collateral agreement with the tribe.

7 (d) Each properly submitted contract shall be considered and

8 notification of approval or disapproval shall be provided to the

9 parties within ninety days of receipt of the proposed contract. The

10 decision of the Secretary shall be final. Any contract not acted

11 upon within ninety days shall be consi ered as having been

12 approved.

13 (e) The Secretary shall not approve and may void any contract

14 where he has knowledge that---

15 (1) any person listed pursuant to paragraph ta) () of this

16 section is an elected member of the governing body of the

17 Indian tribe which is a party to the management contract;

18 (2) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)(1) of

19 this section has been or subsequently is convicted of any

20 felony or gambling offense;

21 (3) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)(1) of

22 this section has knowingly and willfully provided materially

23 important false statements or information to the Secretary

24 pursuant to this section; or
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1 '(4) the management contractor has deliberately and

2 substantially failed to comply with the terms of the management

3 contract or the tribal gaming ordinance or resolution adopted

4 and approved pursuant to this Act.

5 SEC.8. In fulfilling his responsibilities under this Act, the

6 Secretary shall have the power to (1) inspect and examine all

7 premises wherein gaming is conducted pursuant to the provisions

8 of this Act, and (2) demand access to and inspect, examine,

9 photocopy, and audit all papers, books, and records respecting

10 the gross income produced by a gaming business, and (3) require

11 verification cf income and all other matte-s respecting tre.

1 enforcement of this Act.

13 SEC.9. The Secretary shill have the duty to preserve any and all

14 information received pursuant to sections 7 and 8 as private and

15 confidential arid such information shall not be subject to disclosure

16 to the public.

17 SEC. I. Any existing gaming operation within an Indian

18 reservation or located on land subject to tribal jurisdiction shall

19 have one year from the enactment of this legislation to comply with

20 its requirements.

21 SEC. 11. (a) The Indian tribes respectively located within the

22 administrative jurisdiction of the existing area offices of the

23 Bureau of Indian Affairs shall have- the right respectively to

24 organize and establish a Regional Indian Gaming Commission and

25 adopt an appropriate governing document which shall become
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1 effective when ratified within any twelve-month period by a

2 majority vote of the governing bodies of no less than two-thirds

3 of the Indiiin tribes respectively in each area. Such

4 governing document, when ratified as Aforesaid, shall be submitted to

5 the Secretary for approval. Any duly ratified governing document

6 shall be deemed to be approved if not acted upon by the Secretary

7 within ninety days of it* being duly ratified by the Indian

8 tribes in the respective area and shall become effective ninety

9 days following such period. Amendments to the governing

10 document may be ratified by the Indian tribes and approved by

11 the Secretary in the same manner as the governing document.

12 The governing document shall be revocable upon a majority vote,

13 within any twelve-month period, of the governing bodies of

14 no less than a majority of the Indian tribes respectively in

15 each area.

16 (b)(1) A National Indian Gaming Commission shall be

17 established; this Commission shall consist of 12 voting

18 representatives and 6 nonvoting representatives as follows

19 (1) One Tribal representative from each Bureau of Indian

20 Affairs Area (The voting representatives who shall be selected

21 in accordance with the governing document of the respective

22 Regional Commissions, upon the establishment of these

23 commissions.)

24 (2) One Presidential appointee
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1 (3) One appointee from each House of Congress - Senate and

2 House of Representatives

3 (4) One Justice Department appointee

4 (5) One Bureau of Indian Affairs appointee, and

5 (6) One Member-at-Large selected by the members of

6 the Commission membership of eighteen.

7 This Cqmmission will be given the following authority and

8 responsibilities

9 (1) Develop and implement national standards for Indian

10 gaming

11 (2) Monitor compliance with those standards

12 (3) Investigate Indian gaming activities as necessary

13 (4) Conduct hearing on the local and national levels

14 (5) Report findings to Congress, the President and tribes

15 (6) Provide training and technical assistance in gaming

16 activities to tribes.

17 (7) Authorize regional and/ or state sub-commissions on

Ie gaming

19 (8) Authorize regional and/or state specific standards

20 (9) Hire staff as necessary for the fulfillment of these

21 responsibilities.

22 One non-voting representative, respectively, shall be selected by

23 the Secretary of the Interior and the Attorney General of the United

24 States.
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1 (2) No representative may serve on the Commission who has been

2 convicted of any felony or gaming offenses, or who has a

3 financial interest in or management responsibility for any

4 management contract authorized pursuant to section 7 of this Act.

5 (c) Each Commission, upon the effective date of its governing

6 document pursuant to subsection (a" of this section, shall assume

7 and have, all the same authority and responsibility to approve or

8 disapprove all tribal gaming ordinances, resolutions,and management

9 contracts, and otherwise regulate all Indian gaming activities in

10 such area pursuant to the authorities contained in this Act. All of

11 the Secretary's authority and responsibilities pursuant to this Act

12 shall be subsumed by the respective Commissions in such area upon

13 the effective date of their governing documents except as provided

14 in sub-sections (a) and (b) of this section.

15 (e) The expenses of each Commission shall be paid for by

16 assessments made by the respective commissions of each Indian tribe

17 maintaining gaming activities as defined in section 3 of this Act

18 and located within the regional jurisdiction of the respective

19 Commission. The method of assessing such fees shall be set

20 forth in the governing document of each Commission. The Commission

21 may revoke or suspend any tribal gaming ordinance or resolution of

22 any Indian tribe which fails to pay their assessment to the

23 Commission within ninety days after such tribe receives notice

24 that such assessments are due. The commission shall further impose

25 a penalty of 5 per centum each month or portion thereof that
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1 such assessment remains unpaid. The commission may grant a

2 waiver of any portion or all of the assessment or penalty of any

3 Indian tribe for good cause shown.
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Mr. VENTO. Mr. Gaylon Franklin.
Mr. FRANKLIN. I would like to state for the record, sir, that I am

Gaylon R. Franklin, Sr., second chief of the Sac and Fox Tribe and
a representative of United Indian Nations in Oklahoma. I would
like to introduce our tribal attorney, Mr. G. William Rice, who sits
at my right, and he will be available for any questions you may
wish to have.

So first of all, I would like to say, sir, that we bring you greetings
from Oklahoma, for your wishes of good health. We also would like
to state that we as the United Indian Nations can and do support
legislation of gaming in Indian country. We are, though, concerned
about certain aspects of the Act itself, and we would propose that
section 6(c) be excepted. We feel it poses a severe limitation on the
tribes in Oklahoma, and it would, in effect, do away with those
games altogether if State regulations and limitations are placed
upon those tribes.

We also are concerned about the language that says Indian reser-
vations and lands. The tribes in Oklahoma seem to always have to
deal with that kind of language, and we feel that that is a battle
we don't choose to fight anymore. We would ask that you change
the wording to include Indian country much the same as contained
in 18 U.S.C. 1151.

Our experience with the United Indian Nations has been such
that the Sac and Fox Tribe has been very active in maintaining
itself as a government. The Sac and Fox Tribe does not own or op-
erate a bingo operation; rather, we license and regulate bingo oper-
ations and authorize them in our jurisdiction. And we do this by
enacting laws. These laws are such laws that govern specific activi-
ties within our jurisdiction such as mineral severance, wages, sales,
domestication of corporations,, and bingo.

We have in our jurisdiction a bingo operation that employs ap-
proximately 25 individuals. We derive through our taxes on this
bingo operation a 45 percent-we derive a monthly income of ap-
proximately $10,000 to $12,000 a month. In essence, what we have
done, we have regulated as a government and we have taxed as a
government. We do not choose to place our tribal assets in jeop-
ardy, nor our sovereignty, over issues that are coming before this
committee. We feel that this is an exercise that makes both sense
and is logical and is conducive to the way governments conduct
themselves.

The Sac and Fox Tribe have a great concern about some of the
limitations of the bill itself; specifically, those State limitations
that are contained in 6(c). We also have a concern about the re-
uirement of secretarial approval of ordinances. A recent Supreme
ourt decision, Kerr-McGee v. Navajo Nation. In that decision the

secretarial approval was questioned, and it was determined that
there was no requirement for secretarial approval because the
Navajo Nation didn't even have a constitution. Thus, we feel that
we have retained the right to legislate and to enact laws and to be
governed by those laws, and we feel that an imposed limitation of
secretarial approval would only encumber that process. We have
become very efficient at what we are doing.

We would like to see an inclusion into the language of the bill
that includes the use of revenues from gaming receipts be defined
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for funding of essential governmental functions. We fund that an
essential governmental function is primarily different from a pro-
gram or from a service. An essential government function to us
means provision of courts, fire and police protection, maintenance
of roads, sewer systems and water systems.

And I would like to state at this point that the Sac and Fox Tribe
through its tax revenues that are garnered from bingo and other
kinds of activities in our jurisdiction has provided other local gov-
ernments in our area, the county governments and the city govern-
ments, with money to help improve their own local conditions. We
can even go so far as to say that we helped the Pottawatomie
County Sheriff's department to even function when they had a
shortfall of money. Our services to them allowed them to keep the
doors open. So we categorically state here that we are intending to
utilize our moneys derived from bingo and other sources to enter
into and be a good neighbor to those people around us.

We also are in support of a gaming commission. We have stated
this since 1982 when the first hearings came about. It became obvi-
ous to us that the Secretary of the Interior could not, or should not
be placed in a regulatory position over gaming in Indian country.
We feel the Bureau is not substantially geared to do that and, as a
matter of fact, I don't think they know how to play bingo anyway.

We think this commission should be representative of the 12
Bureau areas, that the President of the United States should make
an appointee, that Congress could do that, both House and Senate,
that the Federal Bureau of Investigation have a seat on it, or the
Justice, and that there be one at large. And we propose that this
commission be given the authority to develop and implement na-
tional standards for Indian gaming and that they monitor compli-
ance with these standards, that they conduct hearings on a local
and national level on gaming and they report these findings to
Congress, to the President, and to the tribes; and also do things
such as training and technical assistance, and hire such necessary
staff as to fulfill their obligations.

We have no problem with a requirement that tribes somehow be
involved in the funding source. We think that may be a practical
way of continuing the commission.

We would also like to state the bill needs to have some language
that specifies that a court of competent jurisdiction in Indian coun-
try should in the first instance be the tribal court. There is a
recent court decision, National Farmers Union, I think it was, v.
Crow Tribe, wherein the case was remanded back to the tribal
courts. And we think that there should be some language perhaps
included that would say that any dispute between contractors,
tribes or lessors and licensees should be in a tribal court.

We also feel that the bill should include language that would re-
quire the Justice Department to cooperate fully in investigation of
potential contractors, potential licensees, and even potential em-
ployees of those gaming operations. We are asking for cooperation.
We are in agreement with this committee's findings that there
could possibly be an avenue for organized crime. So we share con-
cerns. We want to be able to take care of that. And we think we
are sophisticated enough as Indian tribes to be able to do that, and
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we are asking the cooperation of the Federal Government in that
area.

As we previously noted, we hope that legislation would provide
for the consistency of Indian self-determination, of Indian self-gov-
erning, and of Indian self-reliance as a stated policy of the Presi-
dent. We feel that we now have the opportunity through use of
gaming revenues, in Oklahoma specifically, to generate economic
conditions that provide opportunities for Indians to be employed,
and this is going fast paced, I can assure you, sir. That we agree
that revenues generated by Indian tribes should promote and pro-
vide opportunities for Indians.

And we would provide you with a copy of the House Bill H.R.
1920 that has our changes in it, and we ask that your consideration
be given this. And if you have any questions, I would be glad to
answer them.

Mr. VENTO. Thank you, Mr. Franklin. I notice that you included
a number of statements, the United Indian Nations in Oklahoma's
"Position Statement on Gaming in Indian Country" and the pro-
posed draft or an amended bill of H.R. 1920 as you would like to
see it amended. I will ask that all of that be made a part of the
record.

Without objection, so ordered.
[The statement of Mr. Franklin follows:]
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GAYMN R. FRALIN, SR., SMXID G(IEF

ShC AN OX (V O INDIAN (VF OKAOHR
POSITION STATION

MUNG IN INDIAN OUOtI1M

In recent years the Sac and Fox Tribe of Oklahoma has enjoyed a prosperity
unique in Indian Country by exercising those inherent powers common to
governments, be they state or tribal governments. This prosperity has
endured, in spite of federal cut-backs, due the Sac and Fox Tribe enacting
laws governing activities within their tribal jurisdictional boundaries.
These laws tax and regulate certain activities such as mineral severance,
sales, wages, corporations, and bingo. Through enactment of taxing laws the
Sac and Fox Tribe has been able to fund certain essential governmental
services such as, Judicial systems, police and fire protection services,
health and human services, water and sanitation maintenance and road
improvements.

The Sac and Fox Tribe has been willing to share this prosperity with other
local units of government in our area by providing sorely needed funds for
road maintenance, expansion of police and fire protection, and equipment
necessary for law enforcement agencies. This was made possible by using tax
revenues generated by Sac and Fox laws and entering into cooperative
agreements with local governments. It must be recognized that the Sac and Fox
Tribe has reasonably acted as a sovereign tribal government to provide for the
health and welfare of our common constituents.

For these reasons the Sac and Fox Tribe presents the following points
regarding gaming in Indian Country.

IMPOSED LIMITATIONS by federal or stated law would severely limit the success
of the Sac and Fox Tribe in providing services and would have a negative
effect on our economic progress. Any limitation on the sovereign ability of
tribal governments would be in contrast to the President's stated policy and
would be contradictory to recent Supreme court decisions. Only obscure
reasons exist for regulating gaming. Gaming as economic development and as an
exercise of tribal sovereignty are inseparable and any limitation would
infringe on the tribes' inherent right of self-goverment.

7WE SAC AND FOX TRIBE SUPPORT'S LAISLATION OF CW.II IN INDIAN COMMTR.
Federal laws (Re: 19 - U.S.C., ass imilated Crimes Act, Organized Crimes Act,
Major Crimes Act and 25 CFR) and Tribal laws are now adequate and are methods
of regulating tht are no different tht those of any gaming state. We
emphasize that any legislation should protect existing tribal laws and should
not approach the situation as lawlessness in nature. The real issue is of
tribal laws vs. state laws as the lawful governing authority. We contend that
the Sac and Fox laws governing gaming are substantial and should be recognized
with ful l faith and credit as any other governmental law.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE SAC MV FOX TRIBE DOES NOT REQIRE SBETARIAL APPROVAL.

We feel that requiring Secretarial approval is inconsistent with recent
Supreme Court decisions (Kerr McGee vs. Navajo Tribe) and would be an unfair
limitation on our government.
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We recuaxI that in defining the allowable uses of net revenues from Tribal
gaming operations, the specific language

For the purpose of funding essential governmental functions" be added to the
Bill. (Section 6 (b) (2).

We also object to the provision of the Bill (Section 6, Subsection (c) that
appears to place more stringent restrictions upon non-tribally operated gaming
activities. We feel that this provision infringes upon tribes' right to self-
government. As a government, we have chosen to regulate and tax the bingo
operations -within our jurisdiction. Through the Sac and Fox Bingo Ordinance
of 1982 we regulate bingo operations even more stringently that the provisions
of this Bill would require. For example, rather than requiring a financial
statement, the Ordinance (Section 320) requires the furnishing of a
$100,000. 0 cash or surety bond. The Ordinance (Section 370) also requires
the submission of information on all of the operation's staff, not just those
with financial interest in or management responsibility for the operation.
The Bill allows by management contract what we allow by Tribal statue; under
our system, it is the licensee who assumes the financial risk. We have
complete control of the licensed bingo operations within our jurisdiction.
While we object to Secretarial approval of tribal ordinances, we have no
objection to requiring tribes to file such ordinances with the Secretary to
insure adequate regulation. Please do not penalize us for our exercise of
governmental authority. If this provision (Section 6, SubsectiOn (c)) must be
included, we request exemption from it. The system we have works; we invite
your closest scrutiny.

Consistent with our earlier objection regarding the necessity of secretarial
approval of tribal gaming ordinances, we object to the Bill's provision
(Section 7 (c) requiring such approval of management contracts. The
Solicitor's Opinion Memo of October 28, 1981, states that the trust
responsibility almost always arises in connection with the Indian interests in
real property. We would suggest, that the Secretary's involvement should
start only when a lease is contemplated for gaming purposes. At that time it
would be appropriate for all available resources to be used to investigate the
involved parties.

We support a National Gaming Ccmission to regulate gaming Indian Country and
would recommend that the composition of such a commission be as follows:

One Tribal representative from each Bureau of Indian Affairs Area (12)

One Presidential appointee (01)

One appointee from each House of Congress - Senate and House of
Representatives (02)
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One Justice Department appointee (01)

One Bureau of Indian Affairs appointee, and (01)

One Memrer-at-Large selected by the nwbers of the Commission (01)

For a total Commission membership of eighteen (18)

We would recommend that this Ccznmission be given the following authority and

responsibilities:

1). Develop and implement national standards for Indian gaming.

2). Monitor compliance with those standards.

3). Investigate Indian gaming activities as necessary.

4). Conduct hearings on the local and national levels.

5). Report findings to Congress, the President and tribes.

6). Provide training and technical assistance in gaming activities to tribes.

7). Authorize regional and/or state sub-coaissions on gaming.

8). Authorilze regional and/or state specific standards.

9). Hire staff as necessary for the fulfillment of these responsibilities.

It is our estimation that Initial funding for the establishment of such a
Commission should be $1.5 million. We recommend a federal appropriation in
that amount.

We also urge that the Bill include language specifying that the Court of
canpetent jurisdiction in Indian gaming cases is Tribal Court. The inclusion
of such language is consistent with another recent Supreme Court decision. In
the case of National Farmers Union Insurance Canmpanies, et. al. vs. Crow Tribe
of Indians, et. al., the Court's ruling upheld the Tribal Court's authority in
the first instance to decide issues arising in Indian Country.

We also feel that the Bill should include language that would require the
Justice Department to assist Tribes in the investigation of the backgrounds of
existing or potential gaming operators. We suggest that such assistance be
mandated, not withstanding the Privacy Act.

As noted previously, the Sac and Fox Tribe recognizes the need for regulation
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of Indian gaming. We hope that the legislation providing for such regulation
will be consistent with Indian self-determination and tribal self-government.
We believe that these recommendations we have made provide such consistency.

We also recommend these amendments to H.R. -1920 to redo ambiguities and to
focus on improvements that more readily address tribal issues. (Copy
attached).
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P. 0. BOX 1747
SANsEC OK 74801

UNITED INDIAN NATIONS IN OKLAHOMA (405) VS-4o

POSITION STATEMI '1

ON

GAMING IN INDIAN COUNTRY

UNITED INDIAN NATIONS IN OlaAHOMA

The United Indian Nations in Oklahoma was formed to promote better community
relations and communications; to safeguard and protect the rights, privileges and
interests of all Indian nations; to improve the economic. status of the Indian
Governments; to praote the cafnon welfare through united efforts; and, to brinq
Oklaoma Indian Governments into a more cooperative relationship and unity of
position on issues that affect all Indian Governments.

The purpose of United Indian Nations in Oklahoma shall be, through united
effort, to preserve our member tribes rights, powers and privileges by treaties
and laws of the united States of America; to provide for a consolidated effort
in exerting Tribal Government Authority through tribal regulatory laws, ordinances
and constitutions.

To date, seventeen tribes have Joined the organization: Iowa, Thlopthlocco
Tbwn, Apache, Otoe, Missouri, Kaw, Chickasaw Nation, Delaware, Creek Nation,
Commanche, Cheyenne arnd Arapaho, Seneca-Cayuga, Wyndotte, Caddo, Tonkawa, Sac
and Fox of Oklahoma, Absentee Shawnee and Delaware Tribe of Western Oklahoma.

The following points represent the position of United Indian Nations in
Oklahoma, and honce the member tribes, regarding gaming in Indian Country.

Traditionally, the Indian tribal members have always looked to their leader-
ship in time of need to be their advocate and for assistance in all matters both
governmental and cultural. It should be recognized that Tribal governments have
operated as governn ntal.units, national sovereigns and business entreprenuers
as well as traditional cultural entities. This concept is the national federal
policy and accepted law that Indian have a unique status both racial, cultural
and legal. (Reference: 25USC, 42USC-Snyder Act, P.L. 93-638, and various treat-
ies). This status has endured for mnre than 200 years despite repeated attempts
to undermine or repeal them.

Gaming in Indian Country has provided a vital source of revenue for Indian
tribes. It aIso has provided funding for administrative costs and essential
governmental functions. For example, the Sac and Fox Tribe uses gaming tax
receipts to fund road improvements, for police and fire protection and tribal
courts. The Kiowa Tribe is involved in two gaming operations that hire 55
people and benefit local businesses. All Tribal laws and ordinances governing
Indian gaming have declared the need to provide for the health and welfare of
its own people and do so by using gaming revenues for these purposes. Gaming
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revenues are also used for strengthening the ability of the various tribes to
maintain traditional activities and cultural enrichmnent. For these reasons, we
feel that any encumbrance or limitation on the Tribe's ability to conduct gaming
as boh economic development and funding for essential government functions will
have a devastating effect. A result of any limitation of Indian Country gaming
will be an increased demand for services that will occur for both Tribal and
state agencies that neither will be able to afford.

Indian Couny gamin is highly regulated by Tribal and Federal laws. (19USC,
Assimilated Crimes Act and Organized Crixe Act). For example, the Kiowa Bingo
operations procedures, the Apache Tribe Bingo Ordinance, the Camnanche Bingo Code,
and the Sac and Fox Bingo Ordinance-of 1982 prohibits convicted felons from
employment, requires age limits, prohibits alcholic beverages, provides for
licensing, taxation, bonding, enforcement, administration of prizes, penalties,
time of games, qualifications, audits, public notice, revocation of licenses,
rental paid, reports, locations and civil and criminal penalties. These and other
Tribal ordinances are more extensive, restrictive and of higher standard in
ccxpariscn to any other regulations and policies. We support regulation of gai
in Indian Country. We stress however, that such regulation should be done-_
Tribes and not to Tribes. Legislation that does otherwise infringes upon Tribal
sovereignty, self-government and is inconsistent with a multitude of court decisions
and the Presidents' stated policy in support of Indian self-determination and
self-sufficiency. Through Tribal involvement, gaming in Indian Country can be
regulated in a manner that protects the public and the Tribes' inherent right of
self-government.

The States are benefitting from Indian Country g to a great extent.
Presently, the State of Oklahoma derives direct tax revenue form its sales tax on
all goods and services purchased or generated fran Indian gaming monies. Non-
Indian businesses benefit from Indian gaming activities in the State of Oklahoma
such as motels, restaurants, convenience stores and banks. It would make more
sense that Indian gaming should be addressed in a manner that could be mutually
beneficial to both tribal and state interests. The State of Oklahxma, however,
during the past session, failed to pass legislation that would have established
a government to government relationship necessary for mutual cooperation. This
posture is consistent with a pattern in which no tax revenues are returned to
benefit tribes, low access to State funding grants, and inadequate representation
on various state commissions and agencies. It is obvious that the States'
interest in Indian Country gaming is purely mercenary. The State of Oklahoma has
not provided Indian tribes any funding to build and maintain tribal roads, tribal
courts and police departments, water and sewer systems and construction of tribal
municipal facilities. In contrast, the Absentee Shawnee Tribe has contributed
money and easements to improve a road between Shawnee and Tecumseh. The Sac and
Fox Tribe has contributed to the road maintenance program of Pottawatnie County
and contributed to the Pottawatomie County Sheriff's Department. The Creek
Nation has contributed time, labor and money to improve local conditions.

The very fact that Indian Tribes are able to exercise their sovereign
authority to conduct bingo in an open and successful way has irritated many State
officials. This irritation stem from a lack of understanding of the unique
legal status of Indian tribes. It should be noted that those states that are in
opposition to Indian Country gaming are not necessarily against qaminq. Thus,
we contend that the real issue of Indian gaming is not one of lawlessness, but
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rather one of state regulation versus tribal regulation. It must be recognized
that tribal regulation is a reality and, as a practical matter, of substance.
This fact has been recently upheld in the U.S. Courts in Butterworth v. Seminole
Indian Tribe and Langley v. Ryder. If the issue of organized crime is to be
raised, we demand that proof should be provided to this hearing and to the
Tribes for appropriate action. We contend that without adequate docLmentation
these issues are moot and without substance.

It is therefore the position of the United Indian Nations in Oklahoma that
two bills introduced in the 99th U.S. Congress - H.R. 1920 and S.902 - are
acceptable in principal with the exception of Sections 6 (a) and (c), and 8 of
both bills. The United Indian Nations of Oklahom supports federal preventive
Indian gaming legislation that will protect Indian gaming operations in Indian
Country with provisions for:

1. Tribal government control of gaming operations in Indian Country.

2. Non-interference of states in Tribally regulated gaming operations.

3. Regulatory mechanisms that require consultation with Indian government.

4. Gaming operation proposals be considered on the basis of merit for
economic development.

5. Audit requirements compatible with existing Tribal accounting procedures
and schedules.

6. Assistance to Tribes in the development of regulatory ordinances and
contracts with gaming management organizations and individuals.

The United Indian Nations of Oklahoma's position is based upon treaty and
inherent sovereign rights, ratified by the United States Senate and continually
upheld in the United States Supreme Court decision.

Governor Dan Lit eaxe, Chairman'
United Indian tionsin Oklahcrra
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Mr. VENTO. And we will get back to questioning in a moment,
but first let's hear from Mr. Curtis Osceola, the executive director
of the United South and Eastern Tribes.

Mr. Osceola.
Mr. OSCEOLA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am going to make a

few comments and I am going to yield to Mr. Lionel John. He is
our treasurer of USET and also treasurer of the Seneca Nation of
Indians in New York.

USET represents 16 tribes on the Eastern Seaboard of the
United States, and USET did work on legislation that is pending
before the Senate, S. 902. And there are similarities in H.R. 1920
and S. 902, and therefore we are supportive of the basic concept of
some standards and regulations to be developed to monitor the
gaming operations. I don't think it should infringe upon the tribal
sovereignty issues or sovereign rights, but to just maintain stand-
ards.

And also that we would like to be consulted as we go forward in
some of the aspects of this development of the legislation. We do
have some ideas. We did recommend some regional gaming com-
mission ideas, and we have suggested them in our written testimo-
ny.

Mr. Lionel John will go over some of the specifics that he has
come up with in addressing this legislation right now.

Mr. VENTO. Mr. John.
Mr. JOHN. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I will make my com-

ments as brief as I can. Curtis did the introductions. But I want to
elaborate a little bit on some of the things that have come from
within the USET area.

First of all, I want to state that the latest version, or the latest
idea of a commission was an Indian idea. And in this particular in-
stance, we, in USET, developed a piece of legislation, or proposed
legislation which we got as far as the Senate with, and what I
wanted to emphasize is that was actually structured on the basis of
the last year s Udall bill. And so it is consistent in theory with
what this chairman has introduced, and in that regard we are sup-
portive of the Udall bill.

However, in the USET deliberations we had a couple of ideas,
and one of them was the commission idea. The commission idea
was fostered for a number of reasons, and I think it is important to
state these reasons. The first idea was that Indian be self-determin-
ing, self-governing, and that tribal leaders express the desire to
participate in this manner by being participants of a commission.
And even in doing that we were going to have to compromise dif-
ferences from one tribe to another, but it offered a forum to bring
some consistency, some unification on a common issue. That unifi-
cation is needed especially across the country because of a certain
thing that is going on with Indian tribes, and that there is a strug-
gle between the States and the Indian tribes as to who is going to
have supremacy.

The commission idea is most acceptable on a national basis to us
because we want something that would set standards for Indian
bingo operations, so that we are held together against this on-
slaught that we are seeing coming from the States. Specifically,
what I am talking about is the States are meddling into Indian af-
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fairs, they are- drawing Indians into courts on specific issues, and in
some instances are winning some of these cases and by that process
are eroding what Indians had at one time in treaty rights and
other agreements. And we see the same kind of thing stretching
into the bingo area where tribes are being affronted with this and
drawn into court. And we think that the issue should be unified so
that we have consistency across the country in regulating, and by
that process so in effect the Indian people can keep each other in
line.

So we looked at it in a positive nature, and we would like to see
the commission established. And in that process, we offered that
the commission be funded from the tribes that are participating in
bingo. We didn't ask and look for money in this regard, and we
think that we can do a job by ourselves. And although we certainly
welcome the suggestions that people have made today about par-
ticipation, because I think the whole effort is one that needs to
have participation. We need to be in partnership with each other,
instead of in conflict with each other. And that is the whole basis
of this thing, is to draw the parties, and particularly the States, the
Indian tribes and the Federal Government, into a partnership of
some form that would be workable. So that these things can
happen, instead of, as I said, in conflict.

Indians are policing their games. There hasn't been any major
problems out there in Indian country, and so I think that needs to
stay in there.

There is another problem, however, that hasn't been brought up
and I would like to bring to your attention. Is we understand there
is a move now to control Indians' ability to advertise their bingo
games. We don't like that idea. In comparison to the States' own
behavior where they are using televisions and radios extensively to
advertise their own lottery games, but yet they don't like the idea
of Indians sending out mailings, and so on and so forth. So at this
point I would like to state that we are opposed, in principle, to that
idea. We think that we should have the opportunity to advertise
our games as much as the States do.

One other item that I would mention here is that we hope that
we can bring about some compromise between the House version,
H.R. 1920, and S. 902, which is over on the Senate side. They are
basically the same bills, and we hope that we can bring about some
merger in the Congress and by that way be a participant in the leg-
islation that we think has to be in place.
* We also think that this whole effort should be built on develop-
ing new ideas, and we need innovation in how to keep this thing
working for the benefit of Indian people, instead of having a situa-
tion where the States and Justice Department are arguing for su-
premacy and probably suppression.

So with that I will conclude my remarks. And hopefully, the
committee will markup quickly on this bill and that we can have a
wholesome situation for most people around.

Thank you.
Mr. VENTO. Thank you, Mr. John.
[The statement of Mr. John follows:]
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HEARINGS BEFORE THE HOUSE INTERIOR COMMITTEE ON
INDIAN AFFAIRS REGARDING H.R. 1920

November 14, 1985

Good morning Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee and staff. My name is
Lionel 3ohn. I am the Treasurer of the United South and Eastern Tribes, Inc.
and the Treasurer of the Seneca Nation of Indians of New York. Appearing with
me is Mr. Curtis Osceola, Executive Director of USET and a member of the
Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida.

USET is an inter-tribal organization composed of sixteen member tribes
located in nine states along the south and eastern seaboard from Florida in
the south to Maine in the north. USET, headquartered in Nashville, lennessee,
was founded in 1968 and is dedicated to promoting the economic and social
welfare of its member tribes.

Seven of the member tribes of USET are currently actively engaged in
gaming activities and two additional member tribes will be engaged in gaming
activities within the next three months. All of the gaming operations involve
Bingo and with the exception of one, are 100% owned by the respective tribes.
Some of the games are operated pursuant to management contracts while som are
tribally operated.

Even though USET was responsible for developing the gaming legislation now
pending before the Senate Select Committee otherwise known as S.902, we feel
there is no substantive difference from H.R.1920; therefore, USET is
supportive of the legislation pending before this committee. We might add
that a compromised bingo bill would be highly desirable since most tribes feel
there is a need for some form of Bingo (gaming) legislation which allows the
tribes or the Secretary of the Interior to regulate such Bingo (gaming)
operations.

USET agrees there is a need for federal standards and regulations for the
conduct of gaming activities on Indian reservations and lands.

USET agrees with Congressional acknowledgement that:

1. Numerous Indian tribes have become engaged in or have licensed gaming
activities within Indian reservations or lands subject to tribal
Jurisdiction as a means of generating tribal governmental revenue;

2. Federal courts have held that Indian tribes have the exclusive right
to regulate naming activity which is not prohibited by Federal law and
which is conducted within a State which does not, as a matter of
criminal law, prohibit such gaming activity.
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3. Existing Federal law does not provide clear standards or regulations
necessary to insure the orderly conduct of gaming activities within
Indian Country;

4. A principal goal of Federal Indian policy is to proote tribal
economic develcpirent, tribal self-sufficiency, and strong tribal
governments; and

5. Tribal operation and licensing of gaming activities is a legitimate
means of generating rev.uJes.

Establishment of federal standards for gaming activities within Indian
reservations and on Indian lands is necessary to meet the concerns which have
been raised about such activities and to protect such activities as a means of
generating needed tribal revenues.

It is common knowledge that the current administration policy Is to cut
back on federal spending, including Indian programs, whether it's trust
responsibility-related or not. The Administration has made clear that Indian
tribes can no longer expect the BIA to finance tribal government operations
but that economic development and private sector initiatives will be the
current trend for tribal development and operations.

"It is important to the concept of self-government that tribes reduce
their dependence on federal funds by providing a greater percentage of the
cost of their self-government. Without souL reservation economies, the
concept of self-government has little meaning . . . This administration
intends to remove the impediments to economic development and to encourage
cooperative efforts among the tribes, the Federal Government, and the private
sector in developing reservation economies."

The USET Tribes suggest that Congress encourage and abide by the
administration policy of Tribal economic development by removing impediments
and maintaining government-to-government relationships. Tribal governments
have as much responsibility to provide essential services as other governments
and the same or greater need to raise revenue to fund the needed services.

H.R. 1920 establishes all of' the essential standards and safeguards and
provides for essential sanctions for any violations of those standards which
might be necessary for the proper operation of gaming activities on Indian
reservations. The legislation would not authorize any tribe to engage in any
gaming activity which is prohibited by state law. It merely recognizes the
sovereign rights of tribes to regulate their own gaming activities If such
activities are not otherwise prohibited by state law.
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The bill provides that the net revenue generated by tribal gaming
operations be used for essential tribal programs and operations. Without the
revenue generated by gaming, many tribes would be bankrupt and unable to
provide the essential and critical services that are normally provided by
governments to their citizens. Tribes, just like states, are responsible for
providing a broad range of services. Unlike states, however, tribes do not
have the tax base nor economic infrastructure to raise the essential revenue
to support such services. Given the large cutbacks in federal assistance in
recent years, the lack of a tax base, economic infrastructure or sufficient
exploitable natural resources, many tribes found themselves in a situation of
having to eliminate or drastically cut-back critically needed services. Many
tribes were facing high deficits and bankruptcy. Gaming revenue was the only
viable revenue generating activity that many tribes could turn to in order to
remain solvent and restore essential services.

While states have many tax sources to generate needed revenue, nearly
every state has sanctioned and aggressively promoted some form of gaming
activity to supplement their state coffers. While gaming has been recognized
by most states as a legitimate'means of raising revenue, they have also
enjoyed a monopoly over any high stakes gaming operations. For most, if not
all tribes, taxation is not a viable option to raise sufficient governmental
revenue.

While the states oppose gaming by tribes, the states actively promote
their own gaming operations. While it is okay for states to generate revenue
via gaming it isn't okay for tribes to do so and the states can offer no
suggestions to tribes of alternative means of revenue generation. We would
like to point out sane figures which would attest to the ludicrousy of the
various staLes' position. OUt of the fifty states, only four do not allow
gambling of any kind. Nineteen states are directly involved in lotteries and
thirty-two states generate revenue from horse racing, fourteen have dog
racing, and forty-three permit Bingo. This seems to suggest that the
objections or concerns are not of maintaining tribal integrity, but to
circumvent economic benefits to the tribes and to gain control just for the
sake of control over tribal affairs.

Correspondingly, Indian gaming indirectly increases state revenue.
Patrons of Indian gaming generate revenue through gas, sales, and income tax
via the money they spend on transportation, food, lodging and incidental
expenditures.

A sampling of the essential governmental services and charitable
contributions made by some of the LJSET gaming tribes is attached to this
testimony, The services include construction of health clinics, provision of
nutrition programs for the elderly and destitute, scholarships, lad
enforcement, water and sewerage services, housing, road construction and
maintenance, medical services, business loans and day care facilities to name
a few. Charitable contributions include those to the Red Cross, American
Cancer Society, United Way, Salvation Army, Muscular Dystrophy and many others.
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The revenue from Indian gaming has also provided investment capital for
many tribal enterprises and individual businesses thus helping to diversify
the reservation economy, create jobs, reduce welfare and other transfer
payments and generate new income and taxes;

H.R. 1920 requires annual independent audits to be performed by the
tribes. Such audits will ensure proper accountability for the revenue
generated by Indian gaming operations;

Prohibits any individual from having any proprietary interest in any
tribal gaming operation. This provision Is designed to ensure that the tribe
retains complete control over the games and that the game will be operated in
the best interests of the tribe as a whole rather than being subject to the
personal interests of individuals.

Authorizes the tribes to license private gaming operations provided they
are regulated to the extent such operators would be if they were operating
pursuant to state law. This provision is designed to permit the tribe to
license essentially charitable games in the same manner as permitted by the
respective states.

Establishes mimimal standards for the operation and management contracts
and the parties having an interest in such contracts. The bill provides that
all such contracts be approved by the Secretary or the Commission if amended-
and again, that certain standards be met before such approval can be given.
It also limits the maximum amount that a management contractor can be
compensated. This ensures that the tribe will not be taken advantage of by
excessively large fees which has occurred with a few management contracts.

Requires a background check of all parties having an interest in the
management contract.

Requires that the tribe or the management contractor maintain viable
accounting procedures and that financial reports be prepared at least
monthly. There have been a few instances where the management contractor has
refused to permit a tribe to review the books or verify income generated by a
game. Tribes must have the authority to verify gross proceeds and
expenditures in order to be able to verify whether they are receiving their
equitable share of the proceeds of their gaming operations.
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Would prohibit any management contract from being approved or would permit
voiding of a contract if certain standards ar-,'t met or maintained.

There has been a lot of talk about the infiltration of organized crime
into Indian gaming operations. Neither the FBI nor the Justice Department
have been able to document a single case of organized crime involvement in
Indian gaming.

While organized crime does not appear to b a pressing issue the member
Tribes of USET are concerned about unscrupulous management contractors. We
feel that the bill affords adequate protection to tribes to prevent or
eliminate such contractors' involvement in Indian gaming in instances where
such persons have been or are subsequently convicted of a gaming offense or
felony or fail to comply with the terms of the management contract or tribal
gaming ordinance.

This bill would also prohibit tribal council members from having any
personal interest in a management contract with their own tribe. Since
council members are responsible for making decisions for the good of the
tribe, such a prohibition would eliminate potential or actual conflicts of
interest.

The member Tribes of USET feel very strongly about the issue of regional
Indian Gaming Commission. Section 11 of S.902 authorizes but does not require
the tribes in any given BIA Area to establish their own Regional Indian Gaming
Commission. lthile some tribes have expressed their opinion that such a
Commission would not be viable or would be Onworkable In their area, it should
be pointed out that this section does not require the tribes in a given area
to establish such a Commission. Such a Commission could only be established
if two-thirds of' the tribes in any given area affirmatively voted in favor of
establishing a Commission within any twelve-month period. If the tribes
subsequently determined that such commission wasn't viable, a simple majority
of the tribes in the area could vote to dissolve the Commission.

S.902 establishes the make-up of the Commission and specifically
authorizes the Secretary of the'Interior and the U.S. Attorney General each to
appoint a non-voting member to sit on eaqh coTmission. This would facilitate
coordination of information between, the Comissions and the Departments of
Interior and Justice and the effective and objective operation of such
commissions. Once again, no undesirable person or persons having any personal
financial interest in Indian gaming could serve on the Commission.
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While the establishment of a Commission may not be desired by the tribes
in each of the twelve BIA Areas, the member Tribes of USET strongly feel that
the language for this option should be included in H.R. 1920. We would
recommend an amendment to include a provision from Section 11 and 12 of S.902,
which provides:

"The Indian tribes respectively located within the administrative
jurisdiction of the existing area offices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
shall have the right respectively to organize and establish a Regional Indian
Gaming Commission and adopt an appropriate governing document which shall
become effective when ratified within any twelve-month period by a majority.
vote of the governing bodies of no less than two-thirds of the Indian tribes
respectively in each area. Such governing document, when ratified as
aforesaid and approved by the Secretary, shall become effective within ninety
days of approval by the Secretary. Any duly ratified governing document shall
be deemed to be approved if not acted upon by the Secretary within ninety days
of its being duly ratified by the Indian tribes in the respective area and
shall become effective ninety days following such period. Amendments to the
governing document may be ratified by the Indian tribes and approved by the
Secretary in the same marner as the governing document. The governing
document shall be revocable upon a majority vote, within any twelve-month
period, of the governing bodies of no less than a majority of the Indian
tribes respectively in each area.

(b)(1) Each Commission shall consist of seven voting representatives and
two nonvoting representatives. The voting representatives shall be selected
in accordance with the governing document of the respective Comaissions. One
nonvoting representative, respectively, shall be selected by the Secretary of
the Interior and the Attorney General of the United States.

(2) No representative may serve on the Commission who has been convicted
of any felony or gaming offenses, or who has a financial interest in or
management responsibility for any management contract authorized pursuant to
section of this Act.

(c) Each Commission, upon the effective date of its governing document
pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, shall assume and have all the
authority and responsibility that the Secretary has in the respective area to
approve or disapprove all tribal gaming ordinances, resolutions, and
management contracts, and otherwise regulate all Indian gaming activities in
such area pursuant to the authorities contained in this Act. All of the
Secretary's authority and responsibilities pursuant to this Act shall be
subsumed by the respective Commissions in such area upon the effective date of
their governing documents except as provided in subsections (a) and (b) of
this section and section 12 of this Act.
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(d) Each Commission shall meet at least quarterly each year and shall
maintain permanent offices and establish such procedures and maintain such
records as are necessary, to carry out their duties and responsibilities under
this Act.

(e) The expenses of each Commission shall be paid for by assessments made
by the respective Commissions of each Indian tribe maintaining gaming
activities as defined in section 3 of this Act and located within the regional
jurisdiction of the respective Commission. The method of assessing such fees
shall be set forth in the governing document of each Commission. The
Commission may revoke or suspend any tribal gaming ordinance or resolution of
any Indian tribe which fails to pay their assessment to the Commission within
ninety days after such tribe receives notice that such assessments are due.
The Commission shall further impose a penalty of-5 per centum on any
assessment or portion of such assessment which is ten to thirty days past due
and 3 per centum each month or portion thereof that such assessment remains
unpaid. The Commission may grant a waiver of any portion or all of the
assessment or penalty of any Indian tribe for good cause shown.

SEC. 12. After notice and hearing, the Secretary may suspend the
operation of any Commission and reassue-the authority and responsibilities
subsumed by any Commission if he finds that such Comnission has failed or is
incapable of effectively carrying out its responsibilities under this Act.
The Secretary shall provide whatever assistance is necessary to a Commission
to attempt to correct any deficiencies in the operation of a Commission prior
to any proposed Secretarial suspension of Commission operations and following
such suspension, if necessary."

The tribes In any given area should have the option to establish their own
Commission to carry out the regulatory authorities established by the
legislation. Tribes, for the most part, have demonstrated their ability to
effectively and responsibly carry out regulatory, management and enforcement
authorities in a broad range of areas such as fish and wildlife management,
criminal and civil jurisdiction, natural resource management, and many other
areas. This is 1985 and paternalism should not be allowed to rear its ugly
head in the context of regulation of Indian gaming operations. -

Should any Commission fail to properly carry out its responsibilities
under the legislation, as amended, language is provided for a mechanism which
would permit the Secretary of the Interior to suspend a commission's authority
and reassume the role of regulator and enforcer.
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CONCLUSION

Indian Tribes are at a critical crossroads at this point in time. The
unemployment rate for the USET Member Tribes ranges from a high of 46 percent
to a low of 25 percent. The federal deficit and resultant budget cuts have
drastically reduced and, in come cases, eliminated many federal programs for
Indian people. Most tribes do not have an economic infrastructure or viable
tax base from which to generate needed revenue to maintain essential services
or to develop critically needed Investment ard development capital. The
states, when referring to Indian gaming, speak of the inherent evil of
gambling yet they aggressively promote their own gaming as a means of raising
revenue. The states insist that they must have the power to regulate Indian
gaming because tkhe tribes are incapable of doing it. Yet the papers are
filled with stories of corruption and criminal activity surrounding state
regulated gaming activities. By comparison, Indian gaming operations have had
no such demonstratable corruption or criminal activity. Perhaps the states
should allow tribes to regulate their gaming operations.

We submit that the issue is not demonstrated corruption or inability to
regulate, but one of competition, greed and control. The states wish to
maintain their monopoly-and control. The issue has been the same with all
shared resources such as fish and wildlife, water rights, zoning, etc. In
virtually every area of competition for resources the states have always
contended that tribes can't manage and we should have control. The record in
virtually every area including gaming demonstrates otherwise.

We URGE you to act favorably and expeditiously on H.R. 1920 with the
suggested'amendpents, and we thank you for the opportunity to present cur
views on this important matter.

#0803S: tds
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USE OF PROCEEDS FROM GAMING OPERATIONS
CHITIMACHA TRIBE OF LOUISIANA

Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana Contributions:

(1) Legal Assistance for Tribal Government and Individuals

(2) Tribal Council Support

(3) Economic Development Programs and Research

(4) Low Interest Housing Loan Programs

(5) Education Programs

(6) Scholarship Program

(7) Youth Programs

a. Recreation
b. Organized Sports

(8) Senior Citizen's Programs

a. Hot Meals Program
b. History Project
c. Social Programs
d. Trip Sponsorship

(9) Maintenance Program

a. Road and Access Maintunance
b. Building and Grounds Maintenance
c. Community Clean-up

(10) Land Acquisition

(II) Per Capita Payment

(12) Trust Fund for Minors

(13) Investment Fund

(14) Charitable Organizations
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USE OF PROCEEDS FROM GAMING OPERATIONS:
SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA

Seminole Tribe Donations and Contributions:

(1) 1 day's proceeds to Muscular Dystrophy Telethon.

(2) State Museum for Research and Development and Cultural
Development Program.

Tribal Program Subsidies Include:

(1) Education programs including scholarships.

(2) Medical programs supplement.

(3) Homes for senior citizens - rent or mortgage-free program.

(4) Recreation and Gymnasium buildings - supplement towards
construction cost.

(5) Senior citizen hot meals building.

(6) New clinic.

(7) Neighborhood facility building.

(8) Business development loan program for individuals. 21 gone
into some form of business to-date. $35,000 loan average.
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USE OF PROCEEDS FROM GAMING OPERATIONS:
SENECA NATION OF NEW YORK

Seneca Nation Tribal Program Contributions

(1) Law Enforcement

(2) Education

(3) Day Care

(4) Public Works

(S) Roads and Streuts

(6) Water and Sewer

(7) Senior Citizen Programs

(8) Recreation

(9) Community Services

Donations and Contributions

(1) American Red Cross

(2) Salvation Army

(3) American Cancer Society

(4) Most Major Charitable Organizations

Employment

(1) Facility created ISO full and part-time positions.

(2) Income generated creates local economic cycle for
reservation which otherwise would be limited.
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USE OF PROCEEDS FROM GAMING OPERATIONS:
POARCH BAND OF CREEKS

Poarch Dand of Creeks Tribal Contributions:

(I) Economic Development Programs

(2) Land Acquisitions

(3) Tribal Government Support

a. Law Enforcement
b. Community Facilities
c. Education Programs
d. Social Programs
e. Health Programs

These are planned for when sufficient revenue is generated since
this operation is new.
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Mr. VENTO. I thank all the witnesses. I think that everyone has
been here a long time. I, obviously, had a chance to get away for
awhile, but most of you have not.

But the idea, of course, Mr. Franklin, is to-in other words, ev-
eryone, I guess, at the table agrees to standards, but who is going
to enforce those standards?

Mr. FRANKLIN. We envision that the gaming commission would
enforce those standards through the auspices of the Secretary of
the Interior.

Mr. VENTO. In other words, there would be this consensus
coming out of the commission and the Secretary of the Interior
would be bound to enforce whatever the agreements are. And obvi-
ously, you understand that from a Congressional standpint, and
even from your standpoint, we want to be very clear about what
responsibilities we would be giving to that commission and in what
areas they would be making these judgments.

Mr. FRANKLIN. Exactly, sir. And I may clarify that statement
again. If the tribes do not choose to enforce regulations themselves,
in other words, the Sac and Fox Tribal Court could adopt those
standards on a national basis. They are developed on a national
basis-could adopt those standards within our -own tribal courts
and thus enforce them in the first instance through the tribal
courts, and in the second instance through the Secretary of the In-
terior or through the commission.

Mr. VENTO. I expect that in this idea of standards that you would
develop some sort of saving clause that would say that these are
minimum standards, and so therefore you point out in your testi-
mony that your standards that are in place, I guess in the area of
Oklahoma-I don't know the exact tribes here, I apologize-but
they, in fact, are tougher than some of those that are being dis-
cussed, at least from the Department of the Interior and Depart-
ment of Justice. Is that accurate?

,Mr. FRANKLIN. I would like to have our attorney dwell on that.
He helped us draft the laws.

Mr. VEWTO. Would you state your name for the record, please?
Mr. RICE. My name is G. William Rice. I am tribal attorney for

the Sac and Fox Tribe.
The tribal laws subject to bingo is I think way more strict and

has a lot higher standards than anything I have seen proposed
here in the committee. They require payment bonds, performance
bonds, surety bonds. They require not only the owners of the bingo,
but also all of their employees, to be checked through their crimi-
nal records, through every other kind of record you could think of.

I just say to you the standards are strict. They exercise absolute
veto over the transfer of ownership interest in the outfit that has
the bingo operating. They have absolute right to come in at any
time, audit their books. I think the tribal police are over there
about two or three times a session just making sure everything is
running smooth. I think they have done an exemplary job in look-
ing after the bingo operation that they have licensed in their terri-

far as enforcement, I have no doubt that they, in fact, have

the full ability in the tribal court system to enforce their standards
against the licensees that are operating in their jurisdiction.
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I guess the question is what happens to the minimal Federal
standards which I suppose everybody is koing to have imposed
when the tribe cannot handle that. And I would suggest that that
be handled through the commission itself, and that they have the
right to bring their own enforcement action which would be en-
forceable in a Federal court.

Mr. VENTO. Well, I think that that would be a big problem from
my vantage point. I mean, I could see where the Secretary of the
Interior or BIA might have that responsibility, but I think that
that is going to have to be well strictured, indeed, if that becomes
the mechanism. But to provide the commission with that authority
I think would be a problem.

Earlier today, of course, we heard from the Department of Jus-
tice. We heard from the Department of the Interior. The Depart-
ment of Justice witness pointed out, basically, the way that they
want to cut up this issue. And that is to say that they wanted to
provide the opportunity for bingo and provide for regulation of it, a
commission, and so forth and so on, but to exclude all other types
of gaming activity, in other words. And they felt that that was not
even arguable.

Let me ask the witnesses here today, obviously all of you are in-
volved in bingo, so that would not probably affect other activities
that you are involved in, at least immediately. Do you think that
there is an argument to be made that that should not be settled
collectively with regards to this bingo bill, this bingo legislation?

Mr. Houle?
Mr. HouLE. Well, let me take this opportunity, as long as you

have called on me, to introduce my tribal attorney, Jeff Wallace,
and give him that opportunity to respond to it because we have
dealt with that on the State level.

Mr. VENTO. In other words, if you are giving up the opportunity.
In Minnesota, recently we had horse racing or something.

Mr. HouLE. That is correct.
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Wallace?
Mr. WALLACE. Well, possibly partly in concurrence with some of

the earlier speakers here we would view that as putting the tribes
in a developmental straitjacket and putting them in the position
where they have given up some existing authorities and abilities
and received nothing in return. Additionally, I think I would have
to concur with some of the earlier members of the committee who
have said, and this is also the tribe's feeling, that, you know, we
would not *et a fair shake necessarily from the State administra-
tive authorities in requesting those licenses. It would put the tribe
in a very difficult position.

We have at times discussed doing other things besides bingo, and
presently we also run a pull tab operation as part of the bingo ac-
tivity. Pull tabs in Minnesota are allowed and have relatively little,
if any, limits.

Mr. VENTO. Do you have the same flexibility in providing larger
prizes? In other words, you self-regulate that yourselves, then, is
that right?

Mr. WALLACE. Well, presently our prize limits, we buy the same
tickets as the operations in the States do. There is no difference in
the prize limits.
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Mr. VENTO. You don't have to get a license from the State, or
regulated by the State?

Mr. WALLACE. No. We don't get the State, we work cooperatively
with local law enforcement offices. We have had members of the
FBI investigate and review our procedures, and they have always
been very happy or have found them to be superior than the State
procedures.

Mr. VENTO. Well, it sounds like you make an argument, is what
it sounds like to me.

Mr. Franklin?
Mr. FRANKLIN. Yes, sir. Mr. Rice would like to address your ques-

tion.
Mr. VENTO. Mr. Rice?
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir. I have trouble with the concept that, OK, you

can have bingo but you can't do anything else, whici is what that
boils down to. I can tell you as a factual matter th6 Oklahoma
Horse Racing Commission has already come out publicly and said
they are going to have one racetrack in Oklahoma and tWat is it.
And that thing is-going to be in Oklahoma City or Tulsa.

I don't know of any tribes at this point that have an application
in or, you know, immediate plans for a horse racing fs..ility with
pari-mutuel wagering, but I see no reason that the tribe cannot
also regulate that type of activity to the same extent that it can
regulate the bingo activity. I think the thing that may be missing
here is that tribes, like States and, in fact, the Federal Govern-
ment, operate not only as a government, but in some manners as a
business. There is a distinction between operating as a business
and operating as a government. The Sac and Fox has chosen to op-
erate as a government in these matters. I believe that we can have
an exemplary pari-mutuel wagering statute and enforcement there-
of should the tribe choose to allow that type of operation within its
jurisdiction.

I do not see where it makes sense for the tribes to say, okay,
we'll do bingo, which we have already shown in the court system
that it is legal for us to do, and in return for getting to do bingo,
which we already do as was already stated, we can't do the rest of
these things. If we are going to be a government, which we are,
and if we are going to regulate economic and other activities
within our jurisdiction, which, in fact, we do, then if we choose to
allow that type of activity, I am pretty confident that we can regu-
late that.

I just do not see the distinction, really, between one form of ac-
tivity and another form of activity.

Mr. VENTO. Mr. Osceola?
Mr. OsCEoLA. I think basic exclusions seem to be unwise. There

were some discussions as far as if it can be done by others, then
why should we exclude, say, an Indian tribe from participating in
that.

Mr. VENTo. Mr. John?
Mr. JOHN. I would just like to add a comment and my point of

view in relation to this question. I think let us go for Indian bingo
legislation first. There is not much of this pari-mutuel developed as
yet.
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Mr. VENTO. I know. But we have already talked about pull tabs
in Minnesota and pari-mutuel, and there are all sorts of other ac-
tivities, lotteries, I guess, that many States are involved in. I would
think that most of those would be permitted, would assume to be
permitted by the tribes. I guess probably many of them face legal
hurdles, especially the lottery-type of issue or the horse-racing-type
of issue. But you know, the question is would this commission then
or a similar type of solution have to be legislated for each of these?
And I guess your suggestion is why not just deal with bingo now,
that seems to be the one that is on the front burner and the other
things seem not to even be on the stove yet.

Mr. JOHN. Well, I make the suggestion because there is apparent
difficulty. We have been 3 years trying to get bingo legislation en-
acted. And I think that if we trim away some of these other things
we may have a better shot of getting it through. And we will gain
experience. Once we do, then the other things should be that much
easier to deal with.

Mr. VENTO. Well, that is probably pretty good advice. I don't
know, but I would think so.

Well, I have listened to this testimony today. I think it is very
constructive in terms of trying to build a consensus over an issue
which obviously by its nature does engender some degree of contro-
versy. I hope that the committee will consider this as we move for-
ward, and I think we are going to be moving forward. We will con-
tinue to rely on you to work towards a final solution legislatively
to this matter.

I have no further questions, and all the statements are in the
record. I guess then we can stand adjourned, and you can all go to
lunch.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 1:38 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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AN AID= M T IN TH tATlu (W A S3BTITUM FR H.R. 1921

Strike all after the enacting clause and insert, in lieu

thereof, the following:

That this Act may be cited as the "Indian Gaming Regulatory

Act".

Sec. 2. (a) The Congress finds that

(1) numerous Indian tribes have become engaged in or

have licensed gaming activities on Indian lands as a means

of generating tribal governmental revenue;

(2) Indian tribes have the exclusive right to regulate

gaming activity on Indian lands which is not specifically

prohibited by Federal law and which is conducted within a

State which does not, as a matter of criminal law and public

policy, prohibit such gaming activity;

The phrase "and which is ,o nut-I within a State which does

oot, as a matter of criminal law and publi- policy, prohibit

such ganing activity" should eit'xr be deleted or clarified.

In light of the Assimilative Crimes Act, this phrase is

1mMr. Also, if it is to be left in, it should clarify

that Tribal regulation may vary fro State regulation, at lest

an to Clas 11 gaming.

(3) there are no existing statutes which require

approval of management contracts dealing with Indian gaming;

Section 2 (a) (3) is siqly wong. Several ledcal courts ham.

bald that U.S.C. 81 reqirem the Secretary of the In ior to

wr mamet contracts relating to Indian aming -
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specifically Bingo. See for example, Wisconsin Winnebago

Business amitt v. Kobertstein Noe. 84-1768, 84-1863

(7th Cir, May 29, 1985) 12 Indian Law Rorter 2109.

(4) existing Federal law does not provide clear

standards or regulations necessary to insure the orderly

conduct of gaming activities on Indian lands;

(5) a principal goal of Federal Indian policy is to

promote tribal economic development, tribal self-

sufficiency, and strong tribal government; and

(6) tribal operation and licensing of gaming activities

is a legitimate means of generating revenues.

(b) The Congress declares that the establishment of Federal

standards for gaming activity on Indian lands and a National

Indian Gaming Commission are necessary to meet the concerns

regarding gaming activities and to protect such activities

as a means of generating tribal revenue.

Sec. 3. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b),

Class II and III gaming regulated by this Act shall be

unlawful on any lands acquired by the Secretary, under any

existing authority, In trust for the benefit of any Indian

tribe after December 4, 1985. if such lands are located

outside the boundaries of such tribe's reservation.

't last phrase "if such lans am located omtside the botav-

aries'of sxuh Tribe's reservatiua" do16 be a to ree,

"if Such lamis ar nt within oc aiav-t to the Tribe's last
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recognized reservation" in order to allow for those Tribe's

whose reservation boundaries may have been extinguished. Further,

this section in the whole is -sazry. The most that should be

done is to require the secretary to give the State and municipal

officials the opportunity to object to the acquisition prior to

exercising his descretion as to whether to accept title to the

property.

(b) Subsection (a) shall not apply if the Indian tribe

requesting the acquisition of such lands in trust obtains

the concurrence of the Governor of the State, the State

legislature, and the governing bodies of the county and

municipality in which such lands are located.

Section 3(b) is overkill. Since the Secretary has discretion

as to whether to accept the conveyance of property, 25 U.S.C.

465, 561, the moat that is necessary is to have the Secretary

confer with appropriate State officials prior to exercising his

discretion. The State should not be given veto authority over

Tribal affairs.

Sec. 4. Provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954, as amended, concerning the taxation, reporting and

withholding of taxes pursuant to the operation of a gambling

or wagering operation shall apply to the operations in

accord with the JIndian Gaming Regulatory Act the same as

they apply to State operations.

Sec. 5. (a) There is established within the Department
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of the Interior an independent commission to be known as the

National Indian Gaming Commission.

Is this Ccmision to be within the &ireau of Indian Affairs?

(b) (1) The Commission shall be composed of eight

members as follows:

(A) a Chairman who shall serve full-time and who

shall be appointed by, and serve at the pleasure of,

the Secretary;

(B) a member to be selected by the Attorney

General and appointed by the Secretary;

(C) five members, at least three of whom shall be

enrolled members of Federally recognized tribes, to be

appointed by the Secretary from a list of not less tian

ten nor more than twenty candidates submitted and

approved by a majority of the tribes then engaged in or

regulating gaming activities; and

(D) one member appointed by the Secretary, whno

shall consult with appropriate organizations or

entities, who shall represent the interest of the

States;

(2) Not more than four members of the Commission shall

be of the same political party.

(3) (A) Except for the Chairman and except as otherwise

provided in this paragraph, members shall be appointed for

terms of three years.

72-591 0 - 87 - 7
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(B) Of the members first appointed-

(i) the member appointed pursuant to paragraph (1)

(B) and two of the members appointed pursuant to

paragraph (1) (C) shall be appointed for a term of two

years; and

(ii) the remaining members appointed pursuant to

paragraph (1) (C) and (1) (D) shall be appointed for a

term of three years.

(4) Any individual who-

(A) has been convicted of a felony or gaming

offense;

(B) has any management responsibility in any gaming

activity regulated pursuant to this Act; or

(C) has a financial interest in, or management

responsibility for, any management contract approved

pursuant to section 12 of this Act.

shall not be eligible for appointment to, or to continue

service on, the Commission.

(5) Except for the Chairman, a member of the Ccmmission

may be removed for good cause by a majority vote of the

remaining members subject to the approval of the Secretary

or, in the case of a member appointed pursuant to paragraph

(1) (B), the Attorney General.

(c) (1) Vacancies occurring on the Commission as a

result of the expiration of the terms of appointment shall
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be filled in the same manner as the original appointment. A

member may serve after the expiration of his term until his

successor has been appointed.

(2) Other vacancies occurring on the Commission shall

be filled by a majority vote of the Commission and members so

appointed shall serve the remainder of the terms for which

his predecessor was appointed.

(d) Four members of the Commission shall constitute a

quorum.

(e) The bcnnission shall select, by majority vote, one

of the members to serve as Vice-Chairman who shall serve as

Chairman during meetings of the Ccmission in the absence of

the Chairman.

(f) The commission shall meet at the call of the

Chairman or a majority of its members.

(g) (1) The Chairman of the Commission shall be paid at

a rate equal to that of Level V of the Executive Schedule

(5 U.S.C. 5316).

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (3), the other

members of the Commission shall each be paid at a rate equal

to the daily equivalent of the maximum annual rate of basic

pay in effect for grade GS-18 of the General Schedule

1(5 U.S.C. 5332) for each day, including travel time, during

which they are engaged in the actual performance of duties

vested in the Connission.
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(3) Members of the Commission who are -full-time

officers or employees c" the United States shall received no

additional pay by reason of their service on the Commission.

(4) All members shall be reimbursed for travel,

subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them

in the performance of their duties.

Sec. 6. (a) The Chairman of the Commission shall have

the exclusive power-

(1) to approve tribal ordinances or resolutions

regulating Class II gaming as provided in section II

(b);

(2) to approve management contracts for Class II

and III gaming as provided in section 12; and

(3) to select, appoint, and supervise the staff of

the Commission as provided in section 8.

(b) The Chairman shall have power, subject to the

approval of the Commission-

(1) to appoint a General Counsel of the

Commission;

(2) to promulgate regulatory schemes for Class III

gaming as provided in section I1(c); and

(3) to issue orders of temporary closure of gaming

activities as provided in section 14(b)

(c) The Chairman shall have power, subject to an appeal

to the Commission-
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(1) to approve or disapprove tribal ordinances or

resolutions and licenses for Class III gaming as providing

section II(c); and

(2) to levy and collect civil fines as provided in

section 14(a).

(d) The Chairman shall have such other powers as may be

delegated by the Commission.

Sec. 7. (a) The Commission shall have specific power, not

subject to delegation,--

(1) upon the recommendation of the Chairman, to approve

the annual budget of the Commission as provided in section

17;

(2) to adopt regulations for the assessment and

collection of civil fines as provided in section 14(a);

(3) by a vote of not less than five members, to adopt

the annual assessments as provided in section 17;

(4) by a vote of not less than five members, to

authorize the Chairman to issue subpoenas as provided in

section 15; and

(5) by a vote of not less than five members and after a

i full hearing, to make permanent a temporary order of the

Chairman closing a gaming activity as provided in section

14(b).

(b) The Commission shall have power-

(1) to monitor Indian gaming activities on a continuing
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basis;

(2) to inspect and examine all premises where Indian

gaming is conducted;

(3) to conduct or cause to be conducted such background

investigations as may be necessary;

(4) to demand access to and inspect, examine,

photocopy, and audit all papers, books, and records

respecting gross income of a gaming activity and all to

other matters necessary to the enforcement of this Act;

(5) to use the United States mails in the same matter

and under the same conditions as other departments and

agencies of the United States;

(6) to procure supplies, services, and property by

contract in accordance with applicable Federal laws and

regulations;

(7) to enter into contracts with Federal, State, tribal

and private entities for activities necessary to the

discharge of the duties of the Commission;

(8) to hold such hearings, sit and act at such times

and places, take such testimony, and receive such evidence

as the Commission deens appropriate;

(9) to administer oaths or ?ffirmations to witnesses

appearing before the Commission; and

(10) to establish and implement such other standards,

guidelines, and regulations as it deems appropriate not
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inconsistent with the Act and other applicable law.

The entire schema of Sections 6 and 7 is difficult to ration-

alize. Why is the C2airman of the Commission granted sole

authority over Bingo regulation, all management contracts for

gaming, and the selection and supervision of the omission

staff? It could be said that the Commission itself is impotent

with the only real power being vested in the Chairman - a

Secretarial appointee. All of the Chairman's actions should be

subject to the Cnmmission's rules and regulations or the approval

of the Cbmnission. Otherwise, the Commission is nothing more

than a paper tiger whose real function appears to be to take the

heat for the actim of the Chairman.

Sec. 8. (a) The Chairman, with the approval of the

Commission, shall appoint a General Counsel to the Camission who

shall have a background in Indian affairs. The General Counsel

shall be paid at the annual rate of basic pay payable for GS-18

of the General Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5332).

(b) The Chairman shall appoint other staff of the Commission

without regard to the provisions of title 5, United States Code,

governing appointments in the competitive service. Such staff

shall be paid without regard to the provisions of chapter 51 and

subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title relating to

classification and General Schedule pay rates, except that no

individual so appointed may receive pay in excess of the annual

rate of basic pay payable for GS-17 of the General Schedule under
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section 5332 of that title.

(c) The Ccnuission may procure temporary and intermittent

services under section 3109(b) of title 5, United States Code,

but at rates for individuals not to exceed the daily equivalent

of the maximum annual rate of basic pay payable for GS-18 of the

General Schedule.

_ / (d) Upon the request of the Chairman, the head of any

Federal agency is authorized to detail any of the personnel of

such agency to the Commission to assist the Commission in

carrying out its duties under this Act, unless otherwise

prohibited by law.

(e) The Secretary of Administrator of General Services shall

provide to the commission on a reimburseable basis such

administrative support services as the commission may request.

Sec. 9. The Commission may secure directly from any

department or agency of the United States information necessary

to enable it to carry out this Act. Upon the request of the

Chairman (of the commission], the head of such department or

agency shall furnish such information to the Commission, unless

otherwise prohibited by law.

If Sectim 9 is joI ieI to allow the Comission aces to

criminal records, arrest records, and tax information of gaming

magers and lieisees,it shouI specifically say so.

Sec. 10. The Secretary shall promptly appoint the members

of the Commission, as provided in section 5 of this Act, and
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shall provide staff and support assistance to enable the

Commission to meet and organize as soon as practicable

thereafter.

Sec. 11. (a) (1) Class I gaming shall be within the

exclusive jurisdiction of the Indian tribes and shall not be

subject to the provisions of this Act.

(2) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B) and (C),

Indians Tribes may engage in, or license and regulate, Class II

or Class III gaming activity on Indian lands if the governing

body of the Indian tribe adopts an ordinance or resolution to

that effect which is approved by the Comission pursuant to

/subsection (b) or (c) of this section. Licenses are required for

each place, facility, or location of Class II or Class III gaming

activities.

(B) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply with respect to an

Indian tribe if-

(i) a gaming activity is specifically prohibited on Indian

I lands by Federal law, or

(ii) such gaming activity is prohibited by the State within

which such tribe is located as a matter of State public policy

and criminal law.

Section U (a) (2) (B) (ii) should be clarified to indicate that

it is the tye of gaming activity which mist be prohibited and

not simply the regulatory schee for controlling the activity.

(C) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply to gaming on Indian

I
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lands located within the State of Nevada.

(b) (1) An Indian tribe may engage in, or license and

regulate, Class II gaming activity on the Indian lands of such

tribe if the governing body of the tribe adopts an ordinance or

resolution which is approved by the Chairman.

(2) The Chairman shall approve any tribal ordinance or

resolution concerning the conduct, licensing, or regulation of

Class II gaming activity on the Indian lands of such tribe if

such ordinance or resolution provides that-

(A) except as provided in paragraph (3), the

Indian tribe itself shall have the sole proprietary

interest and responsibility for the conduct of any

gaming activity;

(B) net revenues from any tribal gaming activity

are not to be used for purposes other than-

(i) to fund tribal government operations or

programs;

(ii) to provide for the general welfare of

the Indian tribe and its members;

(iii) to promote tribal economic development;

(iv) to donate to charitable organizations;

or

(v) to help fund operations of local

government agencies;

Provided, That, if such net revenues are directly or indirectly
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used for per capita payments to tribal members, those payments

are subject to Federal tax.

(C) annual outside independent audits of the gaming activity

will be obtained by the Indian tribe and made available to the

Commtission;

(D) all contract for supplies, services, or concessions for

a contract amount in excess of $25,000 annually, except contracts

for professional legal or accounting services, relating to such

gaming activity shall be subject to such independent audits, and

(E) the construction and maintenance of the gaming facility,

and the operation of that gaming activity, is conducted in a

manner which adequately protects the environment and the public

health and safety.

(3) A tribal ordinance or resolution may provide for the

licensing or regulation of Class II gaming activities owned by

individuals or entities other than the Indian tribe, except that

the tribal licensing requirements shall be at least as

restrictive as those established by State law governing similar

gaming within the jurisdiction of the State within which such

tribe is located. No individual or entity, other than the tribe,

shall be eligible to receive a tribal license to own a Class II

gaming activity within the tribe's jurisdiction is such

individual or entity would not be eligible to receive a State

license to conduct the same activity with the jurisdiction of

the State.
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Section ll(b) (2) and (3) are inconsistIt with Pxesidmt

:eagan's Indian Policy Statent and are illogical. by require

Tribes, uier Section 11(b) (2) (A) to be the entrq s and

run the risk of loss of Tribal assets and failure of the enter-

prise, particularly when management agreements for a 40%

fee are authorized. Likewise, Section 1(b) (3) uises no sense

in that managers are allowed to receive a 40% fee, and no such

prohibition applies to Class III gaming. As written, these

provisions require the Tribe to operate as a business and pro-

hibit th Tribe frcm acting solely in its capacity as a govern-

ment - thus being contrary to President Reagan's Policy and the

express policy of Congress to strengthen Tribal Goverrnments. See

the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C. 461, et seq., the

Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, 25 U.S.C. 561 et seq., the Indian

Self-Determination Act, 25 U.S.C. 450 et seq. The Tribe should

not be prohibited from li-e ing - as opposed to contracting with

- outside entrepreurs who wish to conduct Bingo and similar

gaming activities. Governments everywhere are notorious for their

general inability to successfully operate businesses. Those Tribes

who choose to operate solely as a government should not be penal-

imed or prohibited from doing so. The most that should be

required is that the Tribe should be required to receive, through

taxes, licenses, or other fees, at least 60% of the net revenues

for the purpose expressed in Section 11(b) (2) (B).

(4) Not later than one hundred and sixty days after the
i
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submission of any tribal gaming ordinance or resolution, the

Chairman shall approve such ordinance or resolution if it meets

the requirements of this subsection. Any such ordinance or

resolution not acted upon at the end of that one hundred and.

sixty day period shall be deemed to have been approved by the

Chairman.

Section U (b) (4) is too long. The 166-day period should be

reduced to 69 to 90 days.

(c) (1) An Indian tribe may engage in, or license and

regulate, Class III gaming activity on the Indian lands of such

tribe if the governing body of the tribe adopts an ordinance or

resolution which meets the requirements of this subsection and

which is approved by the Chairman.

(2) The Commission shall adopt comprehensive gaming

regulations for Class III gaming. Such regulations shall be

identical to that provided for the same or similar gaming

activity by the State within which such Indian gaming activity is

to be conducted.

Does Section 11 (C) (2) mn that the Qomission uist have

fifty different sets of regulation? Also, does the require-

met that the regulations be identical to these of the State

mean that the Tribe cammot levy and collect a higher tax on

tmee activities or be more restrictive than the State in its

regulations? How is the Tribe going to adopt regulations

cooenim g Class III gaing when the Ommission nust adopt
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regulating a the sject? Again, it mhat th e

provisions are contrary to Preside t Reagan's express policy

=a uef-determinatio. The Coission's job should be to)

assist the develoieat of Tribal regulations and the approval

of them, not to dictate to the Tribe's.

(3) Where any State law or regulation adopted by the

Commission pursuant to paragraph (2) involve criminal penalties

for violations thereof, such criminal penalties shall be

enforceable by-

(A) the State where such State has the requisite criminal

jurisdiction over Indifn reservations pursuant to Public Law 83-

280, or

(B) by the United States pursuant to the Assimilative Crimes

Act (18 U.S.C. 13), as if such criminal penalties were part of

the criminal/prohibitory laws of such State.

Section 11(c) is appalling. The regulations of the Cmmission

should only be enforceable in Federal or Tribal court. The

schem of this Section is simply a way to require Tribes to

adopt the State lw.

(4) The Chairman shall approve a tribal ordinance or

resolution relating to the conduct of Class III gaming activity

and shall issue a license to engage in such activity if the

ordinance or resolution meets the requirements of subsection (b)

(2) and (3) of this section and conforms to the regulations

adopted by the Commission pursuant to paragraph (2) of this
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subsection.

Section U (c) (4). To wDE. is the Chairmn to issue a licese?

The Tribe? The entrepreneur? The licenses should be imued by

the Tribe to the businss.

(5) Prior to approving a license pursuant to this

subsection, the Chairman shall prepare and take into

consideration an analysis of the prospects for the proposed

gaming activity to operate in a profitable and economically sound

manner. The analysis shall, as a minimum, include:

(A) a summary of the capital outlays needed to begin

operations and the long-term financing requirements;

(B) the financing method and proof of availability of

financing;

(C) the impact of granting a license on both the tribal

and nearby non-Indian communities; and

(D) the ability of the licensee to monitor and insure

that gaming operations are conducted in a fair and safe

manner.

Sec. 12. (a) Subject to the approval of the Chairman, an

Indian tribe may enter into a management contract for the

operation and management of a Class II or III gaming activity,

except that, before approving such contract, the Chairman shall

require and obtain the following information:

(1) The name, address, and other additional pertinent

background information on each person or entity (including
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individuals comprising such entity) having a financial interest

in, or management responsibility for, such contract, or, in the

case of a corporation, those individuals who serve on the Board

of Directors of such corporation and each of its stockholders who

hold (directly or indirectly) ten percent or more of its issued

and outstanding stock;

(2) a description of any previous experience which each

person listed pursuant to paragraph (1) has had with other gaming

contracts with Indian tribes or with the gaming industry

generally, including specifically the name and address of any

licensing or regulatory agency with which such person has had

contact relating to gaming; and

(3) a complete financial statement of each person listed

pursuant to paragraph (1).

(b) Any management contract entered into pursuant to this

section shall specifically provide-

(1) that adequate accounting procedures are

maintained and verifiable financial reports are prepared by

or provided to the tribal governing body on a monthly basis;

(2) that appropriate tribal officials shall have

reasonable access to the daily operations of the gaming

activity and shall have the right to verify the daily income

made from any such tribal gaming activity;

(3) for a minimum guaranteed payment to the Indian

tribe that has preference over the retirement of development
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and construction costs;

(4) for an agreed ceiling for the prepannent of

development and construction costs;

(5) that the term of the contract shall not exceed

five years; and

(6) for grounds and mechanisms for terminating

such contract; Provided, That contract termination shall not

require the approval of the Commission.

Section 12(b) should have a provision adked whereby the Tribe

is precluded fro waiving or infringing upon its powr to tax.

(c) The Chairman may approve a management contract providing

for a fee based upon a percentage of the net revenues of a tribal

gaming activity if he determines that such percentage fee is

reasonable in light of surrounding circumstances, but in not

event shall such fee exceed forty percent of the net revenues.

(d) Not later than one hundred and twenty days after the

submission of a contract, the Chairman shall approve or

disapprove such contract on its merits. Any such contract not

acted upon at the end of such time shall be deemed to have been

approved by the Chairman.

Section 12 (d) should have a 6W- or 90-day time period.

Realistically speaking invest mony caot be held for

four noutkm in m3I1 cixxp .

(e) The Chairman shall l not approve any contract where he

determines that:
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(1) any person listed pursuant to paragraph (a)

(1) of this section-

(A) is an elected member of the governing body of

the Indian tribe which is the party to the management

contract;

(B) has been or subsequently is convicted of any

felony or gaming offense;

(C) has knowingly and willfully provided

materially important false statements or information to the

Commission or the tribe pursuant to this Act; or

(D) has been determined to be a person whose prior

activities, criminal record if any, or reputation, habits

and associations pose a threat to the public interest or to

the effective regulation and control of gaming, or create or

enhance the dangers of unsuitable, unfair or illegal

practices, methods and activities in the conduct of gaming

or the carrying on of the business and financial

arrangements incidental thereto;

(2) the management contractor has, or has attempted to,

unduly interfere or influence for its gain or advantage any

decision or process of tribal government relating to the gaming

activity;

(3) the management contractor has deliberately or

substantially failed to conply with the tens of the management

contract or the tribal gaming ordinance or resolution adopted and
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approved pursuant to this Act, or

(4) a trustee exercising the skill and diligence that a

trustee is commonly held to would not approve the contract.

(f) The Chairman, after notice and hearing, shall have the

authority to require appropriate contract modifications or may

void any contract if he subsequently determines that any of the

provisions of this section have been violated.

(g) No management contract for the operation and management

of a Class II and III gaming activity shall transfer or, in any

other manner, convey any interest in land or other real property

unless clearly specified in writing in said contract.

Does Section 12(g) authorize the sale or mortgage of Indian

trust land?

Sec. 13. (a) As soon as practicable after the organization

of the Comnission, the Chairman shall notify each Indian tribe or

management contractor who, prior to the enactment of this Act,

adopted a ordinance of resolution authorizing Class II or III

gaming or entered into management contract, that such ordinance,

resolution, or contract must be submitted for his review within

sixty days of such notification.

(b) (1) Within ninety days after the submission of an

ordinance or resolution, authorizing Class II gaming pursuant to

subsection (a), the Chairman shall review such ordinance to

determine if it conforms to the requirements of section 11(b) of

this act.

/
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(2) If he determines that such ordinance or resolution

conforms to section 11(b), he shall approve it.

(3) If he determines that such ordinance or resolution does

not conform to the requirements of section 11(b), he shall

provide written notification of necessary modifications to the

Indian tribe which shall ndt have more than one hundred and

twenty days to come into compliance.

(c) (1) Within ninety days after the adoption by the

Commission of a Class III regulatory scheme governing the type of

gaming involved in a Class III ordinance or resolution submitted

pursuant to subsection (1), the Chairman shall review such

ordinance or resolution to determine if it conforms to such

regulatory scheme and the appropriate requirements of section

11(b) of this act.

(2) If he determines that such ordinance or resolution

conforms to such regulatory scheme and to the requirements of

section 11(b), he shall approve it and issue any necessary

license.

(3) If he determines that such ordinance or resolution does

not conform to such regulatory scheme and to the requirements of

section 11(b), he shall provide written notification of necessary

modification to the Indian tribe which shall have not more than

one hundred and twenty days to come into compliance.

(d) (1) Within one hundred and eighty, days after the

submission of a management contract pursuant to subsection (a),
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the Chairman shall subject such contract tn the requirements and

process of section 12 of this Act.

(2) If he determines, at the end of such period, that such

contract and the management contractor meet the requirements of

section 12, he shall approve it.

(3) If he determines, at the end of such period, that such

contract and the management contractor do not meet the

requirements of section 12, he shall provide written notification

to the parties to such contract of modifications necessary to

come into compliance and the parties shall have not more than one

hundred and twenty days to come into compliance.

(4) Where a management contract submitted pursuant to

subsection (a) has been previously approved by the Secretary or

his representative, said contract shall be deemed in compliance

hereof and no further action shall be required.

Sec. 14. (a) (1) The Commission shall have authority to

authorize the Chairman to levy and collect appropriate civil

fines, not to exceed $10,000 per violation, against an Indian

gaming activity or a management contractor engaged in gaming

activities regulated by this Act or by regulations adopted by the

Commission pursuant to this Act.

(2) The Commission shall, by regulation, provide an

opportunity for an appeal and hearing before the Commission on

fines,levied and collected by the Chairman.

(b) (1) The Chairman shall have power to order temporary
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closure of Indian gaining activities for substantial violation of

the provisions of this Act or regulations adopted by the

Commission pursuant to this Act.

(2) Not lateL than thirty days after the issuance by

the Chairman of an order of temporary closure, the Indian tribe

or management contractor involved shall have a right to a hearing

before the Commission to determine whether such order should be

made permanent or dissolved. The Commission may, by a vote of

not less than five of its members, order a permanent closure of

the gaming operation after such hearing.

(c) A decision of the Corrission to give final approval of a

fine levied by the Chairman or to order a permanent closure

pursuant to this section shall be appealable to the appropriate

Federal District Court pursuant to the Administrative Procedures

Act, title 5, United States Code.

Sec. 15. (a) (1) The Commission may authorize the Chairman

to issue subpoenas requiring the attendance and testimony of

witnesses and the production of any evidence that relates to any

matter which the Commission is eupowered to investigate by this

Act.

(2) Such attendance of witnesses and the production of such

evidence may be required fr.un any place within the United States

at any designated place of hearing within the United State.

(3) If a person issued a subpoena under paragraph (1)

refuses to obey such subpoena or Is guilty of contumacy, any
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court of the United States within the judicial district within

which the hearing-is conducted or within the judicial district

within which such person is found or resides or transacts

business may, upon application of the Commission, order such

person to appear before the Comnission to produce evidence or to

give testimony relating to the matter under investigation. Any

failure to obey such order of the court may be punished by such

court as a contempt thereof.

(4) The subpoenas of the Commission shall be served in the

manner provided for subpoenas issued by a United Stated district

court under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for the United

States district courts.

(5) Al l process of any court to which application may be

made under this section may be served in the judicial district in

which the person required to be served resides or may be found.

(b) No person shall be excused from attending and testifying

or from producing books, records, correspondence, documents, or

other evidence in obedience to a subpoena, on the grounds that

the testimony or evidence required of him may tend to incriminate

him or subject him to a penalty or forfeiture; but no individual

shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture by

reason of any transaction, matter, or thing concerning which he

is compelled, after having claimed his privilege against self-

incrimination, to testify or produce evidence, except that Such

individual so testifying shall not exempt from prosecution and
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punishment for perjury committed in so testifying.

Sec. 16. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), the

Commission shall preserve any and all information received

pursuant to this Act as confidential pursuant to the provisions

of paragraphs (4) and (7) of section 552(b) of title 5, United

States Code.

(b) The Commission may, when such information indicates a

violation of Federal, State, or tribal criminal statutes or

ordinances, provide such information to the appropriate law

enforcement officials.

Does Section 16(b) man that the Tribe's are to have criminal

jurisdiction over non-Indian contractors, managers, and players?

Sec. 17. (a) (1) Not less than three-quarters of the annual

budget of the Commission shall be derived from an assessment of

not to exceed two and one-half percent of the gross revenues from

each Indian gaming activity regulated pursuant to this Act.

(2) The Commission, by a vote of not less than five of its

members, shall annually adopt the rate of assessment authorized

by this section which shall be uniformly applied to all gaming

activities and which shall be payable on a quarterly basis.

(3) Failure to pay the assessment shall, subject to the

regulations of the Commission, be grounds for revocation of any

approval or license of the Commission required under this Act for

the operation of tribal gaming.

(4) To the extent that funds derived from such assessments
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are not expended or committed at the end of the budget year, such

surplus funds shall be credited to each gaming activity on a pro

rate basis against the assesset for the succeeding year.

(5) For purposes of this section, gross revenues shall

constitute the total wagered monies less any amounts paid out as

prizes or paid for prizes awarded.

(b) (1) The Commission, in coordination with the Secretary

and in conjunction with the fiscal cycle of the United States,

shall l adopt an annual budget for the expenses and operation of

the Commission.

(2) The budge of the Commission may include a request for

appropriations, as authorized by section 18, in an amount not to

exceed one-third the amount of funds derived from assessments

authorized by subsection (1) for the fiscal year preceding the

fiscal year for which the appropriation request is made.

(3) The request for appropriations pursuant to section 16

shall be subject to the approval of the Secretary and shall be

included as a part of the budget request of the Department of the

Interior.

Section 17. If this is to be a Federal Omission having

mandatory authority ov te Indian Tribes, then the Federal

gwo enwt should pay for it. requiring a miniam average

cmtribution of 25.9M.uI per year from the 85 Tribes having

gaing opeatins to fwad a teral agecy in light of the

svere poverty o, Sitiom prevalent upon met reservations
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borders on the ludicrous. If the Tribes are to pay for this

OCmmission at all, they sould have control over all aspects of

its organization, operations, and regulations.

Sec. 18. (a) Subject to the provisions of the section 17,

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be

necessary for the operation of the Commission.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 17, there is

hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $2,000,000 to

fund the operation of the Commission for the first fiscal year

after the date of enactment of this Act.

Sec. 19. For the purposes of the Act-

(1) "Attorney General" means the Attorney General

of United State;

(2) "Ccmmission" means the National Indian Gaming

Commission established pursuant to section 5 of this Act;

(3) "Indian lands" means

(i) all lands within the limits of any Indian

reservation; and

(ii) any lands title to which is either held

in trust by the United States for the benefit of

any Indian tribe or individual or which is held by

any Indian tribe or individual subject to a

restriction by the United States against

alienation over which an Indian tribe exercises

govermental power;
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Section 19(3)'sbuid be cn to indicate the Indian Ocntry

as defined in 18 U.S.C. M51.

(4) "Indian tribe" mans any Indian tribe,

band, nation, or other organized group or

community of Indians which is recognized as

eligible by the Secretary for the special programs

and services provided by the United States to

Indians because of their status as Indians and is

recognized as possessing powers of self-government;

(5) "gaming" means to deal, operate, carry-

on, conduct, or maintain for play any banking or

percentage game of chance of played for money,

property, credit, or any representative value, and

shall consist of-

(A) "Class I gaming" which shall include

social games solely for prizes of minimal value or

traditional formsofIndiangamingengagedin by

individualsasapartoforin connection with

tribal ceremonies or celebrations;

(B) "Class II gaming" which shall include the

game of chance coimnonly known as bingo or lotto

and which is played for prizes, including monetary

prizes, with cards bearing numbers or other

designations, the holder covering such numbers or

designations as objects, similarly numbered or
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designated, are drawn or electronically determined

from a receptacle and the game being won by the

person first covering a previously designated

arrangement of numbers or designatiorns on such

card, and shall also include
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Although H.R. 1926 contaiWi several good provisions, it
is the opinion of the Sac and Fox Tribe of Indians Tribal
Attorney that the bill would be severely detrimental to
Indian gaming generally, would destroy the significant
regulation of Bingo activities currently in place with the
Sac and Fox Tribe, and all lawful means to prevent passage
of the bill in its present form should be pursued.

The apparent presumptions behind the bill are that
Indian Tribes are incapable of regulating gaming activities
themselves, that Tribes should operate as businesses instead
of as governments, that a secretarial appointee rather than
an Indian or Indian Commission should be in charge of Indian
gaming, and that the laws of the several States should
dictate public policy within the Indian Country subject to
Tribal jurisdiction rather than the Indian Tribe having
governmental authority over that Indian Country. In short,
these presumptions are an anathema to the express policy of
the President and the Congress and the bill based on these
invalid presumptions should be opposed.
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